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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Macroeconomic and Institutional Situation

1. Economic progress in FYR Macedonia has been variable and slow overall during the last 10
years, as the country achieved independence in the break-up of the Yugoslavia Federation and endured
a succession of regional and domestic crises. This slow progress is attributable to the succession of
political and economic shocks, and the failure to complete economic reform. Due to the recent security
crisis GDP dropped by 4.1 percent and substantially higher-than-planned fiscal and trade deficits
occurred in 2001. They were 6% and 10% of GDP, respectively. While ethnic tensions remain, the
possibility of further unrest has receded, and modest growth of 3% in 2002 and 4% in 2003 is projected.

2. Agriculture is an important sector in the Macedonian economy, with production and processing
contributing around 18% of GDP. Extensive structural reforms have been realized in agriculture since
1994, including partial privatization of public enterprises (in agriculture known as agro-kombinats -
AKs) and a major reduction in the level of budgetary support. Some rationalization of institutions has
also begun, and the private sector is becoming increasingly influential. But the potential benefits to the
rural sector from these changes in the legal, institutional and economic frameworks have been slow to
materialize, due to political and economic shocks, incomplete reforms and the continued use of
inappropriate policy.

Agricultural Trade and the Incentive Structure

3. As a small economy with a structural deficit in most food commodities, agricultural trade is
essential for FYR Macedonia. Current agricultural trade policy, however, constrains agricultural trade.
Most Macedonian imports (over 75 percent) are covered by free trade agreements with the EU under
the Stabilization and Association Agreement and with regional trading partners, but some imports
continue to face a combination of high tariffs and variable levies, and import and export licenses and
quotas apply to some commodities. Fortunately, a comprehensive reform of current trade policy is now
scheduled following accession (subject to Macedonian parliamentary approval) to the World Trade
Organization (WTO), in October 2002. The new trade regime will have a major impact on the incentive
structure for Macedonian agriculture, with profound medium and long-term implications for the level
and composition of agricultural output. The FTAs with regional trading partners are characterized by
widespread use of tariff quotas for agricultural products and will not be affected by WTO membership

4. Direct support for agriculture derives from the budget of MAFWE and the activities of the State
Office for Commodity Reserves (SOCR). Budget support is minimal due to the severe current fiscal
restrictions. Most direct support comes from the SOCR, through its purchases of wheat and tobacco to
maintain official floor prices. In both cases these floor prices are well above import parity prices.

5. As a result of the trade and direct support policies, nominal protection coefficients (NPCs') are
high for most major agricultural commodities (wheat, maize, potatoes, tomatoes, cucumbers, milk,
butter), which indicates that they are uncompetitive in export markets and maybe in the more open
domestic markets that are coming).

6. High NPCs are not inevitable, however, as agriculture in lowland FYR Macedonia benefits from
good climate, fertile soils and natural upland pastures. Evidence from the Central and Eastern European
countries further ahead in their transitions indicates that transition countries with good agricultural
resource endowments are potentially competitive at least in crops. Depending on what happens

' Nominal protection coefficients are the ratio of domestic price to border price
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elsewhere in the economy, effective agricultural and other economic policies could spark a significant
improvement in agricultural efficiency. Even at this time and under present policies, high average
NPCs do not-indicate that there are no competitive farmers and processors. The most market-aware
farmers currently appear to be drawn to horticultural products (i.e., fruit, berries, mushrooms, flowers,
and early season vegetables) and may have already developed comparative advantage within this
product category. If labor supply problems are solved, FYR Macedonia may also have comparative
advantage in small ruminant production on natural upland pastures.

The Rural Economy

7. Agriculture is an important sector in the Macedonian economy. Using 2000 data, it currently
contributes an estimated 10% to GDP and is the only sector to have increased output since
independence. Adding marketing and processing activities raises agriculture-related production to about
18 % of GDP. Similarly, agricultural exports, consisting mostly of wine, tobacco, horticultural products
and lamb, amount to about 17% of total exports. Imports of agricultural products are about 13% of total
imports, as well. It is difficult to assess agriculture's true share of employment, which is measured at
12%, but about 45% of the population (some 800,000) and 36% of the labor force live in rural areas.
Approximately the same number live in the five largest cities, with the remainder in smaller towns.

8. FYR Macedonia has 1.28 million ha of agricultural land, about half cultivable and half pasture,
the latter mainly upland and one million ha of forest. Individual farms (mostly highly fragmented very
small farms) contained 79% of cultivable land in 1999 and produced 67-99%, of all crop and livestock
varieties, except sunflower. Agricultural enterprises (privatized ex-AKs, as yet unprivatized AKs and
cooperatives) farmed and produced the remainder. All socially owned land was nationalized in 1993,
financial support to the AKs formally ended in 1995, and more than 50% of AK assets has been
privatized. Existing irrigation schemes, which once covered 40% of the area suitable for irrigation, has
been reduced to 13% coverage. The state of the country's irrigation system, however, is poor, and crop
damage during the variable summer dry period is prevalent.

Agroprocessing and Wholesale Marketing Facilities

9. FYR Macedonia inherited an inordinately large agro-industrial sector with about 425
agroprocessing enterprises. Many of these had production and processing capacities to provide food
products for the larger market of Former Yugoslavia and, in some cases, significant exports to the EU
and the region. Most of these enterprises were parts of 147 parent AKs. Privatization was delayed, but
by September 2002, all but 16had been sold, mostly through staff buyout. Many of the ex-AKs are
essentially insolvent. Debt service costs and excess employment absorb available cash flow and prevent
management from re-tooling with the up-to-date technology necessary for competitiveness. A limited
but growing number of new, smaller, private-sector agro-enterprises have been developing alongside
the former AKs. In contrast to many former AKs, they tend to be business-and market-oriented with a
focus on profit, growth and market.

10. The post-harvest assembly, distribution and management system for fresh produce in FYR
Macedonia is highly rudimentary. Produce quality suffers from lack of needed infrastructure supporting
post-harvest treatment and packing. These activities are essential to compete in export markets and,
increasingly, in the domestic market that is now being influenced by international supermarket chains,
which are becoming dominant players in Eastern Europe and the Balkans. The purchase of bulk loads
by supermarket chains has tremendous opportunities in terms of volume, but these volumes must meet
stringent quality standards, which Macedonian products do not now meet. There are very few farm-
produce assembly stations in FYR Macedonia and even fewer with facilities for sorting, grading,
cooling, packaging and storing fruit and vegetables. Wholesale markets are basically large fields where
farmers' vehicles park in the sun for a day or two or until they have sold their load. Urban green
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markets are similarly rudimentary. Although there is some need to upgrade market facilities in the
medium term, the wholesale market system will probably be by-passed in the longer term by individual
traders who carry out post harvest sorting and packing and sell directly to supermarkets from their own
cool stores.

Rural Poverty

11. Poverty incidence sharply increased between 1993 and 1995 as the economic transition took hold
and reached 21% in 1998. Median monthly adult equivalent consumption in 2001 was MKD 10,610
(US$ 150), giving (at 60%) an official monthly poverty line of MKD 6,366 (US$ 90). Poverty is more
extensive in rural than in urban areas: 25% in 1998 compared to 17% for the urban poverty rate. Non-
agricultural rural households have replaced agricultural households as the largest group of poor. The
government provides social assistance to 13% of the population and has a small development program
for underdeveloped regions. Unemployment of rural youth is a serious problem; particular attention
needs to be given to secondary education.

12. Women constituted 48% of the labor force (1994census). Female-headed households actually
have a lower poverty rate than male-headed households. Formal employment of women in
agroprocessing is low at 30%, but employment of women takes on pivotal importance in alleviating
poverty, since two wage earners in a household protect against poverty, virtually regardless of the level
of earnings. For small farms, promotion of income generation for women can also be a powerful
weapon against poverty. It is, thus, more beneficial to foster employment of women in poverty
households than to aim at putting a floor under the wage rates for male household heads. For women in
farm families, such employment could be in micro livestock, herbs, mushrooms or agro-tourism.

13. An increase in the value of agricultural production, which derives from effective policies and
investments and involves small farmers, processors, traders and their spouses can have a large impact
on poverty, first of all through incremental family income, which has been shown in FYR Macedonia to
powerfully reduce poverty, and, second, through the derived increase in off-farm employment in related
agriculture-support, business support and retail activities. Other poverty-amelioration approaches, to
reach the chronic poor or as provide effective secondary education, will require targeted assistance
programs. The Government has prepared a National Poverty Reduction and Strategy Paper (PRSP)
develops a long-term agenda for poverty reduction and sustained economic growth.

Issues of the Private Sector in Agriculture

14. In line with the latest Country Assistance Strategy agreed between the Bank and FYR
Macedonia, the priority areas for agriculture, the expansion of production and increase in productivity,
require that resources be available to efficient, private producers, including efficient small ones, at
every stage in the production, processing and marketing chain, so that they can expand in areas where
they are competitive. This will require a comprehensive restructuring of government policies and
support. At present, farm structure, the land market, rural credit institutions and practices, processing
and input monopolies, trade restrictions, and investment rules and restrictions present a set of
interlocking constraints that inhibit the ability of efficient farmers (including efficient small and farmers
foreign investors) to expand production.

15. The chain of logic on how FYR Macedonia's agriculture can be restructured for greater
competitiveness starts with the recognition that, in a modem agricultural economy, competitive
agriculture-based products can only be produced by specialized industries that have sufficient
economies scale at each level in the value chain to keep costs down and that also make use of overall
economies of scope to capture information and technological externalities. Small farms contributing to
a value- chain do not necessarily have high unit cost, for instance, but small slaughterhouses probably
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do.

16. To survive, Macedonian producers will need to be competitive in their domestic market with the
products of foreign firms that can climb the moderately protective wall that will remain under WTO and
FTA rules. In export markets, Macedonian industries will need to be able to compete with the same
foreign producers but on more demanding terms. Both domestic and export markets are continually
changing under relentless developments in technology, materials and communications. Producers must
be able to access the investment finance necessary to stay competitive.

17. It is uncertain how successful Macedonian producers can be in either the domestic or export
market in the future and, thus, highly uncertain that Macedonian agricultural production will expand
overall even in the medium-to-long term. It may, rather, severely contract. As liberalization following
WTO membership proceeds, currently viable producers may be hard-pressed to maintain their current
share of the small domestic market, let alone expand production. If sustained expansion in any
significant subsector does take place, it is, therefore, likely to be in export markets, which are typically
huge relative to Macedonian production capability.

18. When the minimum size of production needed for competitiveness with imports in a domestic
market is larger than the market share it can obtain, that industry is headed for rapid decline unless it
can achieve the needed size and competitiveness to export its way to profitability. This is doubly true
for higher-value products, where the internal market will usually be very small. Stated another way,
many agricultural products will be imported for lack of efficient Macedonian producers despite import
protection and natural barriers. This reality looks likely to force significant variety changes on
commercial crop and livestock producers as the agricultural economy liberalizes.

19. The main impediments to FYR Macedonia developing competitive farms and processors concern
land, finance, irrigation and transport, investment conditions, regulatory burden, company governance
and management, and legal and government institutions. Certain technological supports are also crucial.
These impediments and crucial supports and the requirements for restructuring in key sectors are
discussed in some detail in the main text. The overall strategy should be to help all elements in
agriculture value chains to become entrepreneurial and dynamic by reducing impediments and ensuring
the availability of technological supports. Government should not attempt to "pick winners" by favoring
particular commodities, industries, work forces, types of enterprise or export destinations but rather aim
to develop an enabling environment for investment and production. Fast-moving international and
increasingly competitive domestic markets will pick the winners (and losers) on a continuous basis.
Governmental regulations and "help," which insulate their intended beneficiaries from the
consequences of poor market performance, ultimately, cause the "beneficiaries" to fall far behind.

20. A simple spreadsheet model, with three scenarios -base case and gradual and rapid reform - was
used to analyze the impact of policy reform on producers and consumers of wheat and lamb. The model
demonstrates that getting trade and price policy right will be important after FYR Macedonia joins the
WTO. A key conclusion from the analysis is that a sharp drop in the wheat tariff would result in a small
rise in consumer prices for wheat products, while a gradual drop in the tariff would result in a sharp rise
in consumer prices. The current high lamb tariff, however, is shown to have little impact on either
consumer or producer prices; thus, abolishing the tariff or setting it at a low level could rightly be on
offer in the WTO negotiations.

Requirements for Restructuring in Key Sub-Sectors

21. Processing and Trading. Marketing cooperatives potentially have an important role in high-
quality post-harvest activities and some processing, but private, entrepreneurial agroprocessors and
traders will have the leading role in developing competitive high-value agricultural production, if - a
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big if - there is a conducive business environment for them to operate in and grow. The reasons for the
non-responsiveness to demand of most large processors milk processing, meat industries, fruit and
vegetable processing and wine production undoubtedly reflect the ills of the ex-AK processors in
inadequate management, dysfunctional ownership structure, lack of working capital, antiquated
equipment, out-of-date processing technology, high cost, low volume of marketable products, poor
packaging, poor quality raw material, non-compliance with export standards, etc. There are dozens of
small, cottage-industry-scale agroprocessing companies emerging from rural communities, retail stores
and petty traders, however, typically manufacturing a single product line in competition with ex-AKs
and imported products. A number of these have already reached medium-scale, for example, producing
yogurt or canned vegetables, and on a level playing field may simply grow and displace existing large,
but uncompetitive incumbents. Foreign direct investment should have a constructive role to play in
bringing management skills, market knowledge and technology in both domestic and export markets.

22. Agriculture and Horticulture. There is considerable scope for improving the quality and yields of
all crops. Traditionally, crop yields and productivity were lower on private farms compared to the AKs,
since the latter had better access to inputs and technical advice. Following recent changes in
Government policy, however, this trend is now being reversed, with the private sector having better
access to inputs and technical advice and a limited amount of financial resources with which to access
them (mainly through remittances). Recent changes have encouraged the development of a more
dynamic private-sector farming community with a growing number of entrepreneurial farmers
accessing new technology and inputs from an input-supply and powered-implement sector that includes
support from EU and other international companies. Irrigation, which is needed for supporting most
high-quality, high-yield crops and farming systems during the dry summer season, is serious disarray
due to low efficiency, low coverage and institutional meltdown. Substantial investment and capacity
building will be required to establish a modern seed regime. Despite the emergence of private input
supply companies with an array of advanced products, usage is still low. With neither the input supply
companies nor financial institutions providing sufficient seasonal credit, this situation is likely to
persist. Marketing of fresh horticultural produce is now largely dominated by small private traders, but
there is only rudimentary wholesale marketing of horticultural produce and little standardization or
grading of produce.

23. Livestock. Livestock production in FYR Macedonia is characterized by a large number of very
small, subsistence oriented farm households, a limited but growing number of small, commercially
oriented family farming businesses and a decreasing number of large, specialized poultry and pig
enterprises, former AKs. While the pig industry has grown substantially and the dairy industry
modestly, the cattle, sheep and poultry industries have contracted markedly, the latter due to the
collapse of AK and ex-AK production. A view widely held in the country is that the livestock industry
will prosper through support of the large livestock enterprises. In fact, the limited research available
suggests that family farming in FYR Macedonia provides equal and possibly better returns to land,
labor, and capital than enterprise farming. The Government appears to have provided AKs and ex-AKs
with long term leases for state land, including pastureland, initially rent free. Charging market rates for
reasonable-length leases or denationalizing land in accessible-size parcels in transparent transactions
would result in higher land productivity and higher incomes for successful lessees, buyers and workers.
Veterinary and livestock laws and regulations need to be revised to reduce the regulatory burden and be
consistent with EU laws and international obligations. Animal identification, disease epidemiology,
product inspection, resource protection and market promotion services to name a few are not effective
enough to provide a sustainable base for competitiveness in domestic and international markets. Fish,
sheep, cattle and pig breeding services need to be privatized. Private farmer access to world-class
livestock genetics is severely constrained. Livestock products have traditionally an export item, but
there is limited capacity to compete effectively in international markets.

24. Forestry. Because of FYR Macedonia's mountainous nature, forests cover about I million ha
(39% of the country's land area), and virtually all of it is state-owned. Both the environmental
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protection needs and the economic potential of this vast forested area remain largely unanalyzed, but it
is clear that output, productivity and contribution to the economy of the forest and wood products sector
are far below its potential. Problems in the forestry sector are primarily the result of a weak forest
policy. The basic technical problems are poor tree quality, inefficient production technologies and
products that are inappropriate for contemporary markets. Current forest management policy permits
annual off-take of 600,000-900,000 m3, equal to 1.8-2.3% of total stock. Of this, 73% is consumed as
fuel rather than an input to lumber and wood products industries. Limited access to some forested areas
also means that some areas are still over exploited despite the apparent sustainability of off-take
volumes. New plantings have declined to less than 1,000 ha annually, which also does not allow for
regeneration of harvested areas or soil conservation in uplands areas. The absence of any tax incentives
for forest establishment has contributed to this poor result. Superficially privatized forest-operations
companies, formed starting in 1997, are dominated by an ineffective, overstaffed public monopoly. At
the same time, illegal wood cutting, pest infestation and fire damage have increased.

Need for Institutional Strengthening in the Rural Sector

25. As elsewhere, the government needs to do better the things that only government can do and to
avoid doing things that impede or should be done by the private sector. The essential tasks in the rural
sector include facilitation and regulation of the agricultural economy, protection of the environment,
reduction of rural poverty and provision of welfare services to the rural poor.

26. MAFWE and Other Autonomous Operating Agencies. The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and
Water Economy' main roles are policy analysis and development, regulation, monitoring and
supervision. In all these areas, the ministry's capacity is still weak. An 18-month EU-financed capacity-
strengthening project is set to commence in 2002. Despite the fact that most of the subsidies once
administered by MAFWE have now been removed or set low at inoperative levels, agricultural support
is still the largest item in its budget. Major internal MAFWE institutional restructuring is needed in
connection with reforms in forestry, extension, research and irrigation:

27. Forestry. When Macedonia Forest monopoly is eliminated, MAFWE will need to greatly increase
and strengthen its forestry staff. Extension: The extension service is now an independently budgeted
agency, its operations have been reoriented toward training for private farmers, farm-level adaptive
trials, promotion of farmer associations, and cost recovery and eventual privatization. The extension
agency needs to reorient its organizational structure further along regional lines and to find its market
niche in the context of other sources of technical support, such as, input suppliers, NGOs and an
emerging private consultant industry. Agricultural Research: Agricultural research output is deficient in
applied research, partly due to its funding through research institutes by the Ministry of Science and
Education rather than MAFWE. The latter has no formal responsibility for agricultural research,
although it is consulted on major issues and can fund specific research projects. With project support, a
program of 25 applied research projects offered through MAFWE was completed.

28. Irrigation. The multiplicity of essentially insolvent non-performing Water Management
Organizations (WMOs) controlling portions of deficient irrigation schemes, engaging in other
businesses and ineffectively interfacing directly with individual large and small users has only partly
been reformed to date under the ongoing Bank/Netherlands-financed irrigation project (IRRP). Once
reformed WMOs are established public watershed monopolies and private water user associations
(WUAs) have been put on a commercially effective and financially sound basis, it will be MAFWE's
responsibility to keep them performing and disciplining those that are not. MAFWE is not now close to
having this capability. MAFWE will also need to have the institutional ability to develop a revised
water law and a national irrigation plan. Despite the fact that individual farmers are the dominant
producers of most crop and livestock varieties, there is little systematic knowledge about their overall
irrigation situation or the extent of their use of informal, traditional irrigation technologies.
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29. Farmers' Associations and Cooperatives. The Macedonian Economic Chamber of Commerce
(MECC) claims to represent the interests of small farmers as well as AKs although it had registered
only one private farmers' association. Well functioning associations can provide their members with a
range of technical, supply, packing, grading, storage, transport, credit, information, training and market
facilitation services Though most of the newer associations tend to be commodity based, few are
capable of effectively servicing their members or building coalitions with other associations in support
of their objectives. Legislation to permit farmer organizations to engage in business has been prepared
but not yet enacted. The legal framework for the structure of cooperatives also needs to be thoroughly
updated to provide membership on a one-member-one-vote basis, with fees-proportional to throughput,
and management and membership separated. Producer and trader organizations need to be promoted
and strengthened, so that an infrastructure of associations with many horizontal and vertical linkages
will come into existence, providing some of the economies of scope referred to above.

Strategy and Recommendations

30. A non-controversial goal with wide acceptance is to engender a sustained process of increasing
agricultural production in value terms, thereby raising rural incomes in farming, agri-business and retail
services and reducing rural poverty. A focus on efficient small farmers, processors and traders and their
families is consistent with this strategy. Other poverty-amelioration approaches, such as provision of
effective secondary education, will require targeted assistance programs. The essence of the best overall
strategy to increase the value of agriculture-related production is to create the conditions in which
clusters of farming and agri-business can develop and become competitive in domestic (and in some
cases international) markets for selected agricultural products. These clusters need size, scope and the
spur of competition within their ranks, from imports and from foreign firms. Firms in the cluster
become efficient as they face and succeed in that competition. The task for public policy is to free the
creativity of the whole population of farmers, processors, suppliers and traders and help rather than
hinder the most productive producers. Government and donors should focus on the following (detailed
list in main report):

* Reduce the distortions in the incentive and competition structure (e.g., reform trade policy
and commodity-reserve system, end monopolies in input supply and processing);

* Make productive the resources in ex- and current AKs and in state forests (e.g., rationalize
AK use of public land, privatize or dissolve remaining AKs, reform forestry institutions);

* Expand rural credit and rural financial institutions (e.g., develop viable rural credit
institutions, reform all aspects of land market, provide training in agricultural loan
evaluation);

* Improve the climate for investment and SME development (e.g., reduce regulatory burden,
improve contract enforcement and tax administration, improve product standards);

* Improve irrigation and other rural infrastructure (e.g., develop national irrigation plan,
develop mechanisms to ensure sustainability and accountability of WMOs and W`UAs,
determine transport priorities, assess state of wholesale markets);

* Develop and modernize public agricultural institutions (wide-ranging program of
restructuring and capacity building for central ministry, extension, research, education, and
forestry);
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a Develop and modernize private agricultural institutions (e.g., revise laws on associations and
cooperatives, provide technical assistance and promote farmer, trader, processor and apex
associations, organize trade fairs to promote agricultural exports); and

Alleviate poverty by increasing employment and family incomes, which will come from a
buoyant agriculture-related rural economy, level playing fields for small farmers, processors,
traders and transporters, education and access to land and credit for young farmers,
mobilization of the household labor of farm women. Government programs of social
assistance are still needed for aged, sick and handicapped.

Action Plan

31. Reform priorities for the agriculture sector were discussed during Roundtable Discussions in
April 2002 attended by participants from the government, the private agricultural sector, NGOs and
the donor community, using this report as input. A sector action plan, presented in Annex 4, was
developed during the Roundtable and later approved by the Minister of Agriculture. The reforms
listed in the Action Plan are divided into "Short- to Medium-Term Action Plan" and "Longer-Term
Structural Reforms".

Sequencing of Reforms

32. A detailed list of reforms in agricultural subsectors is located at the end of the full report. All
are worthwhile but all cannot be done in the short-to-medium term. Nevertheless, the process of
developing a competitive agriculture and related agri-business requires change across a broad front.
Thus, concentrating on a small number will not be effective. The following is a pared-down list of
reforms to be done initially. They should be done first either because they will have the most
beneficial immediate impact or because they are prerequisites for other important and necessary
reforms. They will hopefully be supported by donors with technical assistance and investment funds
in many cases.

Incentive Structure, Trade and Competition Policy

" Design continued reform of agricultural trade policy and implementation to support the
WTO agreement and other trade negotiations.

o Limit SOCR's mandate to genuine strategic reserves, reduce the number of agricultural
commodities covered, reduce wheat support to below import parity, lower the tariff and
subject all imports to it, and end the tobacco program and privatize all tobacco firms.

3 Markedly reduce transit time at border crossings by improving border infrastructure;
negotiate same with neighboring countries transited by Macedonian goods.

o Revise the legal framework and enforcement to reduce monopolistic practices in
agroprocessing and input supply.

Reform of AK and Ex-AK Land and Other Land Reforms

o Strengthen legislation governing the use of state-owned land by agricultural enterprises, set
the criteria for market lease rates.

o Implement land taxation to give AKs, ex-AKs and individuals the incentive to divest
unproductively used land.

o Develop an effective, flexible real estate system based on secure and tradable rights in
ownership and a variety of leasing and other less formal agreements.
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* Establish an independent land cadastre office controlled by a registrar of lands to oversee the
real estate cadastre, now being computerized.

* Review, revise and integrate the laws affecting the land market.2

Rural andAgricultural Credit

* Provide training to improve the financial, economic and agricultural skills of commercial
bank and savings house staff to improve their ability to assess risk and manage loans.

* Give technical assistance to rural lenders to develop working capital lending products for
private suppliers and processors so that they can extend in-kind credit to farmers for such
items as seed, fertilizer and equipment.

* Expand successful micro-credit programs.

* Improve the collateral recovery system with land and administrative reforms.

Improve the Climate for Private-Sector Production and Investment

* Reduce regulatory burden, e.g., time-consuming registration requirements and other red tape,
reduce corruption.

* Improve court capacity for contract enforcement, which is now seen as unreliable in result
and delayed in execution.

* Improve tax administration, which is perceived as non-transparent.

* Revise standards and regulations to be consistent with EU standards where possible to
facilitate exports and ability to supply international supermarkets.

* Provide technical assistance to develop and implement plans to assist SME agricultural
processors and suppliers.

* Form a working group to prepare proposals to standardize export regulations and export
credit facilities for producers and exporters.

* Provide management consulting assistance to criteria-selected (i.e., potentially viable)
ex-AK agribusinesses to analyze their business plans, corporate governance, social-
obligation commitments, investment needs and proposed restructuring plans.

Develop and Modernize Public and Private Agricultural Institutions

* Establish a policy analysis unit in MAFWE, which is urgently needed to analyze proposed
policy changes, especially in the area of price and trade policy.

* Revise legislation and regulations for seeds, ex-AK preferences, product trade barriers, input
trade barriers, livestock breeding and genetic material.

* Define food sanitary and phytosanitary inspection roles, support internationally certified
laboratories in these areas and in plant protection and animal health, incorporate relevant EU
law and standards, and reform the institutional framework to monitor/enforce them.

* Increase, through oversight boards and in other ways, stakeholder participation in the
management of public agricultural institutions serving or regulating agriculture.

* Ensure sufficient funding of disease monitoring and border control programs, including
stakeholder contributions; develop a brucellosis eradication program.

2 Primarily the Law on Land Survey, Cadastre and Registration of Real Property Rights, the Law on
Administration of Registries, the Laws on Executive Procedure, Contractual Mortgage and Pledges and the
Law on Inheritance.
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0 Reorient extension staff to provide strong support to small-scale, private farms, which
dominate agricultural production.

3 Establish an agricultural research advisory council with stakeholder participation under
MAFWE to coordinate and allocate funds for all applied research; reorient research and
university curricula toward commercial small-scale agriculture.

" Enact a new law and new regulations on cooperatives and producer and trader associations
to ensure that they are democratically oriented to the needs of their members.

" Provide technical assistance to groups of small traders and processors of agricultural
commodities to establish associations.

Direct Action to Alleviate Rural Poverty

" Improve the prospects of rural youth by making secondary education accessible and relevant
to them;

" Focus on reforms that help energetic young people gain access to farmland and farm inputs
and establish themselves as small processors, traders and transporters and in other rural
businesses.

" Mobilize the household labor resources of women by disseminating knowledge about
activities, such as micro livestock, herbs and small processing operations.
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б. Високите Н К З сепак несе неизбеж нни , бидеjкиземj оделството во низинскиотдел наБРJ
М акедониj а ja користи добратаклима, плоднатапочваи природнитепасиш таво планините.
П одатоците од Ц ентрално и И сточны европскитеземj иш то сепонапред вонивнататранзициj а,
зборуваатдека земjитевотранзициj асодобри земj оделскиресурси сепотенциj ално конкурентни
барем со зем j оделскитерасгениj а. Во зависност одтоаш тосе случуваво другитеделови на
економиj ата, ефективназемj оделскаидругаекономскаполитикаможедапоr гикнезначително
подобруваFьево земj оделскатаеф икасност. Дури и сегаспоредсегаш натаполитика, високи те
й� осечни Н К З неукаж уваатдеканепостоj атконкурентни земj оделци и преработувачи. И згледа
декаво моментов, наj пазарно ориентираните земоj делци сепривлечени одхортикултурни производи
(т. еовош j е, бобинки, печурки, цвеки�ьаиран зеленчук) и мож еби векеразвилекомпаративна
предносгворамкитена оваапроизводнакатегориj а. Ако сереш ат проблемите со работнатасила,
БРJ М акедониj амож е, исто така, даимакомпаративнапредностxaj производството наситен
добиток наприродни планински пасицrга.

I� у� � .гпffiа ¢t и®� ®юдцц� �

7. Земj оделсгвото еваж ен секторвомакедонската економиj а. Корисгеjки податоциод 2000
година, тоамоментно придонесувасопроценети 10% во БДП и еединствениот се ктор ш тоги
зголемил резултатитеод прогласува�ьетонезависностнаваму. К огакеседодадат продаж нитеи
преработувачкитеактивности, производствотоповрзано со земj оделие сезголемува наоколу 18%
одБДП . Слично, земj оделскиот извоз, ш то главно сесосгои одвино , тутун, хортикултурни
производи и j агнеш ко, изнесувадо околу 17% од вкупниот извоз. У возотназем j оделскипроизводие
околу 13°/ оод вкупниотувоз. Теш ко едасепроценивисгинскиотудел наземj оделството во
вработуваFьето , ш то се мери на 12%, но, околу45% однасе лението ( некои 800 000) и 36% од
работната сила ж ивеево руралните области . П риближ но истиот броj ж ивеево петгенаjголеми
града, а останатиотдел ж ивеевопомалитегратчиFьа. �

8. Б JР IVlакедониj аима 1,28 милиони хектари земjоделско земj иш те, околуполовиназаобработка
и половинапасиш та, главно планински, и 1 милион хектари шума. П оединечнитеф арми (главно
високо фрагментирани мн огумали ф арми) имале79% од обработливото земj иш тево 1999 и
произведувале 67 до 99% одситевидовирастителни и сточарски производи , освен сончоглед.
Земj оделските претприj атиj а ( приватизиранипоранеш ни А К - и, како и се уш те неприватизираните
А К - и и задруги) го обработувале и произведувале останатиотдел. Сето опш тествено земj иш тебило
национализирано во 1993, ф инансискатаподдрш ка заА К -итеф ормално заврш илаво 1995 иповеке
од50% од имотот на А К - итебил приватизиран . П остоj нитеш еми занаводнуваfье, ш тонекогаш
покривале40% одтеренотпогоден заиригациj а, биленамалени напокриеност од 13%.1Vl егутоа,
состоj батана иригациски от систем наземj ата, елош аи завременапроменливиотлетен суш ен
период преовладуваатш тетитеxaj растениjата.

номиналнитекоефици ентиназаш титасеодноспомегудомаш натаценаиценатанаграница
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9. � Б JР М акедониjанаследи претерано голем агро-индустриски сектор со околу 425 агро-
преработувачки претприj атиj а. М ногуод нивимале производни и преработувачки капацитети за
обезбедуваFьепрехранбени производи запоголемиот пазар на поранеш на J угославиj аи, во некои
случаи, зазначителен извозвоЕУ и регионот. П овекето од овиепретприjатиj абеадел од 147-те
А К - и-родители. П риватизациjатадоцнеш е, нодо септември 2002, ситеосвен 16 беапродадени,
главнопрекуоткупуваг�ьеод страна навработените. М ногуод поранеш нитеА К - и сево суш тина,
несолвентни. Трош оцитенадолготи превработеностаго апсорбираатрасположивиотготовниски
тек иго спречуваатменацментотдасепреопреми со современатехнологиj а, неопходназа
конкурентносг. Заедно со поранеш ните А К - и серазвиваограничен , но растечки броj нови, помали ,
приватни агропретприj атиj а. Н аспроти многупоранеш ни А К - и , тие се трудатдабидатделовнои
пазарно ориентирани соф окуснапрофит, расги пазар .

10. СисгемотзараспоредуваFье, дисгрибуциj аи управуваi- ье со свеж итепроизводи по бербата во
;БJ Р М акедониj а, евисоко рудиментиран. К валитетотнапроизводитетрпиоднедостигнанеопходна
инфраструктураш то го поддрж увапосг-бербениоттретман и пакува�ье. О вие активностисеосновни
�задасеконкуриранаизвознитепазари и на растечкиот домаш ен пазар, врзxoj сегавлиj аат
меi- ународнитесингдири насупермаркети , кои сгануваат доминантнииграчи во И ст очнаЕвропаи на
Балканот. Н абавката на големи количестваод страна насингдиритенасупермаркети даваогромн а
можноствосмисланаобем , но овоj обем морадаодговори на строгитестандарди заквалитет, кои
македонските производи неги задоволуваат. Во Б J Р М акедониj аимамногумалкустаници за
собира�-ьеназемj оделските производи , адури и помалку со погодности засортира�ье, степенуваFье,
разладуваFье, амбалаж ираFье и складираFьенаовош j е и зеленчук. П азаритенаголемо сеглавно
големи простори кадеземj оделцитеги паркираатсвоитевозиланасонцето денили два, илидодека
негопродадаттоварот. У рбанитезелени пазари сена сличен начинрудиментарни. И ако има
потребаусловитенапазаритедасе унапредат насреден рок , вероj атнонаподолгрок , пазарниот
, систем запродаж банаголемокебиденадминат одпоединечнитетрговци кои врш атпосг- бербено
i сортираf ьеи пакува�ьеи им продаваатдиректно на супермаркетитеод нивнитесопствениразладни
складови.

Руралиа сиромаш тиj а

11. Зачестеноста ( инциденцата) насиромаш тиj адраматично пораснапомегу 1993 и 1995 со
одвиваFьето наекономскататранзициj аи досгигна 21 % во 1998. Среднатамесечнапотрош увачкана
возраснилугево 2001 беш е 10 610 мкд (150 усд), земаjки гопредвид ( на60%) официj алниот прагна

I сиромаш тиj аод 6 366 мкд (90 усд). Сиромаш тиj атае пораш ирена во руралнитеотколкуво урбаните
�средини: 25°/ ово 1998 воспоредбасо 17% за стапката наурбанасиромаш тиj а. Н еземjоделските
рурални домакинсгваги замениj аземj оделскитедомакинсгвакаконаj големасиромаш нагрупа.
Државатаобезбедувасоциj алнапомош на13°/ ооднаселението и има маларазвоjнапрограмаза
неразвиенитерегиони . Н евработеностакаj руралната младинаесе риозен проблем ; особено
вниманиетребадасепосвети насредното образование.

12. Ж ените сочинувале48% од работната сила ( според пописотод 1994). Домакинстватасоглава
на семеj сгвото ж ена, всуш ност имаатпомаласгапканасиромаш тиj аоддомакинсгватаначело со
маж . Формалнатавработеностнаж енитево агро- преработувачкатаениска, 30°/о, но вработува�-ьето
нажените зазема клучнаваж ност во намалуваf ьето насиромаш тиj ата, бидеj ки дваjцалуге со плата,
воеднодомакинство ш титат одсиромаш тиj а, практично безразлика насгепенот назаработувачка.
Замалитеф арми, промовираrьето напроизведува�ье проф ит заж енитемож е, истотака, дабиде
мокнооруж jепротив сиромаш тиj ата. Така, покорисно едасе поr гикнувавработуваt-ье наженитево
сиромаш нитедомакинства, отколкудасецели кон утврдуваFье надолнаграницананадницитеза
маш китеглави насемеj ства. В акво вработуваFье заж енитево земj оделскитесемеj ства, мож едаима
во одгледуваfьеситен добиток, треварство , печурки или агро- туризам .
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18. К огаминималноиот обем напроизводство неопходен законкурентноство односнаувозотна
домаш ниотпазар епоголем од делотодпазаротш то можедаго освои, тогаш индустриj атарапидно
почнувадаопага, освен аконего посгигнепотребниот обем и конкурентностза наогаr ьенапатотдо
проф итабилноста. О вауш те повекеважи запроизводите соповисокавредносг, кадедомаш ниот
пазар обично емногумал. П оинакукажано, многу земj оделски производи ке се увезуваатпоради
недостигнаеф икасни македонски производители и покраj заш титатаод увози природнитебариери.
О ваареалност, со понатамош налиберализациj аназем j оделското стопанство, вероj атно ке
предизвиказначаjни разновидни промени каj комерциj алнитепроизводители на земj оделски и
сточарски производи.

19. Главнитепречки Б JР М акедониj адаразвиеконкурентни ф арми и преработувачи севоврскасо
земj ата, финансиите , наводнува�ьето итранспортот, инвесгиционите услови , товаротна
регулативата, управуваFьето и раководеi- ьето нафирмите иправните ивладинитеинституции.
Суш тинска еи одреденатехнолош каподдрш ка. В аквитепречки и суш тинскатаподдрш ка, како и
бараF ьатаза реструктурираF ьевоклучните сектори подетално се разгледуваат во главниоттекст .
Вкупнатастратегиj атребадабидево насока напомаган, еситеелементи воземj оделските вредносни
синтдирида станатпретприемачки идинамичнипрекунамалува�-ье напречките и обезбедува�ье
технолош каподдрш ка. Владатанетребадасеобидувада " одбира победници" прекуф аворизираFье
одреденипроизводи , индустрии, работнасила, видовипретприj атиj а, или извозни дестинации, ами
требаповекедасе стреми кон развива�ьеповолнасрединазаинвестиции и производство. Брзите
меf ународни и растечки теконкурентни домаш ни пазаря постоj ано кеги одбираатпобедниците ( и
губитниците). Владинатарегулативаи " помош ". ш то ги изолираатнивнитеф аворизирани
корисници од последицитеод лош ипазарни резултати, на краj от , предизвикуваат " корисниците"
сосемадазаосганат.

20. Беш е употребен еден едносгавенмодел со три сценариj а- основен случаj, постепенаи брза
реформа- зада се анализиравлиj анието нареформатаво политикатаврзпроизводителите и
потрш увачитенапченицаи j агнеш ко. М оделотдемонстрирадекаоткако Б J Р М акедониjакесе
приклучи кон СТО , ке биде важ но исправнодасе разберетрговскатаи ценовната политика.
Клучниотзаклучок од анализатаедекадраматичен пад во тариф атанапченицата бирезултирал во
мал пораст напотрош увачкитецени напченичнитепроизводи, додекапосгепен падво тарифата би
резултирал во остар пораст напотрш увачкитецени . Сепак, сепокаж ува декамоментнатависока
тариф ана j агнеш ко имамало влиj аниебило врзпотрош увачките, било врзпроизводнитецени; така,
вопреговорите со СТО би мож ело убавода сепонуди укинуваFьенатариф атаилинеjзино големо
намалуваFье.

Бара� азареr груктурираи, е во главвитепотсектори

21. П п� епа_боткаи трговиj а. Задругитепотенциj ално имаат важ наулога во високо квалитетни посr-
ж етвени, пост- бербени активносги иво некоипреработувачки индустрии, но водечкаулогаво
развиваFье конкурентно, високо вредно земj оделско производство кеимаатприватните,
претприемачки агро- преработувачиИ трговци, ако-едноголемо " ако "- имаповолнаделовнасредина
занивноф ункционираFьеи раст. П ричинитезанереагираfьето напобарувачкатанаповекето големи
преработувачи како млечни , месни, ииндустрии за преработканаовош j еи зленчук , какои за
производсгво навино , несомнено ги одразуваатлош итепотези напоранеш нитеагрокомбинати во
неадекватен менацмент, дисф ункционалнасопсгвеничкаструктура, недост иr наобртеи капитал,
сгараопрема, засгаренапреработувачкатехнологиj а, високи трош оци , мал обем напроизводи што
мож едасе продадат, лош аамбалажа, неквалитетни суровини, несоодветствуват-ьесоизвозните
стандарди итн. Сепак, имадузинамали преработувачки ф ирми со големинанаеднакукаш тосе
поj авуваатод руралните заедници, продавницинамало и мали трговци коиобично произведуваат
еден единствен производво конкуренциj асопоранеш нитеА К - и и увезенитепроизводи . И звесе н
бpoj од нив веке достигналесреден обем , например оние што произведуваат j огурт или конзервиран
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зеленчук иво изедначени услови мож е, едноставно, дапораснат и даги елиминираат постоj ните
големи, но неконкурентни играчи . Странскитедиректни инвесгиции требадаодиграат
конструктивнаулогаво донесуваг-ьето менацерски веш тини, пазарно знаеf ье и технологиj аи
надомаш ниот и наизвозните пазари.

22. Зем iТоделиеи хопт� л� тvzпа. П остои значителен простор за подобрува�ьена квалитетоти
приносот наситерасгениj а. Традиционално, приноситеи продуктивносгабиле пониски на
приватнитеф арми во споредбасо А К - ите, бидеj йи вторитеимале подобар прист ап кон суровиик и
стручни совети. Ivleiy тoa, по неодамн еш нитепромени во политиката наВладата, овоj трендсегае
обратен, со тоаш топриватниотсектор има подобар пристапдо материj али и технички совети и
ограниченизноснафинансиски ресурси со кои ш то мож едадоj дедо нив ( главнопрекудознаки).
Скореш нитепромени го поттикнааразвоj отнаподинамичнаприватно- земj оделсказаедницасо
раст ечки бpoj претприемачки земj оделци кои ги примаатновататехнологиjаи материj алиод
секторот за заj акнатаимплементациj а, ш то ja вклучува поддрш катаод ЕУ и други меrународик
компании. Н аводнуваFьето, ш то енеопходно за поддрж ува�-ьена поголемиот дел високо квалитетни
и земj оделскипроизводи со висок принос, како и за земj оделските системи во текот насуваталетна
се зона, есе риозно дезорганизирано како резултатнанискатаефикасност , слабатапокриеност и
институционалниотраспад. Ке бидат потребни значителниинвестиции и изградбанакапацитети за
дасе утврди модеренсеменски реж им . i �I покраj поj аватанаприватни набавик компании со група
напредни производи, употребатае се ушт емала. Безнабавни компании и безфинансиски
институции ш то обезбедуваатдоволно сезноскикредити, овааситуациj авероj атно кепродолж и.
П онудатанасвеж и хортикултурни производи сегаенаш ироко поддоминациj анамали приватик
трговци, но пост ои само рудиментиранапродаж банаголемо и маластандардизациj аили градираFье
на производите.

23. Сточап ство. Сточарското производсгво во БJ Р М акедониj асе карактеризирасо голем броj мн огу
мали, земj оделски домакинсгваориентирани само кон егзисгенциj а; ограничен , но растечки бpoj
мали, комерциj ално орj ентирани семеj ни земjоделски фирми и опагачки броj големи,
специj ализираниж ивинарски и свиt ьарски претприj атиj а, поранеш ик А К -и . ДодекасвиFьарсгвото
значителнопорасна, амлечнатаиндустриj апораснаумерено , говедарството овчарството и
ж ивинарст вото забележително сенамалиj а, последното какорезултатнапропага� етонаА К - итеи
нивното производство. Ставотш то ераспостранет низзем j атаедекасточарството кепросперира
преку поддрш каод големите ст очарски претприj атиj а. Всуш ност, ограик ченото истраж уваF ье
покаж увадекасемеj ното земj оделсгво во Б J Р М акедониj а обезбедуваеднакви и вероj атно подобри
поврати на земjа, труди капитал одонаво големитепретприj атиj а. ki згледадекаВладатанаА К - ите
и поранеш нитеА К - и им обезбедиладолгорочен закуп надрж авна земjа, вклучуваj ки гипасиш тата,
коинапочетокотбилеослободени одрента. Н аплака�ьепазарни цени заразумн о долгзакупили
денационализираг�ьеназемj атаво разумн о големи парцели прекутранспарентни трансакции би
резултирало во поголемапродуктивност на земj атаи повисоки приходи зауспеш ните закупци,
купувачи и работик ци. Ветеринарниоти сточарскиот закон и регулативататребадасеревидираатза
дасе намали регулативниот товар и задасе биде во согласност со законите наЕУ и мегународните
облигации. О бележ уваFьетонаж ивотните, епидемиологиj атана болестите, инспекциj атана
производите, заш титатанаресурситеи недоволниот броj услуги запромоциj а напазаротне се
доволно ефикаснидаобезбедатодрж лива базазакоин урентност надомаш ниоти мегународните
пазари. Риболовот, овчарството , говедарсгвото и свиt ьарството требадасеприватизираат.
П рисгапот наприватнитеземj оделци кон ст очарски сорти од светскакласа еограничен во висока
мера. Сточарскитепроизводитрадиционално учествууваат во извозот, но капацитетотефективнода
сенатпреваруваатнамегунардоните пазари еограничен.
24. Ш � арство. П орадипланинскатаприроданаБ J Р Л/Такедониj а, цryмитепокриваат околу 1 милион
хектари (39°/ оодземj иш ик отф онд на земj ата), ипрактично ситесе во сопственосгнадрж авата. pI
потребитезазашт итанасрединатаи економскиот потенциj ал на овааогромна пош уменаповрш ина
осгануваатречиси неанализирани , но j асно едекарезултатите, продуктивностаи придонесоткон
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секторотнаш умарски и дрвнипроизводи седалекупод потенциj алот. П роблемитево ш умарсгвото
сепримарнорезултатнаслабаш умарскаполтика. О сновните технички проблеми селош квалитет
надрвj ата, неефикасни производни технологии и несоодветни производи за современитепазари.
М оментнатаполитиказауправува�ьесо ш умитедозволувагодиш на сечаод 600 000 до 900 000 мз,
ш то ееднкавона 1,8-2,3% одвкупниотш умски ф онд. О дова, 73% се консумира како гориво отколку
какограгаи материj ал задрвнитеиндустрии . О граничениотпристапдо некои пош умени области,
исготаказначи дек анекоиобласгисе сеуш тепреексплоатиранипокраj очигледнатаодржливост на
количестватасеча. Н овото пош умува�-ьеопаднана помалкуод 1000 хектари годиш но , ш то истотака,
неоставапростор зарегенерациj а насоголените обласги или засочувуваfьенапочватаво
планинскитерегиони. О тсуството набило каквиданож ни стимуланси заобновуваFьенаш умите
придонесеконовоj лош резултат . Привидно приватизираните ш умски претприj атиj а, формирани
почнуваj ки од1997г; се под доминациj ананеефикасен , превработен j авен монопол. И стовремено , се
зголемиj аилегалната сеча, природнитеш тетници и пожарите.

П отребаза ииrr итуцноналио j акиеи�ево руралииот сектор

25. Какои надругоместо, владататребаподорбо даги врш и работите ш то самотаамож едаги
заврш и , задаизбегнеработи ш токе го попречуваатили ш то требада бидат направени од
приватниотсектор . Суш тинскитезадачи во руралниотсектор вклучуваат олеснуваFьеи регулираfье
наземj оделството, заштитанасредината, намалува� -ьенаруралнатасиромаш тиj аи обезбедува�ье
социj ални услуги заруралната сиромаш тиj а.

26. М ЗШ В ид,рvги автономни опер� тивни аг нт�ии . Главнитеулоги наМ инистерството за
земj оделие, ш умарсгво и водостопанство се анализанаполитиката иразвоj от, регулираFье, следеFье
и супервизиj а. К апацитетот наминисгерството е се уш теслабво ситеовие области . Во 2002 година
требадаотпочне 18- месеченпроектза заj акнува�ьенакапацитетите ф инансиран од ЕУ . И покраj
ф актотдекаповекето субвенции претходново налдеж ностнаМ ЗШ В , сега сетргнати или сведени на
неоперативно ниво, поддрш катаво земjоделсгвото есеуш тенаj големасгавкавонеговиотбуцет. Во
врскасореф ормитево ш умарсгвото, советодавнатаф ункциj а, истраж уваfьето и наводнуваt�ьето
потребноекрупно внатреш но институционално реструктурираfьенаМ ЗШ В :

27. Ш vма_ nство. К огакесеелминира монополотнаМ акедонски ш уми, М ЗШ В кеморадосгадаги
заj акнесвоитеш умарски работници и даго зголеми нивниот бpoj. � е_тs гдазнаф �хкг� iа"
советодавнитеуслуги сегаседаваат одстранана независно будгетиранаагенциj а. Н еj зините
активности беапреорjентирани кон обуказаприватни зем j оделци, адаптивни проби нанивона
фарма, промоциj аназемj оделскиздруж ениj а, покриваt- ье натрош оците и конечно , кон
приватизациj а. Советодавната агенциj атребауш тедаja преориентирасвоj атаорганизациска
структураконрегионалнитепотреби и да си го наj десвоето место напазарот во контекстнадруги
извори техничкапомош , како добавувачи на матерj али, невладини организации и новонастанати
приватниконсултанти . З� мjsz делск_ о исто аж _уаан:е;_ резултатитеод земj оделското исгражуваfьесе
деф ицитарни во применетотоистраж уваFье, делумно поради неговото ф инансираfье преку
инсгитутитеприМ инисерството занаукаи образование, а непреку М ЗШ В . М ЗШ В немаформална
одговорностзаземj оделски истраж уваfьа, иако тоа секонсултира закрупни праш аFьаи мож еда
ф инансираконкретни истражувачки проекти . Со проектнатаподдрш кабеш езаврш енапрограмаод
25 проектинаприменетоистражуваFье, понудени прекуМ ЗШ В .

28. Ипиг,__ аииа . М ногуброj ностанаво суш тина несолвентни , безрезултати организации за
управуваFьесо водаташ токонтролираатделови од деф ицитарнитеиргациски ш еми, вклучуваj ки се
и водругадеj ност и соочуваj ки седиректно со поединечни големи и мали корисници, досегаесамо
делумнореф ормиранаспоредтековниотпроектза иригациj афинансиран од БанкатанаХ оландиj а
(П РРИ ). Откако кесеформираатреформирани организации зауправуваг-ье со водата ( О УВ ), а
jавните водостопанства- монополи и здруж ениj атана приватникорисници навода ( ЗП КВ ) кесе
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сгаватнакомерциj ално еф икаснаи ф инансиски здраваоснова,lV ТЗШ В кебидеодговорнодаги
одрж и содобри резултати и даги дисциплинира оние што недаваатдобрирезултати . Сега
министерствотонеени блискудо имаFьетаква способност. IVT3IIIB кетребадаима и
институционалнаспособност да развиеревидиран закон заводи и национален иригационен план.
П окраj фактотдекапоединечните земj оделци седоминантни производители наповекевидови
расгителни и сгочарски производи, посгои мало сисгематско знаеFьезаопш татаиригацискасосгоj ба
каj нив, или за степенот на нивнатаупотреба нанеф ормалнитрадиционални технологии за
наводнуваf ье.

29. Здпvж ени; ана зем� д� лт�и и зад�Zу� М акедонскатасгопанскакомора (1V�CK) тврди дека ги
заст апуваинтереситена малите земj оделци, како и наА К -ите, иако имарегистрирано само едно
здруж ниенаприватни земj оделци. Здруж ениj аш то добро функционираатмож едаим обезбедатна
своитечленови услуги за технички, набавни, пакувачки, градирачки, складирачки, транспортни,
кредитни, инф ормативни, обучувачки и пазарни помагала. kIa кo повекето одпоновитездруж ениj асе
ф окусираатнапроизводите, малкуод нивсе способни еф икасно даги опслуж атсвоитечленови или
даградат коалиции содруги здруж ениjакои ги поддрж уватнивнитецели. П одготвена елегислатива
коj аим дозволувана земj оделските организации да се вклучатводеj носта, нотаа сеуш тене е
усвоена. Треба целоснода сеосовремени и правнатарамказаструктуратаназадругитезада се
обезбеди членство попринципот еден член-еден глас, сочленаринипропорционални соучеството, и
со одвоен менацментод членството . П роизводнитеи трговските организации треба дасе
промовираат ида сезаjакнат, такаш тодадоjдедо создаваFьенаинф раструктураод здруж ениj асо
многухоризонтални и вертикални врски, обезбедуваj ки некои од економиитеодобемоткои беа
споменати погоре.

СаQвааегиуа�ц� р�еп®gтакц�

30. Ш ироко приф атенанеконтроверзнацел еда сепредизвикаодржливпроцеснарасгечко
земj оделско производство восмисла навредност , натоj начин создаваjки рурални приходи во
земj оделст вото, агро- бизнисот и услугитенамалои намалуваj ки ja руралнатасиромаш тиj а. � окусот
наеф икасни мали земj оделци, преработувачи и трговци и нивнитефамилии едоследен на оваа
ст ратегиj а. Други методи занамалуваt ьена сиромаш тиj ата, како обезбедуваFье ефективно средно
образование, ке барааттаргетирани програми запомош . Сушт инатананаj добратаопшт а стратегиjа
зазголемуваг�ье навредност анапроизводството поврзаносо агрикултурата, едасе создадатуслови
во кои групации од земj оделски и агро- бизниси мож е дасе развиваати да станатконкурентни на
домаш ните ( аво некои случаии намеrународните) пазари заселектирани зем j оделски производи .
Н аовиегрупации им епотребнавеличина, домен и поттик одконкуренциj атавонивниотранг, од
увозоти од странскитеф ирми. � ирмитево групациj атасгануваат еф икасни когаке сесоочатсо
конкуренциj атаи кога кепосгигнатуспех во неа. Задачатанадрж авнатаполитиксаедаja ослободи
креативностакаj ситеземj оделци, преработувачи, добавувачи итрговции даим помогне, а недаги
попречува наj продуктивнитепроизводители. Владата идонаторитетребадасеконцентрираат на
следново ( деталенсписок во главниот извеш таj) :

о Да се намалатизобличува� атаво структуратанастимуланситеи конкуренциj ата ( напр ., да се
реформиратрговскатаполитика и системот на стокови резерви, дасе стави xpaj на монополите
во набавкатанаматериj али и преработувачката);

о Да сенаправатпродуктивниресурситево поранеш ните иактуелнитеА К -и и во држ авните
ш уми ( на пр., дасерационализиракористеfьето наА К - итенаj авното земj ишт е, дасе
приватизираатили дасе затворат останатитеА К-и, дасереф ормираатш умарските
институции);
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� Да сепрош иратф инансискитеинституции зарурални кредити ( напр ., дасеразвиj ат одржливи
рурални кредитни институции , да сереф ормираатсите аспекти напазарот наземj иш те, дасе
обезбедиобуказапроценкана земj оделски кредит);

� Д асеподобри климатаза инвестиции и заразвоj наМ СП ( напр., дасе намали регулативниот
товар, дасеподобри спроведува�-ьето надоговоритеи даночната адмиик сграциj а, дасе
подобрат производните сгандарди);

� Да сеподобринаводнуваfьето и другатаруралнаинфраструктура (напр ., да серазвие
национален план заиригациj а, да серазвиj атмеханизми ш то кегарантираатодржливост и
одговорностнаО У В и ЗК В , дасе одредаттранспортниприоритетии дасе процени состоj бата
напазаритенаголемо);

� Д асеразвиj ати модернизираат приватните земj оделскиинституции ( напр ., да серевидираат
законите заздруж ениj аи задруги , да се обезбедитехничкапомош идасепромовираат
земj оделски, трговски, преработувачки и здруж ениj азаобезбедуваг�ьепоевтини авио- билети
(А П ЕК С ), да се организираат саеми задасе промовира земj оделскиотизвоз); и

' � Д асеолесни сиромаш тиj ата прекузголемуваfьенавработуваFьето исемеj ните приходи, ш то ке
� доjдат одуспеш наруралнаекономиj а поврзанасо земj оделството, рамн оправни услови за

малите земj оделци , преработувачите, трговците, ипревозниците, образованиеи пристап до
земj иш те и кредити замлади земj оделци, мобилизациj анаработнатасилаво домакинст вото и
каj ж ените- земj оделци . Владинитепрограми засоциj алнапомош сеушт е сепотребни застари ,
болни и хендикепирани.

П лаи заакциj а

31. Во април 2002 завременаТркалезнатаМ аса се дискутираш е зареф ормските приоритети во
зёмj оделието, каде имаш еучесин ци од владата, приватниот зем j оделски сектор, Н ВО и донаторската
заедница, коигокорисгеаовоj извешт аj како материj ал . Секторскиотакционен план , презентиранво
П рилог4, беш еразвиен завреме наТркалезнатаМ асаи подоцнаодобрен одМ инисгерот за
зём�оделие. Реф ормитенаброj ани во А кциониотплан сеподелени на " кратко до среднорочен
акционен план" и "подолгорочни структурниреф орми".

Редоследнареформите

32. Н акраj отодцелосниот извеш таj е даден детален список нареформи во зем j оделскитепотсе ктори.
Важ ни сесите, но немож еда се спроведат накусдо среден рок. Какои дае, процесот наразвива�-ье
конкурентна земj оделскаи релевантна агро- деj ност , барапромени во многусфери. Така,
концентрираFьето намал бpoj реф орми немадабидееф ективно. Следново ескратен список на
реф орми ш тотребада се спроведатнапочетокот. Тиетребадасенаправатпрво, заради тоашт о ке
имаатнаj кориснонепосредно влиj ание, или заради тоаш то сепредусловизадруги важ ни и неопходни
рёф орми. Сенадевамедекакебидатподдрж ани оддонатори со техничкапомош и во многуслучаи, со
инвесгиционифондови.

Сш рукшура на сш имулансц ш раовска и йолиш ика на конкуренциj а

� Д асеизготви континуиранареф орманаземj оделскататрговскаполитикаи примена, задасе
поддрж и договорот со СТО и другитетрговски преговори.

� Да сеограничи мандатот наДК СР навистински стратеш ки резерви, дасенамали броj от на
покриените земj оделски производи , дасенамали поддрш катазапченицатадо паритет под
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увозниот, дасенамалат тариф итеи целиотувоздасеподложи натоа, дасезаврш и тутунската
програма идасеприватизираат ситетутнски фирми .

� Значително дасенамали времето натранзит награничнитепремини прекуподобрува�ьена
граничнатаинфраструктура; дасепреговаразаистото со соседнитеземj и во коитранзитираат
македонски добра.

® Дасеревидираправнатарамкаи спроведуваt ьеназаконот задасе намалатмонополските
практики во агро-преработувачкатаи набавката наматериj али .

Реф орми на зелкj иш ш еш о наА К -ийвеи йоранеш ниш е� - и и друаиземj иш ниреформи

® Дасе заj акнелегислативаташ тоja регулираупотребатанадрж авназем j аод странана
земj оделски претприаj тиj а, да сепостават критериуми запазарни ренти.

О Дасепримени земj иш но оданочуваFьезадасе стимулираатА К -итеипоранеш нитеА К - и кон
ослободуваFьеоднепродуктивноискористенатаземjа.

® Дасе развиеефективен, флексибилен ситем занедвиж ен имот заснован насигурни и
сопственички права со кои мож едасетргува, и за броj ни договори зазакуп и други помалку
ф ормални договори .

® Дасе ф ормиранезависе н катастар контролиран одрегистар наземj иш ен ф онд, задасе
предвиди катасгарот нанедвиж енимот, ш тово моментов секомпj утеризира.

® Дасе разгледаат, ревидираати интегрираатзаконитеш то влиj аатврзпазарот наземj а?

Рурални ыземj оделски кредиыви

е Дасеобезбеди обука заподобруваFьенаф инансиските, економскитеи земj оделскитевеш тини
на вработенитевокомерциj алнитебанки и ш тедилницитезада сеподобри нивната способност
запроценуваFьеризик и работеFье со кредити.

® Даседадетехничкапомош наруралнитекредитодаватели задасеразвиj аткредитни
инструменти заобртенкапитал заприк атнитедобавувачи и преработувачи , зад аим се
овозмож и одобруваfьекредити наземj оделците заработи како семе, губриво и опрема.

® Да сепрош иратуспеш хите микрокредитни програми .
® Да сеподобри сисгемот наотплатасо залог, со земj ицп�и и адмн нистративни реф орми.

Д а сеыодобри климаiца за йроизводs �ииво иинвестииции во ыриваш ниош секш ор

® Да сенамали регулативниот товар. Н апр., бараFьа зарегистрациj аш то одземаатмн огувремеи
другабирократиj а, дасенамали корупциj ата.

® Да сеподобраткапацитетитена судовитеза спроведува�-ьенадоговорите, кои сега сесметаат
за несигурни во резултатитеи бавни во изврш уваFьето.

® Д асеподобри даночнатаадминистрациj а, закоj асесметадекаенетранспарентна.

ZпримарноЗаконотзаземj иште, катасгарирегисграциj анаправананедвиженимот, Законотзаадминистрациj а
нарегистрите, законитезаизврцп; апостапка, хипотекаподоговоризалог, и Законотзанаследст во
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� Дасеревидираат стандардитеи регулативитевосогласност со сгандардитена ЕУ , онаму каде
ш то тоаемож но, задасеолесни извозот и можностазаснабдуваFьенамегународните
супермаркети .

� Дасеобезбеди техничкапомош зада серазвиj ати имплементираатпланови ш то кеим
помогнат намалитеи среднитеземj оделски преработувачи идобавувачи .

� Дасе ф ормира работнагрупа ш то кеподготвувапредлозиза стандардизира�ьенаизвозните
регулативии извознитекредитни олеснуваr ьазапроизводители и извозници.

� Дасеобезбеди консултанскапомош замена�тментнапоранеш ни А К - и одбрани спореддаден
критериум ( т. епотенциj ално остварливи) задасеанализираатнивнитеделовни планови,
корпоративнотоуправуваi- ье, социj алнитеобврски, инвестиционитепотреби ипредлож ените
планови зареструктурираf ье .

Д а серазвиj аш и модернизирааш j авниш еи йриваш ниш еземj оделски инсш иш ууии

� Дасеосноваединица заанализанаполитикатавоМ ЗШ В , ш то еитно потребназаанализираFье
напредлож енитепромени во политиката, особено во областанаценовиатаи трговската
политика.

� Д асеревидиралегислативатаи регулативатаза семиFьа, преференцитена поранеш ните А К - и ,
производно- трговските бариери , бариеритепри набавките, раситезарасплоди генетичкиот
материj ал .

� Даседефинираатулогите на прехранбенатасанитарнаи фитосанитарнаинсепкциj а, да се
поддрж атмегународно овластени лаборатории воовиеобласти и во заш титатанарастениjата
и здравj етонаживотните, дасеинкорпорираr грелевантни законии сгандарди од ЕУ и дасе
реф ормира инсгитуционалната рамка затиедамож едасе следат/ спроведуваат.

� Дасезголеми , прекунадзорни одбори и надругиначини, учествотоназаинтересираните
страни во управува�ьетонаj авните земj оделски институции ш то го опслуж уваатили
регулираатземj оделството .

� Д асеосигуратдоволно средстваза следеf ьена болесгитеи запрограми законтролана
граница, вклучуваj ки придонесна заинтересиранитестрани ; дасеразвиепрограмаза
искоренува�ье набруцелозата.

� Д асепреорj ентираперсоналот насоветодавнатаагенциj акон обезбедуваf ьесилнаподдрш ка
намали по обем , приватни ф арми, ш то доминираатвоземj оделскотопроизводство.

� Дасе ф ормирасоветодавен совет заземj оделско истражува�ье соучество на заинтересираните
страни , под надлеж ност наМ ЗШ В затоада r икоординираираспределувасредстватаза сето
применето истражуваFье; да се преорj ентираат наставнитепланови наинститутитеи
универзитетитекон комерциj ално малообемно земj оделие.

� Д аседонесенов закон иноварегулативазазадруги ипроизводни итрговски здруж ениj а, за да
сегарантира декатиеседемократски орj ентирани конпотребитенанивнитечленови .

� Да сеобезбеди техничкапомош заосноваf ье здруж ениj анагрупи мали трговци и
преработувачи наземj оделски производи.
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Д (и�редсв� иа cauaga �j гa за олесиував� � иаp� Ptaraиars�a са�ро.., озавв�ваваа, уа

о Да се подобратизгледитенаруралнатамладинапрекудосгапносгкон средно образованиеш то
ерелевантно занив;

о Да секонцентриранареф орми што им помагаат на енергични млади лугеводобиваf ье
земj оделска земj а иземj оделски материjали и нивно востановува� ево мали преработувачи,
трговци и превозници иш то помагаат во други рурални деj ности .

о Д асемобилизираатработнитересурсинаж енитево домакинстватапреку дистрибуциjа на
знаеFьеза активносгите, како микросточарсгво, треварство и мали преработувачки
активности.
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1. THE CONTEXT FOR AGRIGULTURE SECTOR
DEVELOPMENT

MACROECONomic A" INSTITUTIONAL SITUATION

Macroeconomic Trends

I . Economic progress in FYR Macedonia has been variable and slow overall during the last 10

years, as the country achieved independence in the break-up of the Yugoslavia Federation, endured a:

succession of regional and domestic crises and began the process of economic transition and reform.

The break up of Yugoslavia, the Greek trade blockade, the international sanctions on FR Yugoslavia,
and the conflicts in Bosnia-Herzegosovo and in FRY Macedonia itself, all had major economic and

social impacts on the country. Traditional markets collapsed, road links were closed, port access was
denied, sanctions were imposed on and by neighboring countries, budgetary transfers ceased, the

economy stagnated and, by 1998, unemployment had risen to 34.5%, where it has approximately
remained (30.5% in 2001). This is the highest level in Eastern and Southern Europe except for Bosnia

and Herzegovina. Despite the Kosovo crisis, economic growth resumed in 1999 and 2000 (4.3% and

4.5% growth in GDP in the two years), but per capita GDP of $US 1,766619 in 2000 was still about
25 percent below its level in 1990.

2. The modest growth of 1999-2000 was then cut short by the domestic security crisis of 200 1, and

GDP declined by 4. 1 % for the year. Public spending increased substantially and public revenues fell as

a result of reduced economic activity. The fiscal deficit increased to 6% of GDP for 2001, and the

current account deficit rose above 10% of GDP. An internationally mediated peace framework
agreement improved stability, but growth has been slower than anticipated. Assuming continued
political stability, the prospects are for a resumption of modest growth, 3.0% in 2002 and 4.0% in 2003.
Inflation should remain low and the exchange rate stable. The country's peg to the euro is not in
jeopardy, but pressures could arise if exports and private transfers do not respond sufficiently to the

improved economic conditions and if fiscal policy is not well managed.

3. In 1994, the Government adopted a major program of stabilization and structural adjustment with

assistance from the IMF and the World Bank. Under this program, extensive structural reforms have

been realized, including partial privatization of public enterprises (in agriculture known as agro-
kombinats -AKs). Prices have been liberalized, the exchange rate has stabilized, inflation fell to 5.5% at

the end of 200 13 , and the banking system has been strengthened. The current account balance improved
from 1996 to 2000. Fiscal rigor also improved markedly and produced a budget surplus (excluding
grants) in 2000. As noted, the security crisis during 2001 was a major fiscal setback, but nevertheless

foreign exchange reserves remain strong, covering 4.6 months of imports in 2001.

Structural and Institutional Reforms

3 Inflation decreased to an average 1.8% during the 1996-1999 period, but increased in 2000 to 5.8% with the

introduction ofthe VAT and in 2001 to 5.5% due to the internal conflict and the increase in oil-prices.
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4. Progress with privatization in 2000-2001 included sale of the country's largest bank (Stopanska
Banka) to foreign investors, and the sale or closure of several loss-making state-owned enterprises,
including the Okta oil refinery and the Feni nickel smelter. The telecommunications company was also
privatized and government stated its intention to use
the exceptional $323 million revenue, equivalent to Chart 1: Trade Openness: Southeast
10% of GDP, to pay down external debt, finance Europe, 1998
pension reform and fund new public investment.

100

5. In 2000, key legislation was passed to reform 0 ---

labor regulations and the pension system. As part of
civil service reform, employment in the public %_
administration was reduced by 6/2% in the first half of 5o

2001, through voluntary separation and early 40

retirement. Further reduction of public employment is 2

planned. The legal framework was improved by o
amendments to the bankruptcy, collateral, securities 00
and company laws. Some rationalization of institutions 0 t.
was also initiated, and the private sector is becoming V
increasingly influential.

6. Reform priorities for the agriculture sector were Nte Trade opem", a ea oade deperdervy.

discussed during Roundtable Discussions held April 4- Source W

5, 2002 in Skopje. The Roundtable was attended by
over 50 participants from the government, the private

agricultural sector, NGOs and the donor community. An earlier draft of this report was the principal
input into the discussions. A sector action plan,
emphasizing reforms in agricultural policy, other

aspets f aricltual omptitvenss,the Chart 2: FYR Macedonia: Direction of Trade,aspects of agricultural competitiveness, the195&20
agricultural land market and the irrigation sector,
was developed during the Roundtable and later
approved by the Minister of Agriculture. It is 60

presented in Annex 5. 50 01995 5200

AGRICLTURA TRAD 4040
AGRICULTURAL TRADE

CL
Trade PatterBs 0 Z-

0-

7. Unsurprisingly for a small, land-locked 10

country, international trade plays a large role in 0

FYR Macedonia, in fact larger than in any other EU SEE Other EU SEE Other
Exports Imports

Southeast Europe (SEE) country, except Sou. WDoInofre
Bulgaria, where it is equally important (Chart 1).
Almost half of FYR Macedonia's trade in 2001
was with the EU (42% of imports and 49% of exports), with Germany, Italy and Greece being the

principal trading partners. The share of the EU in exports grew substantially in the last half-decade, to
49% in both 2000 and 2001 from 34% in 1995(Chart 2). This growth in the share of exports going to
the EU was mainly at the expense of the rest of the world (not including FYR Macedonia's SEE trading
partners), since the share of SEE remained approximately constant at about 30% (Chart 2). Exports to

SEE remained relatively steady because of long-established commercial links, but these links did not

hold up for imports, partly a result of Serbia's economic decline during the 1990s, with FYR
Macedonia shifting its imports away from SEE toward the EU.
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8. In 2000, food and agricultural products accounted for 17% of total exports, with tobacco, wine,
lamb and horticultural products as the major export commodities. Food and agricultural products also
accounted for 13% of total imports, as FRY Macedonia has a structural deficit in most (but not all)
agricultural products. In agricultural trade, trade with regional partners was even stronger than in trade
as a whole. In contrast to total imports, agricultural imports in 2000 came largely from neighboring
countries - 22% from FR Yugoslavia, I1% from Slovenia, 8% from Croatia and 8% from Greece.
Including Greece, the EU was nevertheless the origin of 26% of agricultural imports. Agricultural
exports followed the same pattern, with almost half of Macedonian exports (46%) going to the same
four neighbors. Still, the EU again was the largest single trading partner, with 27% of exports. The
political and economic difficulties in neighboring countries in the last decade have had a profound
impact on FYR Macedonia's agricultural trade. Increased trade liberalization and the globalization of
food distribution are likely to be equally disruptive of traditional trading patterns in the future.

Trends in Agricultural Exports

9. Trends in agricultural exports, according to official figures, indicate that an expansion of
beverage (predominantly, wine) and tobacco exports has prevented total agricultural exports from
declining (Table 1). Beverages and tobacco constituted 68% of agricultural export value in 2001, up
from 41% in 1995. In contrast, fresh and processed fruit and vegetables and meat (mostly, lamb meat)
declined over the 1995-2001. Why this occurred may have more to do with the disruption in Balkan
markets than in any deterioration of competitiveness, but in post-conflict Southeastern Europe,
increasingly competitive markejts will challenge Macedonian exporters to improve quality and
reliability at an attractive price. A demand-centered strategy should aim to develop producers who can
successfully operate
in increasingly
competitive
domestic and Table 1. Trends in Export Value, 1995-2000 (1995-100)
international Jan-
markets. Aug

Product Category 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Trade Agreements Total agricultural products 100 109 114 122 106 55
Of which:

10. FYR Meat and edible meat offal 100 100 22 22 0 78

Macedonia signed Edible vegetables 100 51 43 49 36 19

an agreement to join Edible fruits and nuts 100 110 75 50 55 25

the WTO in Preparations of vegetables, fruit, nuts 100 41 41 32 45 23

October 2000. Beverages, spirits and vinegar 100 134 203 200 150 94

Membership Tobacco 100 202 202 142 198 77

requires the Source: Statistical Office of Macedonia

termination of
licenses and quotas (other than tariff quotas4 in existing free trade agreements), the abolition of variable
levies and export subsidies, a phased reduction of import tariffs and reform of the SOCR. These reforms
will have a far-reaching impact on the incentive structure for Mace-donian agriculture and will
undoubted-ly lead to significant changes in the level and composition of agricultural output, in
agribusiness and in the food distribution system.

I1. FYR Macedonia was also the first SEE country to sign a Stabilization and Association

4 Typically, tariff quotas allow duty-free imports up to a certain level (the quota). Above that level the regular
tariff applies. Sometimes, the within-quota trade is taxed at a lower-than-normal tariff rather than being
allowed in duty free. Quotas are typically set on the basis of historical trading volumes.
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Agreement (SAA) with the EU, which took effect in June 2001.s As a condition of this agreement FRY
Macedonia is required to negotiate Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) with each of its Balkan neighbors.
As part of the SAA, most barriers to the entry of Macedonian agricultural goods into the EU have been
removed, but restrictions in the form of tariff quotas on baby beef, fish and wine remain. Significant
non-tariff barriers also remain for Macedonian exports to the EU in the form of phyto-sanitary and
veterinary requirements. In return, FYR Macedonia has agreed to duty-free entry for seeds, seedlings,
breeding animals and animal feed; and tariff quotas and/or reduced tariffs on sugar, whey, poultry, eggs,
meat and a range of animal products. The trade relationship with the EU will not be a static one, since
the common agricultural policy (CAP) of the EU is rapidly evolving and will present opportunities as
well as barriers to the development of key Macedonian agricultural sub-sectors.

12. FYR Macedonia also has bilateral FTAs with Bosnia, FRY, Croatia, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Ukraine
and Turkey. All of these agreements apply tariff-quotas to the imports of selected agricultural
commodities, typically with zero tariffs on imports within the quotas. Quotas are renegotiated annually.
Some of these quotas are allocated on a first-come-first-serve basis to Macedonian exporters, but most
are allocated on a discretionary basis by government, which predisposes the allocation to corruption and
increases transactions costs.

13. These FTAs have and will continue to have a major impact on the agricultural sector. In 1999,
the EU, FRY, Slovenia and Croatia alone accounted for 67% of agricultural imports and 60% of
exports. In general, FTAs increase the opportunities for trade by selectively lowering barriers. But trade
displacement and the inefficiencies, inequities and corruption often associated with quota allocation
inevitably distort producer incentives. The annual renegotiation of tariff quotas may also create a new
source of instability in regional commodity markets. As FTAs themselves are not a subject of under
negotiation for WTO membership, they will probably be a continuing feature of agriculture trade
throughout the region. The formulation of future trade policy will thus need to place a much higher
emphasis on FTA issues, and the capacity to negotiate them on the basis of sound economic analysis
will need to be developed within FYR Macedonia.

Competitiveness in International Markets

14. The evidence available is that, on average, many Macedonian agricultural commodities are
currently uncompetitive in international markets. This evidence is a set of 2001 nominal protection
coefficients (NPCs6 ) calculated for wheat, corn, potatoes, tomatoes, cucumbers, cow milk and butter.
The NPCs for these commodities range from 1.29 to 2.08 (Chart 3). NPC's less than 1.0 indicate that a

commodity is competitive, while NPC's greater than 1.0 indicate that imports would have a price
advantage in the internal market if they could Chart 3: FYR Macedonia: Nominal Protection
enter without border charges. Coefficientsu

3 - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

52

' FYR Macedonia also has a free trade agreement with tl
6 Nominal protection coefficients are the ratio of domes&
such as effective protection coefficients or producer o
impact of input protection and government subsidies on % SO\
without more data than currently exist and considerab e

exchange rate misalignment. "I I

Source World Bank staffestimates
"Calculated iming data from indicated years
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15. These high average NPCs do not mean Box 1: Agricultural Comparative Advantage in
that there are no competitive farmers and Central and Eastern Europe
processors in FYR Macedonia. Evidence from
thoes nind EYRatedni Europen cuntries Some of the worst distortions in international trade in
frther herad ind Esthern i n ates agricultural products and food have removed as the CEE
further ahead in their transitions indicates that countries joined the WTO and concluded bilateral
transition countries with good agricultural agreements with the EU and regional trading partners.
resource endowments are potentially But with agricultural markets still constrained by large
competitive at least in crops (Box 1). The distortionary elements held over from the socialist era,
relatively high prices of agricultural agriculture as a whole is not internationally competitive
commodities in the internal market merely in most countries, with imports of agricultural and food
mean that marginal producers are high-cost products exceeding exports by wide margins in most

and that low-cost producers lack the means to CEECs except Hungary and Bulgaria. Because of the

expand. High import protection allows them to distortions, actual agricultural and food trade data do not
epnd.ne odemonstrate any underlying comparative advantagecontinue operating nevertheless. It also (table).
encourages Macedonian producers to sell (table).
internally rather than in lower-price export Importsfmm EUasPercentofExportsto EU, 1996-98
markets. But the fact that there are substantial Czech Republic 43% Romania 55%
agricultural exports indicates that some Estonia 13% Slovakia 30%
producers are able to compete in markets Latvia 10% Slovenia 17%
abroad. The most market-aware farmers 31% FYR Macedonia
currently appear to be drawn to horticultural
products (i.e., fruit, berries, mushrooms, Cost studies, however, have generally concluded that
flowers, and early season vegetables) and may when international prices for inputs and outputs are used
have already developed comparative as benchmarks, CEEC crop production of all kinds
advantage within this product category. If appears at present to have comparative advantage, but
labor supply problems are solved, FYR animal production does not. Together with the fact that

Macedonia may also have comparative most CEE countries (along with Macedonia, Croatia and

advantage in small ruminant production on Serbia) have favorable basic agricultural and labor
resource endowments, this is encouraging, because the

natural upland pastures. development of comparative advantage is now severely
limited by all the factors impeding the functioning of the

16. The competitiveness of many market system in agriculture.
agricultural products can also be improved. Most such factors discussed in this report on FYR
The fertile soils and favorable climate of the Macedonia - inadequate policies, incomplete
lowland areas in FRY Macedonia are privatization, fragmented farm structure, poor irrigation
appropriate for a wide range of agricultural infrastructure, undeveloped land and credit markets,
products. Land and labor are also relatively inadequate institutions, and ineffective input supply,
cheap. Many factors limit the ability to obtain processing and marketing performance - also apply to
competitive production from this resource most CEECs, except for the factor of fragmented farm
base, however. Dry summers mean that structure, which applies only to Poland. The CEECs
irrigation is essential. Small farm size, farthest ahead in the transition have also already
fragmented land holdings, poor technology, experienced major penetration by international

inadequate working capital, low investment supermarket chains, one among many factors that are

and a distorted incentive structure result in low increasing competition from imports in domestic markets
and ditored ncetiv strctue rsul inlow for agricultural and processed produ cts.

land and labor productivity. lack of effective
marketing and logistics also increases
production costs. Measures to address these constraints will be essential if the ability to compete is to
improve, and getting agricultural trade policy right will be the key to developing a better incentive
structure.

17. The time-frame for increasing competitiveness is relatively short. Agricultural import protection
will fall steadily once WTO membership is obtained, together with the progressive lowering of import
protection formalized in the SAA and the regional FTAs. Given the medium-term need for continued
fiscal constraint, the capacity to mitigate increased competition through increased budgetary support for
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agriculture will be limited. Hence, those elements of the agricultural sector which are unable to respond
to increased competition, or which respond too slowly, will probably contract.

THE RURAL ECONOMY

Agricultural Developments to Date
Table 2. FYR Macedonia: Area or

18. Agriculture is an important sector in the Production, Major Crops and
Macedonian economy. Using Year 2000 data, it Livestock Numbers, 2001
currently contributes an estimated 10% to GDP and
has increased output since independence. Adding M.Tons Percent
marketing and processing activities raises Crop or or Individual
agriculture-related production to about 18% of Livestock Number Farms
GDP. Similarly, agricultural exports, consisting

mostly of wine, tobacco, horticultural products and
lamb, amounted to about 18% of total exports in Cereals (ha) 221,235 72%
2001. Imports of agricultural products are about Wheat 121,669 64%
13% of total imports, as well. It is difficult to assess Barley 49.988 70%
agriculture's true share of employment, which is
officially measured at 12%, but about 45% of the Maize 37,488 97%
population and 36 percent of the labor force live in Indus.Crops (ha) 54,941 91%
rural areas. In comparison, approximately the same Tobacco 22,785 97%
percentage of the population lives in the five largest Sunflower 6,006 42%
cities, with the remainder in smaller towns.

Vegetables (ha) 45,940 97%

19. FYR Macedonia has a land area of 2.57 Potato 13,665 99%
million ha of which 1.28 million ha, 51%, are Beans 9,274 100%
classified as agricultural land, about half cultivable
and half pasture, the latter mainly upland. Of the Tomato 6,784 95%
remaining 1.27 million ha, approximately Grapes (ha) 26,530 71%
one million ha (39% of the c7ountry) is forest and Fruit (m ton) 133,618 88%
about 2% is taken up by lakes, of which Lakes
Ohrid, Prespa and Dojran are the largest. Individual Apples 84,275 89%
farmers owned or leased 79% of cultivable land in Plums 23,421 99%

1999, with the remainder owned or leased by Peaches 9,512 61%
agricultural enterprises (privatized ex-AKs, as yet Livestock ('000)
unprivatized AKs and cooperatives. The
percentages are reversed for pasture, in a mirror Cattle 265 96%

image, with enterprises owning or leasing 79% and Pigs 204 57%
individual farmers 21%. Sheep 1,285 93%

20. Although FYR Macedonia receives annual Goats 56 100%

precipitation of 500-1000 mm, it is uneven from Poultry 3,713 53%
year to year. It is also seasonal, with average Source. Statistical Yearbook (2001)
rainfall during May to September of only 190 mm,
which is much lower than the 640 mm average
evapotranspiration requirement of crops. The summer dry period also coincides with the prime growing
season. The yield response to irrigation in the country is generally high, displaying an increase of 90%-
300% for cereal, perennial, industrial and forage crops. Irrigation is also essential for commercial
vegetable and fruit operations to obtain marketable quality production and reduce the climatic risk.
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With reduced risk, farmers receive greater return to costly inputs and so are more willing to invest in
them, a virtuous circle. Thus, irrigation is a fundamental requirement for a productive commercial
agriculture in Macedonia. The state of the country's irrigation system, however, is poor. Existing
irrigation schemes, which once covered 40% of the area suitable for irritation, has been reduced to 13%
coverage. An ongoing project financed by the Bank and the Government of the Netherlands,' which
was initiated in 1998, is providing funds for the partial rehabilitation of the system.

21. Prior to independence agriculture sector development was constrained by the policies of the
former Yugoslav Federation, including the policy of achieving self-sufficiency in food production, the
misguided pursuit of scale efficiencies through inefficient AKs, and controls over trade and input and
output prices. Agriculture was dominated by 147 AKs and 64 (old-style) cooperatives, which during
that period occupied some 30% of the cultivated area and controlled most of the agricultural processing
facilities, as well as input supply and the marketing of outputs that were considered strategic. Small-
scale farmers, who throughout the pre-independence period privately managed the remaining 70% of
the cultivated area, were largely ignored and depended on the AKs and coops for all support services,
including processing and marketing of controlled products. Agricultural support services were also
weak, centered on the AKs and command driven.

22. A more market-driven policy stance towards agriculture has been advocated by government since
independence. But progress has been slow, due FYR Macedonia's limited progress toward an open
trade regime, a lack of coherent strategies and policies for agricultural and forestry development,
monopsonistic practices, processing monopolies, lack of farmer organizations, poor market information,
weak technical support for producers, lack of quality seeds and breeding services, and inadequate
access to credit.

Farm Structure

23. Smallholdings have traditionally been highly fragmented, and there is evidence of further
fragmentation in the 1980s and 1990s. The 458,000 ha of cultivated land in the private sector is owned by
some 178,000 farm families (1994 census), providing an average of about 2.6 ha per family. The last
census (1981) to document the size distribution of holdings, showed about 45% of farm families owned less
than one ha of cultivated land and almost 67% owned two ha or less. This prevalence of very small
holdings is unlikely to have improved, as there are now approximately 10% more private farmers than at
the time of the 1981 census. The small size of private holdings is due to a combination of Former
Yugoslavia's limit on private ownership to 10 ha and on inheritance patterns, which further divided
already small farms. Most small holdings are fragmented further into four or more non-contiguous
parcels. Compared to the social sector and ex-social sector farms, private farmers are generally located
on poorer soils and have less access to irrigation.

24. In 1990, there were 211 social sector farms (147 AKs and 64 old-style co-operatives), employing
some 30,000 people and owning or leasing 22% of the arable area and 443,000 ha of pastures. All
socially owned land was nationalized in 1993, and financial support to the AKs formally ended in 1995.
Subsequent reform has seen more than 50% of the agroindustrial assets of the agrokombinats privatized,
with the balance in an accelerated privatization process. Few are operating near their potential due to
credit constraints, aging and inefficient equipment, and high social obligations with associated costs. In
1999, the currently and formerly socially owned agricultural enterprises retained 136,000 ha (21%) of
cultivable land and 458,000 ha (7 1%) of pastures, mostly under rent-free leases from the state.

Agricultural, Horticultural and Livestock Production

The Irrigation Rehabilitation and Restructuring Project (IRRP).
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25. Individual farmers dominate the production of virtually all major crops and livestock, with more
than 90% of the area, production or numbers of animals in most major specialties (Table 2). For
instance, in 1999, private farms had 95% of the hectarage of corn, 98% of tobacco and 99% of potatoes;
94% of the production of apples; and 95% of the cattle and 92% of the sheep. Enterprise farming has a
large but still minor share of wheat, barley and grape hectarage (35%, 31%, and 24%,respectively) and
of pigs and poultry (33% and 30%, respectively). It dominates the production scene only in industrial
crops other than tobacco, such as oil seeds, farming 56% of the area planted to them.

26. Current and Ex-Social Enterprises. Typically, the AKs were developed as vertically integrated
production and processing complexes with arable land areas averaging 1,140 ha, while the average
cooperative had 106 ha. Social enterprises ranged from relatively small, intensive operations such as
egg and table poultry production, to extensive arable farms of several thousand hectares. These arable
AKs were generally highly mechanized with a substantial labor force, were located on favorable soils
and benefited from extensive irrigation investment.

27. Private Farmers. Although there has been a recent trend toward intensification and
specialization, particularly with livestock and vegetable production, private farms tend to be highly
diversified and grow a comparatively large number of crops. This diversification is partly due to a
tradition of self-sufficiency in basic food needs and partly a risk-aversion strategy in response to
climatic variation and unreliable markets. Typically, for subsistence, the smallholder farmer produces
cereals, vegetables, fruit and livestock and, for cash, a similar mix, plus tobacco and grapes. There is
some geographical specialization within private farming wherein lowland or valley farmers mainly
grow arable, fruit tree and horticultural crops for sale, primarily in the local market, while in hill and
mountainous areas, ruminant livestock predominates.

28. Virtually all private farms maintain some livestock, principally dairy cattle and sheep, which are
an important source of farm income. Cattle are kept primarily for milk production, with herd size
typically between 2-5 head. Sheep, mostly indigenous, wooled-dairy types and some crosses are used
for spring lamb and subsequent milk production. A flock of 100 ewes would be considered large.
Extensive shepherding is common in summer. Poultry for domestic egg supply is a feature of all private
farms, though an increasing number of commercially oriented broiler and egg laying units are seen in
the private sector. A similar situation exists with pigs. Private farmers with mixed arable and livestock
enterprises plant alfalfa, maize and other forage crops and typically graze their large ruminants on
lowland meadows and small ruminants on extensive upland pastures. The use of improved pasture for
livestock grazing is not common.

29. Private farms are operated almost exclusively by labor of the extended family, although casual
labor may be employed during peak demand periods, particularly with vegetable production and sheep
herding. Although labor-intensive farming systems are common, many private farms are nonetheless
over-mechanized, the result of an extended period of subsidized credit, low farm machinery prices and
the promotion of mechanization as a "modern" farming practice in the Former Yugoslavia. Enterprise
farming continues to be highly mechanized, as it was before the breakup, but those enterprises using
antiquated equipment in the context of low profitability and limited access to credit are increasingly
unsustainable.

Agroprocessing

30. Before the breakup of Former Yugoslavia, the Republic of Macedonia was a major agricultural
supplier for the whole federation. At independence it thus inherited a very large agro-industrial sector,
while its domestic market fell to only 2 million people. Many agroprocessors had production and
processing facilities with the capacity to provide food products for the larger market of Former
Yugoslavia and, in some cases, significant exports to Greece, EU, SEE and CEE. Most of the 425
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agroprocessing enterprises were parts of 147 parent AKs, and some were cooperatives. At its peak, the
industry employed about 25,000 full time employees, most in vertically integrated production,
processing and marketing operations. The 30 largest AKs and coops employed more than 80% of this
labor force. A limited but growing number of new, smaller, private-sector agro-enterprises have now
developed alongside the former AKs. In contrast to the former AKs, they tend to be business-and
market-oriented with a focus on profit and growth.

31. After independence, the difficult Balkan political and economic situation of the 1990s created
severe difficulties for the industry by disrupting regional markets and trade routes for Macedonian
agricultural products. Routing agri-produce and processed goods through Bulgaria, Romania and
Hungary, instead of Kosovo or Greece typically added 30% to distribution costs. Quality, never very
high in the protected Yugoslav and East bloc markets, was reduced further by inefficient border
crossing facilities and other transport delays. Meat and live animal exports were restricted by an
outbreak of foot and mouth disease in 1994 and again in
1998. The restrictions to EU markets were lifted in early
2000. Table 3. FYR Macedonia:

Illustrative Tariff Rates
32. Privatization started in the late 1980's, and resumed in
the early 1990's under the auspices of the Privatization Live Animals, Meat, 16-40%
Agency, but didn't get very far and was delayed until 1998 Eggs & Preparations
awaiting legislation on AK land holdings. In September 2001 Dairy Products 25-35%
the Agency reported that 420 agriculture-based companies,
including those extracted from AKs and cooperatives, had Fresh Vegetables 40-60%
been privatized, with an employee base of 19,993, and equity Fresh Fruit 30%
E 198million. A further 25 AKs remain to be privatized, with n
an employee base of 1,162 persons and equity of E 14 P o
million. Beverages, spirits 35-60%

1/ Preparations of fruit, vegetables, cereals, flour
33. The contraction of traditional markets and the 2/ Including wne (50-60%)
constraints on exports caused many of the former AK's and
coops to reduce production below viable operating levels. Financial pressures on the companies
increased as they tried to maintain high production (and unsold inventories) in line with their
commitment to maintain employment. Debt service costs also absorbed available resources and
prevented management from re-tooling their factories to focus on their more profitable and exportable
product lines.

The Incentive Structure

34. Trade Protection. High import protection and restrictive trade practicesg are by far the main
current vehicles for support to agricultural production. Thus, the major financing of agricultural
incentives comes from consumers, in the form of higher prices. Moderate to high tariffs apply to
most of the commodities produced in FYR Macedonia (Table 3). Additional variable levies on many

8 The following current trade restrictions affecting the incentive structure will probably not survive entry into
the WTO: (i) export licenses for wheat, flour, crude sunflower oil and white sugar, (ii) import licensing and
import quotas for wheat, flour, tropical fruit, and rice, which restrict the right to import to those processors to
traders who purchase domestically produced raw materials, and (iii) the requirement that wheat and flour can
only be imported by mills that pay government floor prices for domestic wheat.
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commodities add a further 20%-40% to some tariff rates.9 In addition to import taxes, there are
various other charges, including a VAT of 5-19% depending on the tariff schedule and 1.1% customs
recording and miscellaneous taxes. Even this very high nominal protection is not the whole story.
Some processors receive even higher 'effective' protection due to low or zero import charges on
imported raw materials The numerous free trade agreements to which FYR Macedonia is a signatory
only partially offset the general import protection, as the tariff quotas for most agricultural
commodities in most of the FTAs are fairly restrictive. Overall, effective levels of import protection
are very high, as indicated by internal prices that are considerably above border prices, despite
significant smuggling.

35. Direct Support. Direct support for agriculture was heavily reduced in 1994-1995 as part of the
stabilization and adjustment program, but remnants of the structure remain in the government's
continued reserve operations for wheat and tobacco, its limited bread subsidy and very limited producer
and export subsidies.

36. The State Office for Commodity Reserves (SOCR), an agency of the Ministry of Finance, is
responsible for acquiring and storing reserves of food and non-food commodities considered
strategically important. Under this mandate it purchases wheat and tobacco at official floor prices,
which are well above border prices. In theory, SOCR has wide-ranging discretionary powers to
intervene in domestic markets to "stabilize" domestic food prices, when this is deemed necessary, and
to provide general support to agriculture. (It has invoked this latter mandate to provide seasonal finance
to some of the unprivatized AKs, in the form of fertilizer and fuel, which is exchanged for wheat at
harvest.) It also subsidizes the production of flour for "dark bread," which is sold at controlled prices as
a means to support low income people.'o Precise data on the cost of these activities is withheld on
grounds of national security. Available data indicate that the SOCR purchases about 40-50,000t of
wheat and 25,000t of tobacco annually.

37. MAFWE's contribution to direct support is now small. Its total expenditure of 853 million denars
(before cost recovery) in 2001 is onlyl.6% of total budget expenditure and 0.35% of GDP. Of this total
budget, only 64 million denars ($US 0.91 million) was used for producer and export subsidies,
including a temporary export subsidy on lamb (35 denars/kg), introduced in 2001 to help the export
lamb industry recover from foot and mouth disease and the accompanying 1997-1999 EU embargo.

Marketing Infrastructure for Fresh Produce

38. The post-harvest distribution and management system for fresh produce in FYR Macedonia is
rudimentary, and produce quality suffers from lack of needed infrastructure. Farmers can access several
types of markets. The most rudimentary are "buying spots" where farmers deliver produce to the
vehicles of large traders at a designated location, as arranged by village middlemen working for the
traders. Big wholesale traders service up to 30 such buying spots. Traders' warehouses, to which the
produce is transported, rarely have modern facilities for sorting, grading, cooling, packaging and
storing.

39. A second type of market for farmers are the wholesale markets in Strumica (one private and one

9 Variable Levies, 2001:
Commodity Variable Levy (denars/kg) Commodty Variable Levy (denars/k)

Cheese 38 White Sugar 9
Live Pigs, Pork Products 26-27 Tomatoes, Cucumbers, Peppers,
Oranges, Mandarins, Bananas 10-12 Onions, Cabbage 2-7
Margarine and Refined Oil 6-12 Chicken, Beef, Milk 3-6
Wheat, Wheat Flour 9 Fruit Juice 4

10 Anecdotal evidence is that only very early morning risers are able to queue up and buy the limited amounts
subsidized bread available, however, a crude but effective self-targeting mechanism.
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Chart 4. FYR Macedonia: Poverty Incidence, 1996-2000
public) and Skopje (public). These markets
are patronized by small traders and
retailers. Because of quality problems, o Country

35 0-7,7 NRrahowever, large traders, especially those aR0
involved in the export trade, do not usually 30.0 0 Urban

use them. The wholesale markets do not 25.0
have buildings or cooling facilities but are -
basically large fields where farmers'
vehicles park in the sun for a day or two or as
until they have sold their load. The market 100
in Skopje has some non-cooling storage 50
facilities. I

00

40. The third type of market for farmers 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
is the green market. There are 15 in Skopje Poverty Rate of Rural or Urban Population
and typically one in each of the other Source State Statistical Bureau

towns. These are retail outlets where Note: Incidence measured as percent of population below offik
farmers and small traders sell local and poverty line.
imported produce. The latter include
tropical fruits. In most cases, the markets are on public property, but the facilities are rudimentary.
Supermarkets, as yet, have not taken a major part of the retail produce business.

2. RURAL POVERTY

INCIDENCE OF RURAL POVERTY

41. Poverty" in the FYR Macedonia is not a new phenomenon, since it was the poorest constituent
republic of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia prior to independence. The state
nevertheless provided a comprehensive protection system resulting in a low poverty rate. In 1990, the
poverty rate was 4%, but it sharply increased between 1993 and 1995 as the economic transition took
hold and reached 18% in 1996, by which time average real wages were only 53% of the level of 1989.
Median monthly adult equivalent consumption in. 2001 was MKD 10,610 (US$ 150)12, giving (at
60%13) an official poverty line of MKD 6,366 (US$ 90) per month.

42. Using data through 2000, poverty is both more extensive and more severe in rural FYR
Macedonia than in urban areas. The rural poverty rate (percent of households below the poverty line)
was 29% in 2000 compared to 18% for the urban poverty rate (Chart 4). Data from 1996, the most
recent year for which extensive poverty data exist, show that the 45% of the population then living in
rural areas contained two-thirds of the population below the official poverty line.

" This and other sections on poverty draw on Jan J. Rutkowski, "Labor Market Developments and Poverty:
The Case of Macedonia," Background Paper for the Macedonia Poverty Assessment Study, World Bank,
January 1998; Ian Jones, "IFAD Agricultural Financial Services Project - Formulation Report, ANNEX III:
Rural Poverty and Target Group", Jorde Jakimovski, Report on Rural Poverty (for PRSP), October 2001, and
World Bank, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia - Focusing on the Poor', Report No. 19411 -MK, June
11, 1999.
12 Economist Intelligence Unit Country Report, February 2002
13 FYR Macedonia uses a relative definition of poverty based on OECD assessment formula. The official
poverty line is expressed as 60% of the median adult equivalent consumption of the population.
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43. Not only was the incidence of poverty higher in rural areas, but as measured by the poverty gap,'4

it was also somewhat more severe there,
with the average consumption of the rural
poor in 2000 being 6.2% below the poverty Chart 5. FYR Macedonia: Poverty Gap, 1996-2000
line, compared to that of urban poor, which
was 4.0% below the poverty line. (Chart
5). According to the available data, poverty 0 Country
did not deepen to any great extent in either 8- a Rural

0 Urban
sector from 1997 to 2000(Chart 5), except 7
in Skopje where poverty deepened 6
significantly due to the national crisis --

from a poverty gap of only 2.8% in 1997 to
one of 8.3% in 2000, a gap higher even o 3 -
than in rural areas in 2000.

44. While poverty remains a strongly -
rural phenomenon, non-agricultural rural o
households have replaced agricultural 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

households as the largest group of poor. Poverty Gap of Rural or Urban Population

The unemployed, both urban and rural, Source State Statistical Bureau
have emerged as the new group of poor Note: Poverty gap, a measure of severity, is average percentage shortfall of poor
and have the highest incidence of poverty, persons' income from the poverty line (percent of poverty line

followed by farmers and wage earners.
Three distinct groups of poor may currently be identified in the FYR Macedonia." These are:

* The 'traditional' poor, who are agricultural households with more than three children, low
education status, an older household head and surviving exclusively on agricultural income
derived from small plots or seasonal labor. These households have the highest incidence of
poverty in the country;

* The 'new' poor who are the principal casualties of transition. They are the members of non-
agricultural rural households with unemployed heads and dependence upon social transfers.
They have replaced agricultural households as the largest group of poor households; and

* The 'chronic' poor, who are the elderly, disabled or institutionalized. These people are least
capable of work and the least likely to benefit from economic growth, except as its fiscal
impact increases transfers.

45. The poverty of agricultural households, as distinct from rural households, is a function partly of
overall low agricultural incomes but also private as opposed to public sector wage structures. The
private sector accounts for more low-paid jobs than the public sector. Low wage rates are associated
with low levels of education, female gender, economic sector and location of employment. Agricultural
workers earn less than in all other industries. Household heads employed in the agricultural sector are
much more likely to be poor. In effect agriculture is characterized by the 'working poor'.

46. The incidence and depth of poverty is actually less among female-headed households than male-
headed households. This is because they are largely de facto rather than de jure household heads as a
result of their husbands being away working. They benefit consequently from remittances. Even in
households where they are dejure heads they are less likely to be poor because their families are at an
older stage of the family cycle. Dejure women household heads are likely to be older widows in non-

14 Average shortfall of poor persons' income from the poverty line (percent of poverty line).
's World Bank Report No. 19411 -MK, p. iii.
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farm employment or in receipt of pensions and with fewer under-age children.

47. The regional distribution of poverty in the FYR Macedonia, as identified by the 1996, show that
the north and west of the country (with the exception of Skopje) is the poorest part of the country. For
targeting purposes, it is important to take into account the inter-regional differences in the composition
and characteristics of households. Thus the northwest has a greater proportion of farmers, while the
northeast has a greater proportion of unemployed and pensioners reflecting the depopulation of farming
communities in this region.

GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS FOR POVERTY ALLEVIATION

48. An autonomous Agency for the Development of Underdeveloped Regions (ADUR) was
established in January 1994 with a view to revitalizing and developing poor rural areas through a Fund
for the Development of Underdeveloped Regions, which was allocated US$ 8.6 million from the budget
in 2000. In 2000, ADUR identified a total of 963 settlements as meeting the criteria for support from
the fund, including 857 villages in underdeveloped regions and 106 rural centers. ADUR can assist
underdeveloped regions with:

* 70% of the cost of essential infrastructure;

* up to 50% of new agricultural, tourist and industrial enterprises;

* up to 50% interest rate subsidy on production-related credit;

* wage subsidies for new jobs;

* grants for scientific studies relevant to the development of underdeveloped regions; and

* grants for training and technical assistance.

49. The government's social protection program provides a minimum level of income security for
Macedonian households irrespective of location, with single-member families eligible for
MKD 1,700 monthly (US$ 28.5) and families of five or more members, MKD 4,200 (US$ 60). The
social protection law also provides for long-term financial support for persons unable to work and also
lump sum cash support for situations of social risk. In 2000, social assistance was distributed to 13.0%
of the total population. Of social-assistance households, 51% where rural and 49% urban.

POVERTY TOPICS

Employment of Women.

50. According to the 1994 Census, women constituted 48% of the labor force. The legal position of
Macedonian women is comparable with that of most European countries. Farm women play an
important part in animal husbandry, sowing and low-technology crafts such as smoking and pickling
foods, sausage-making, spinning, weaving and sewing. Despite their omnipresent contribution to
subsistence agriculture, formal employment of women in FYR Macedonia in agriculture and
agroprocessing is relatively low, with women employed in seasonal harvesting and as 30% of
processing plant employees. Very few have senior staff status. Some NGO activities have been targeted
at this problem.

51. The wage gap between women and men is significant, although not beyond the range observed in
other European countries. A female worker earns about one-fifth less than her male counterpart
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employed in the same area, industry and sector, and with the same education and labor market
experience. It is worth noting that in neighboring Bulgaria the gender wage gap is significantly larger.
However, it is only in urban areas where the gender wage gap is relatively modest (18%), as in rural
areas it is still substantial. In these areas, women earn on average one-third less than men with
comparable education and tenure. It is noteworthy, that the male/female wage gap in FYR Macedonia is
not accounted for by education differentials, since women have, on average, higher educational
attainment than men. If women had the same human capital endowments as men, then the wage gap
would be even larger.

52. The gender wage gap is much larger in the private sector than in the public sector. All else being
equal, in the private sector women earn about 40% less than men, while in the public sector the gap is
only 15%. There is also anecdotal evidence that the reduction in employment in privatized AKs has
particularly affected women. It should be noted that private sector discrimination against women is not
a pattern uniform to all transition countries. For example, in Poland the situation is reversed, and
women benefit from private sector employment more than men do.

53. Employment of women takes on pivotal importance in alleviating poverty, since two wage
earners in a household appears to be the best protection against poverty, virtually regardless of the level
of earnings. The relevant finding from the 1996 data is that households with an employed woman are
rarely in poverty. In the agricultural setting, this implies that promotion of income generation for
women may be a powerful weapon against poverty.

Youth Concerns

54. Unemployment of rural youth is unsurprisingly a serious problem in the context of very high
rural unemployment. Overall unemployment in 1999 was 77% for workers aged 15-19 and 57% for
those aged 20-29 but only 27% and 12% for those aged 30-39 and 40-49, respectively. Despite this
sharp demographic gradient, the current educational profile of new labor demand is not that different
from the profile of the unemployed. Thus, those with less than secondary schooling have not had
greater difficulty in getting a job than those with more education of the same age. This has been
particularly true of those living in rural areas, as occupations using low-skill labor have been expanding
and may continue to do so. Beyond the medium run, however, economic growth is likely to create more
skilled than low-skill jobs. Unemployment of low-skill school leavers' 6 could then become a
particularly difficult structural addition to long-term unemployment, leading to the development of a
rural underclass.

55. Particular attention needs to be given to secondary education for rural young people, who face
inhibitions in attending secondary school on both the supply and demand sides. In addition to making
sure that there are enough secondary school places for the rural age group, that artificial barriers do not
disadvantage rural children in enrolling in secondary schools and that the curriculum is appropriate for
the eventual urban employment of most of these children, there are elements on the demand side that
need to be looked into. These include transportation for poor children from villages to secondary
schools, outreach activities to minimize dropouts and, in some communities, special efforts to ensure
the education of girls.

16 Gross enrollment ratio of 87% (1996) in basic education indicates that large numbers of children drop out of
school in the basic education years. It is likely that the number of dropouts is greater in rural than in urban
areas.
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OVERALL STRATEGY FOR ALLEVIATION OF POVERTY

Strategy and Key Issues

56. The overall objective is to trade off optimally among (a) incentives for labor supply, labor
demand and entrepreneurship, (b) income maintenance for the poor, and (c) budgetary expenditure.
This review will not look in depth at the issues of social assistance for household members who are
unable to work because of severe disability, juvenile status, or old age, except to note that social-
assistance issues are complex in and of themselves and interact with many other aspects of poverty,
such as the income of recipient households and the productivity of small farms.

57. The main issue treated here is how to resolve the conflict between policy prescriptions that
attempt to maintain the wage levels of poor workers and those that aim to create jobs. Bank analysis for
this issue in FYR Macedonia (using data up to 1996) has found that unemployment in FYR Macedonia
is much more powerfully related to poverty than are wages. The rationale as to why this is true is that
low-wage earnings tend to go to or be lost by the secondary earners in a household, and the income
from even low-wage jobs, when it is contributed by a spouse or child, will tend to lift the family out of
poverty (or move it close to that goal) as long as the head of household is also employed, which in FYR
Macedonia is the usual case. This is true even when the household head is employed at a low wage.

58. From a practical poverty-reduction perspective, it is thus more beneficial to foster the
employment of women in poverty households than to aim at putting a floor under the wage rates for
male household heads. The negative effect of low wages on household income is likely to be more than
offset by the positive effect from an increase in employment among secondary earners. In many cases,
it is women's (spouses') labor force status that determines household welfare. All else being equal, if a
woman is employed, the family is virtually protected from poverty, regardless of her earnings.
Conversely, if the spouse is not employed or if only one person can seek employment, the family runs a
considerable risk of poverty.

59. This implies that government policies should not seek to reduce wage flexibility, so that low-
productivity workers will be able to price themselves into the labor market. Among other things, this
involves lowering the costs of labor through lowering payroll taxes, especially at the bottom of the
wage distribution, and encouraging flexible forms of employment, such as part time employment and
flexible hours, which target the special needs of female workers.

60. The above analysis applies specifically to wage employment, but there is a corollary for
subsistence farm workers, which applies to the large number of women living on subsistence farms.
They are often classified as not in the labor force in official unemployment statistics. The important
thing for them is to increase both their labor supply and their productivity. In FYR Macedonia,
interventions such as assistance in helping them develop small livestock operations by ensuring the
provision of advanced breeds of, say, rabbits, plus micro-credit and advice on how to conform to EU
livestock regulations may be quite effective in improving family income in the many very poor rural
households. It will also be essential to ensure the availability of modern, entrepreneurial
slaughterhouses and cold stores. Niche micro-livestock products, such as rabbit meat or snails, may be
able to access EU, CEE and wider international markets. In many mountain areas, there is scope for the
collection, processing and packaging of medicinal and culinary herbs and wild mushrooms. Finally,
with FYR Macedonia's climate and natural beauty, there is some potential for agro-tourism", which
could provide income and also demand for handcrafts such as traditional clothes and embroidery.

61. While economic growth is necessary for poverty reduction, it may be not sufficient. In particular,

17 The College of Tourism in Ohrid might provide training.
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the unfavorable structure of Macedonian unemployment, i.e., the extremely high share of the long-term
unemployed and skill mismatches, may cause unemployment to persist despite growth in output.
Special measures targeted at the long-term unemployed and those with inadequate skills may be
necessary to help reintegrate a substantial part of the rural labor force into the national labor market.
FYR Macedonia is fortunate to have resumed positive economic growth, but the impact of this on
disadvantaged rural sectors is likely to be minimal unless economic growth increases substantially and
persists over the indefinite future.

62. Agriculture and the rural sector generally will likely continue to shed labor even if agricultural
production grows. A set of measures to keep the smaller rural labor force from shrinking further and
keep it demographically balanced should include the following:

o3 Reform of inheritance laws, development of a land market and assistance to young farmers
in acquiring farms through lease and borrowing,

13Promotion of rural economic growth based on small and medium enterprises and reduction
of current constraints on financial, land, labor and produce markets,

0 Investment in the quality of rural human capital so that rural residents are better able to
engage in higher-value-added agricultural and rural enterprises,

o3 Provision of well-targeted financial support to sustainable enterprises benefiting poor rural
workers, and

o3 Investment in social and economic infrastructure to realize the full productive potential of
rural areas.

63. The Bank and the Government are preparing a Poverty Reduction and Strategy Paper (PRSP).
The PRSP develop a long term agenda for poverty reduction and sustained economic growth. It
attempts to fill gaps in the government's knowledge of how macroeconomic policies and sectoral
policies affect poverty. Analytical work to better understand the political constraints on the speed and
depth of reform in a multi-ethnic state will also be carried out. It is expected that the PRSP will help the
government to develop feasible strategies that will have the greatest possible impact on improving poor
people's lives.

64. An increase in the value of agricultural production, which derives from effective policies and
investments and involves small farmers, processors, traders and their spouses can have a large impact
on poverty, first of all through incremental family income, which has been shown in FYR Macedonia to
powerfully reduce poverty, and, second, through the derived increase in off-farm employment in related
agriculture-support, business support and retail activities. Other poverty-amelioration approaches, to
reach the chronic poor or as provide effective secondary education, will require targeted assistance
programs.
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3. ISSUES OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN AGRICULTURE

COUNTRY ASSISTANCE STRATEGY

65. In line with the Country Assistance Strategy agreed between the Bank and FYR Macedonia, the
priority areas are private sector growth, job creation, enhanced efficiency and poverty alleviation. 8 For
agriculture, increases in production and productivity require that resources be available to efficient,
private producers, including efficient small ones, at every stage in the production, processing and
marketing chain, so that they can expand in areas where they are competitive. This will require a
comprehensive restructuring of government policies and support. At present, farm structure, the land
market, access to rural credit, processing and input monopolies, trade restrictions, and investment rules
and restrictions present a set of interlocking constraints that inhibit the ability of efficient farmers
(including foreign investors and efficient small farmers) to expand production. Most of these constraints
are the result of inappropriate government policies, inadequate legal and regulatory institutions and
misdirected government support.

CONNECTING SUPPLY WITH DEMAND

66. The chain of logic on how FYR Macedonia's agriculture can be restructured for greater
competitiveness starts with the recognition that, in a modern agricultural economy, competitive
agriculture-based products can only be produced by specialized industries that have sufficient
economies of scale at each level in the value chain to keep costs down. Such industries also need to
make use of overall economies of scope in key subsectors to capture enough information and
technological externalities to stay competitive. In the immediate future and for the foreseeable future,
Macedonian agriculture-based producers will face two segmented, competitive markets:

(1) The domestic market. Producers will compete among themselves and increasingly with imports from
EU, regional and international producers as import protection falls in response to WTO membership
and an increasing number of Free Trade Agreements.

(2) The export market. Macedonian producers will compete with the same regional and international
producers but in markets that are even more demanding in terms of product quality and knowledge of
consumer preferences. While some Balkan markets for a time will continue to accept lower-quality
agricultural products, with the spread of international supermarkets across Eastern Europe and the
Balkans, these markets will diminish.

Impact of Changing in Market Conditions

67. The over-riding context for agriculture sector analysis is that both of these markets for agriculture
products have changed and will continue to change under relentless developments in technology,
materials and communications. Producers must continually invest and adapt to be competitive. In
competitive markets, non-competitiveness means poor profitability (a cash flow insufficient to support
needed investment) and sudden or slow disappearance in the absence of corrective adaptation. To regain
competitiveness, the entire industry will need to make costly investments in equipment and facilities to
upgrade to ISO standards and, for the milk, meat and processed foods industries, to HACCP standards
of sanitary control. Without these standards they will not be able to export profitably to the EU or
supply domestic supermarkets.

18 Country Assistance Strategy for FYR Macedonia, July 14, 1998 and FYR Macedonia: CAS Progress Report,
May 17, 2000.
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68. While Macedonian producers do compete in both domestic and export markets now, given the
forthcoming changes in the incentive structure and the accumulated changes in global technology and
markets, it is uncertain how successful they will be in either of these markets in the future. Individual
Macedonian agroprocessors, packers or new-style marketing cooperatives may be able to tightly
manage product characteristics, quality and costs in their own production and in supporting parts of
their value chains and succeed and even dominate in individual subsectors (provided they restructure in
time). But it is highly unlikely that Macedonian agricultural production will expand overall, even in the
long term. Parts of the sector may contract severely.

69. For a small country like FYR Macedonia, much of what happens in agriculture will depend on
macroeconomic factors operating through the exchange rate and the price level. These will be largely
determined by what happens externally and in other sectors in the Macedonian economy. In any case,
effective restructuring of agriculture will be needed, even in pessimistic macroeconomic scenarios, in
order to minimize the deterioration of competitiveness and slow agricultural decline. In more optimistic
circumstances, restructuring will be needed to allow clusters of expansion to develop and place
agriculture on an upward trajectory.

Goals of Agriculture Restructuring Need to be Realistic

70. As trade liberalization proceeds, Macedonian agriculture may be hard pressed to maintain its
share of the domestic market, let alone expand it. The primary task of Macedonian agriculture,
therefore, must be to improve product quality, packaging and the ability to compete on price, initially
on the domestic market. From this base it can then expand into regional and EU export markets. Though
export markets offer the potential for growth based on competitiveness, they presently account for a
relatively small part of the value of total agricultural output. And products for export must continually
meet the cost, quality, product-characteristic, delivery, and reliability requirements of evolving foreign
consumer demand. The limited number and value of export commodities and the difficulty of meeting
export market requirements, limits the capacity of agricultural exports to pull the whole sector into
sustained growth or even to prevent decline. The goals of agricultural restructuring in FYR Macedonia,
therefore, need to be realistic as to the overall outcome in both domestic and export markets.

71. For competitiveness, different levels in any value chain require different minimum scales of
operation- for efficiency, and there can be efficient operation at more than one scale. For instance a
commercial farm with its own packing operation might need 100 hectares or more for efficient
operation. But a group of farmers with five hectares each might be equally efficient if they band
together in an association or cooperative that centralizes packing, marketing and other member
services.' 9 Such a farm or cooperative might be efficient for some operations but not for others. In
either case, production needs to be organized so that specialized and efficient equipment, an adequate
level of human resources, and efficient support industries are available.

72. Scope economies, which are essential to be competitive on both domestic and export markets,
require access to information and logistic and marketing networks that allow producers to compete in
diverse markets. Achieving scope economies may require associations of efficient processing firms
managed by effective entrepreneurs. These associations of firms will in turn need a large production
base (farmed by either competitive larger farms or organized competitive small ones), as well as
transporters, marketing facilities, industry groups and regulatory structures of a certain minimum size
and capacity.

73. When the minimum size of production needed for competitiveness with imports in a domestic

19 A distinction needs to be made between a small commercial farmer and a micro farmer, with a farm of, say,
1.5 ha divided into 5 parcels. There are many farms of this size in FYR Macedonia, and it is doubtfiil that very
many of them are or can be farmed efficiently.
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market is larger than the market share it can obtain, that industry is headed for rapid decline unless it
can achieve the needed size and competitiveness to export its way to profitability. This is doubly true
for higher-value products, where the internal market will usually be small. Stated another way, many
agricultural products will be imported for lack of efficient Macedonian producers, despite import
protection and natural barriers, particularly in the absence of a strategy that first focuses on ensuring
effective competition in the domestic market. In this, FYR Macedonia is no exception; it is generally
true for all small open economies. These realities look likely to force wrenching variety and husbandry
changes on commercial crop and livestock producers. They will also provide impetus and support for a
thorough-going program of restructuring once it becomes clear that there is no alternative.

CEE and SEE Export Markets

74. In the newly competitive and expanding markets of CEE and SEE, attempts to recover former
Macedonian market share are unlikely to succeed unless a critical mass of producers becomes efficient
and efficient producers can expand. Trading patterns from the era of state trading and barter persisted
until 1995, when total exports to CEE countries (not including SEE countries) were 37.5% of total
exports, but that quickly fell apart during the Balkan crisis. By 1998, exports to CEE countries had
plummeted to 8.3% of total exports. Similarly, Macedonian producers should not expect the newly
reopened Serbian market to accept low-quality Macedonian goods as before. It may come as a shock
that this market, like other international markets, has or almost immediately will have access to
products with price and quality unimagined a decade ago, when it was Macedonia's largest market.
From now on, producers from diverse global locations will compete for Serbian consumers.

75. Macedonian producers need to react quickly if they are to retain market share in both domestic
and export markets. Both markets continue to become more sophisticated and competitive than
previously, which means that Macedonian producers are aiming at a moving competitiveness target.
The problem is how to assist Macedonian producers to profitably satisfy the price, delivery and quality
requirements of these markets.

Picking Winners

76. Government should not attempt to "pick winners" by favoring particular commodities, industries,
work forces, types of enterprise or export destinations, but rather aim to develop an enabling
environment for investment and production. Increasingly competitive domestic and international
markets will pick the winners (and losers) on a continuous basis. Governmental regulations and "help"
typically insulate their intended beneficiaries from the consequences of poor market performance,
distort their incentives, prevent the adjustments necessary to retain market share, prevent the transfer of
resources to firms and farmers that can adapt, and ultimately, counterproductively, cause the
"beneficiaries" to fall far behind.

Scenario Analysis of Trade and Price Policy Reform: the Cases of Wheat and Lamb

77. A simple spreadsheet model, with three scenarios, was used to analyze the impact of policy
reform on producers and consumers of wheat and lamb. One scenario models the continuation of
current policy and two model different policy options under the likely agreement with the WTO. A
snapshot of the scenario results for 2005 is presented in Table 4. The full model tables for 2001, 2003,
2005 and 2007 are presented in Appendix 3. The scenarios are:

Scenario 1: Base Case. Policy stays the same as current policy. Production and trade are driven by
forecast trends in world prices and the exchange rate. Consumption depends on demographic factors
and consumer prices.
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Scenario 2: Gradual Reform. In this scenario, there is a gradual reduction of import protection (as
would be allowed under the prospective WTO agreement) and a moderate floor price for wheat. In this
scenario (and in Scenario 3), pursuant to the WTO agreement, there would be immediate removal of
licenses, trade restrictions and producer and export subsidies with no significant adjustment period.

Scenario 3: Immediate
Reform. This scenario is Table 4. Scenario Model Demonstrating Impact of Trade and Price
the same as Scenario 2
except that tariff Policy Reform, Snapshot for 2005
equivalents are Gradual Immed.
immediately reduced to Base Case Reform Reform
30% for wheat and 0% for
lamb meat, and the floor Wheat
price for wheat is Border Pricea (den/ton) 9,877 9,877 9,877
abolished.

Total Wheat Production (tons) 311,375 311,375 311,498

78. The model Tariff Equivalent (%) 81% 50% 30%

demonstrates that getting Producer Price (den/ton) 10,000 10,000 11,433
trade and price policy Consumer (Mill) Price (den/kg) 9.9 12.8 11.4
right will be important Net Import Requirement" (tons) 138,121 134,309 136,250
after FYR Macedonia
joins the WTO. In either bsidy Expenditure (m den) 310 0 0
reform scenario, both of Lamb
which envisage
membership in the WTO, Border Price, Lamb Meat' (den/kg) 266 266 266

licenses, restrictions, and Total Lamb Meat Productionb (tons) 7,363 - 7,363 7,363
producer and export Producer Price (den/kg liveweight) 168 133 133
subsidies would all be Consumer Prices (den/kg) 372 266 266
abolished. Protectivetarifs,hich wrould e Net Exportsd (tons) 4,131 3,659 3,659
tariffs, which would be SusdExeitr(men140
agreed at moderate levels Subsidy Expenditure (m den) 145 0 0
with the WTO, would Note: Full model results in Appendix 3. Tables there present results for 2001,2003,2005 and 2007

constitute the protective Footnotes For wheat see Appendix 3, Table 1, for lamb Appendix 3, Table 2.

structure for agriculture.
FYR Macedonia would be
allowed to reduce current high tariff levels gradually to agreed moderate levels.

79. A gradual reduction of the wheat tariff, however, would not be good policy. Scenario 2 shows
that gradual reduction of the wheat tariff would cause a sharp rise in the prices of consumer wheat
products. If existing wheat duties, which are equivalent to an ad valorem tariff of 86%, are only
gradually reduced in line with what will be allowable under the WTO agreement (e.g., to 50% in 2005),
this would cause consumer prices to increase by 43% by 2003 compared to 2001. Prices would still be
higher by 35%in 2005. 20 The reason for the consumer price rise would be that, while the current
licensing system allows mills to import wheat duty-free, the only duty-free wheat imports allowed after
licenses are abolished will be those under FTA tariff quotas. The mills' average price would therefore
build the reduced tariff into a larger percentage of their wheat imports. Consumer prices would rise
sharply even while producer prices remained constant.

80. Compare this result to that of Scenario 3, where the wheat tariff would drop immediately to 31%
in 2003 and to 30% in 2005. Under this scenario, the consumer price would rise only by 15% by 2003
and by 21% by 2005, with about half the rise caused by the projected increase in the international wheat

20 See Appendix 3, Table I for scenario years 2001, 2003, 2005 and 2007.
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price built into the analysis. Thus, a sharp drop in the tariff would result in a small rise in consumer
prices, while a gradual drop in the tariff would result in a sharp rise in consumer prices.

81. Concerning lamb, the government has necessarily agreed with WTO negotiators to remove the
export subsidy. It was originally intended to be a temporary support in any case. Beyond this,
government negotiators have, however, shown themselves to be reluctant to reduce the lamb import
tariff of 40%. The scenario analysis presented here indicates that this stance is counterproductive.
Underlying this conclusion, economic analysis of domestic markets indicates that both producer and
consumer prices are currently determined by the international lamb price and the export subsidy. It also
indicates that the import tariff has no impact on either consumer or producer prices, because there are
virtually no lamb imports, and the market clears on the basis of export prices.

82. Removal of the lamb export subsidy and tariff was modeled using a similar scenario approach to
that used for wheat (Table 4). The base case assumes that the export subsidy (which was operational in
2002) would remain in effect and would affect consumer prices. The reasoning is that producers would
rather sell in the export market and receive the subsidy than sell in the domestic market, unless local
buyers pay producers the same as they can get in the export market (which includes the subsidy).

83. In the reform scenarios, the subsidy is removed and both producer and consumer prices drop.
Scenario 2 assumes gradual removal of the 40% tariff, while Scenario 3 assumes immediate removal.
Since (virtually) no lamb is imported, the tariff has no impact on the consumer price (and, of course, on
the export price). It also makes no difference whether the tariff is removed gradually or all at once. The
two reform scenarios for lamb therefore have identical impacts (Table 4). The conclusion from this for
the WTO negotiations is that abolishing the tariff or setting it at a low level would have no cost to either
Macedonian producers or consumers and that either of these actions could rightly be on offer in the
WTO negotiations.

ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR PRIVATE SECTOR INVESTMENT

Impediments to Demand-Driven Production and Investment

84. The main impediments to FYR Macedonia developing competitive farms and processors are
weak policy, an underdeveloped land market, access to finance, inadequate infrastructure particularly
irrigation, regulatory burden, company governance and management, and inefficient government
institutions. The overall strategy should be to help all elements in agriculture value chains to become
entrepreneurial and dynamic by removing or reducing these impediments and raising stakeholder
participation. Somewhat different sub-strategies apply to small farmers, larger farmers, privatized
processors and packers, and new private processors and packers. If privatized AK processors prove
unable to compete, rapid growth of a dynamic, fully private processing industry to a dominant position
can render the poor performance of former AKs less important. Likewise, if farm consolidation by
dynamic small farmers produces a large number of nimble medium-sized farmers with sufficient access
to land and other resources, the continuing poor productivity of other small farmers may be able to be
seen in the proper rural poverty context.

Undeveloped Land Market

85. A crucial element in the strategy for increased agricultural productivity and responsiveness to the
market is that appropriate land resources be located in the hands of producers who will efficiently
produce for the market (product selection, quality, timing, price, etc.), whether these producers are
small-to-medium farmers or larger enterprises. Those who are successful need to be able to acquire the
needed land resources. At present this is difficult, since the agricultural land market in FYR Macedonia
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is severely underdeveloped and constrained. As in other countries with similar problems, the issues
concern unclear land titles, land registration difficulties, legal restrictions on land sales, inheritance
laws, inefficient dispute adjudication and contract enforcement, continuing public land ownership,
burdensome public land sale and lease terms, restrictions on parcel size, restrictions on sale to citizens
and foreigners, restrictions on lease terms, dysfunctional restrictions on land use, problems with use of
land as collateral, legal and practical restrictions on collateral recovery/sale, and counterproductive
regulation of financial institutions.

86. The government has moved expeditiously to correct some of these problems but much remains to
be done. For instance, law revisions originally proposed for 2001 but now scheduled for 2002 look to
establish a central property registration system for registration of rights in real estate, mapping of
property boundaries, systems for recording change and a public data base. These changes, while
necessary, are not sufficient to improve the operation of the land market. Also needed is compulsory
registration of changes in land rights, a title insurance mechanism, training programs for land
professionals, real estate market laws and establishment of professional bodies. At the level of
government institutions, the appointment of a Registrar of Lands with powers to write regulations and
determine and adjudicate titles is needed.

87. Land fragmentation is severe in FYR Macedonia. At the time of the last agricultural census in
1981, 99% of farm holdings were owned by private persons and 98% of these farm households held
farms of 8 ha or less, with a median holding size of about 1.2 ha. The average number of parcels per
holding was 7.7, with average parcel size of 0.14 ha. More analysis is needed than can be done with the
census, but 39% of farm holdings were owned by households that did not include a farmer, probably
rendering the fragmentation less severe than indicated, since relatives or neighbors in many cases may
have farmed their parcels. On the other hand, the land may have been misclassified or may have
remained fallow.2

1 Current 1999 data indicate that fallow and uncultivated arable land was 34% of the
total. How much of this land was fallow because of traditional fertility restoration techniques is not
known, but all in all fragmentation plus non-farmer ownership plus large amounts of uncultivated land
imply huge inefficiencies in smallholder agriculture. (This is not to imply that the "enterprise
agriculture" of larger farms developed on the former AK holdings are any more efficient; the limited
research comparing the smallholder and enterprise sectors does not support this stereotype.)

88. A well functioning land market will facilitate farm enlargement and consolidation, but additional
measures may be needed to ensure that land is used productively in agriculture. For instance, reform of
land taxation to reflect land values rather than "registry income" would encourage farmers to move land
into its most profitable use, and changes to the inheritance laws would discourage further
fragmentation.22  A program to allow older farmers to purchase inflation-adjusted (or euro-
denominated) annuities with the proceeds of land sales could free some land up for more productive use
and serve to reduce poverty. For the poorest farmers, the value of these annuities might also be topped
up as a welfare measure.

89. The lease market should be an important element of the land market in FYR Macedonia. In
particular, state-owned agricultural land, insofar as it continues to be state owned, should be offered to
enterprises and individual farmers in transparent transactions at market rates using long-term,
transferable leases. Public land management should be seen as a continuous, dynamic process with clear
market-oriented objectives and a transparent management and review process administered by
competent professionals and a supporting information and monitoring program. This does not yet exist

21 The 1994 population census reported 95% of land holdings less than 8.0 ha and an average farm size of
1.4 ha with 1.2 ha of arable land. This survey, however, only recorded 251,000 ha of arable land against the
statistical record of 545,000 ha, a gap of 3.05 ha per holding.
22 Fragmentation increased markedly between 1931 and 1981, with median farm holding decreasing from
about 2.8 to about 1.2 (approximation based on proportion of land area interval).
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in MAFWE or the related public agencies responsible for natural resource management.

Inadequate Rural and Agriculture-Related Finance

90. Macedonian agriculture does not have an effective formal credit-delivery system. The banking
sector is characterized by small retail commercial banks, which have concentrated available funds in
profitable short-term lending secured by cash-equivalents. Not all short-term lending is attractive to the
banks; international traders, including agricultural exporters, have difficulty in obtaining trade finance,
with banks able to charge very high fees for letters of credit and other international trade services,
which in turn has been a disincentive for agricultural exports. Agriculture as a whole is perceived by
bankers as risky and unremunerative, and few resources are directed at developing the competence to
analyze potential lending opportunities in the sector. There are, additionally, the serious problems with
the recovery of collateral referred to above.

91. Informal credit structures are also weakly developed in rural areas. Moneylenders, who had
played an important role in village credit in Yugoslavia prior to 1950, disappeared completely under
socialism and have not reappeared during the transition. Anecdotal evidence is that loans among
villagers also do not appear to have an important role in agriculture. They are today almost exclusively
social loans intended for emergency situations and ceremonial expenditures like weddings.

92. There is also little evidence of credit being extended to private farms through the private trading
and agri-business sector, either directly or through deferred payment agreements. In fact, farmers are
probably a net source of credit for processors and traders, who often delay payments for farm off-take.
In sum, little credit is supplied to private farmers today in FYR Macedonia through either formal,
informal or trade-finance financial channels, and this contributes to the result that the private agriculture
sector is severely under-capitalized.

93. Prior to independence, virtually all formal credit for agriculture was allocated to AKs or
cooperatives. The government directed it at subsidized rates through the commercial banks (primarily
Stopanska Bank's 24 branches). Private farmers were served informally through the AKs, which
provided working capital in the form of inputs with repayment in kind at harvest. Equipment loans were
also available through the AKs. However, the flow of credit to private farmers through the AKs and to
the AKs' own agroprocessing and farming operations declined precipitously when government-directed
credits mostly ceased after 1994. Due to their own difficulty in obtaining bank credit and their lack of
sufficient cash flow, successor privatized agroprocessing enterprises and newly established SME
processing and supplier firms alike have not able to provide farmers with any significant amount of
credit in total. On the contrary, farmers often finance processing firms by receiving delayed payment.

94. The current financial system has not filled this vacuum, despite improved access to capital and
progress with reform and restructuring. In 2001, there were 22 licensed banks, 17 savings houses
(savings and loan associations), and the non-bank financial services sector that includes 5 insurance
companies, the Macedonian Stock Exchange, and an embryonic commodity exchange. Stopanska Bank
has been broken into several independent banks and recapitalized through the transfer of many non-
performing assets to a rehabilitation agency. The parent bank, which at end-2000 still held 35.8% of
total deposits, has been sold to a Greek bank. Other commercial banks hold 61.2% of deposits and
savings houses (savings and loan associations) the remaining 3%. Significant capital investment into the
Macedonian banking sector occurred in 2000, which increased the share of foreign capital in domestic
banks from 19.3% to 40.8%. This also changed the level of foreign ownership, with 7 of the 22 banks
under foreign ownership at the end of the year. The large inflow of deposits at the end of 2001, when
people began to change their European currencies for euros, provided a further source of capital.
Despite this investment, a high level of non-performing loans remain a feature of the balance sheets of
all domestic banks. Provision for bad and doubtful debts is currently 34.8 % of the aggregate
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commercial bank loan portfolios. 23

95. Savings houses are also a poor source of rural credit. In the early 1990s they offered a means to
mobilize savings and provide credit in underserved areas, but this was undone by uncontrolled lending.
As a result, their number was reduced from 140 to 17, and their activities were severely curtailed. They
are not allowed to make "business loans" directly and must channel such funds through commercial
banks. But they generally assume the liability for repayment and make their own assessments of risk,
and have now been reformed to the point where they could become significant rural credit institutions.
Further reform is needed to improve supervisory regulation, and so improve client confidence, while
relaxing counter-productive restrictions on lending. A functioning land market that allows land to be
effectively used as collateral would also improve the capacity of savings houses to lend to farmers and
small, private agri-business.

96. A number of reforms have been proposed as part of the proposed Bank-financed Second
Financial and Enterprise Sector Adjustment Loan, including better enforcement of existing law, a
restructured deposit insurance scheme, and a new integrated law on moveable and immovable
collateral. The latter reform would be especially important for small agricultural borrowers,
considering that land is by far their most important asset. While this and other reforms will be a
necessary condition for increasing Bank lending to agriculture, they will not be sufficient. Banks will
need to gain experience, develop expertise and recognize profitability in agriculture-related lending.
The incentive to do so, however, will not be there until there is more competition in the banking
system. An increase in the level of operations of foreign banks would be a major way of increasing
competition and delivering a full range of services, as it has in other countries.

97. On the demand side, private farmer interest in working with the commercial banking sector is
also depressed due to widespread mistrust of the banking system emanating from past scandals and
arbitrary actions. Many farmers are also unwilling to apply for loans from existing donor agricultural
credit programs because of not-unrealistic expectations that their farming activities will be
unprofitable or because of perceived risk. The same is not true of many of the thousands of rural
agro processing and trading businesses that have developed since independence. At the start, these
were appropriately financed mainly by savings or loans from family and friends, but many have now
expanded to the point that they would provide strong demand for formal credit if it were available on
appropriate terms.

Donor Financed Credit Programs

98. The government and donors have long recognized the need for agriculture-related credit and
have moved to fund credit programs, often directed at small farmers in particular and sometimes
making use of the savings house system. IFAD- and World Bank- financed programs have had the
most experience, with USAID, the Soros Foundation, EU-PHARE and the Netherlands Government
also financing credit programs to benefit farmers, traders and processors.

99. The IFAD Southern and Eastern Rural Rehabilitation Project illustrates the importance of
demand side constraints. When it began in mid-1998, this program focused on lending to 393 poor,
rural communities in mountain areas. At the end of 1999 it was expanded to southern and eastern FYR
Macedonia. The project is administered as a "revolving credit fund" (RCF) through Investbanka to
provide credit to smallholders for livestock (80% - mainly dairy) and crops (20% - notably viticulture),
along with small scale traders and processors. Demand for these loans has been very weak. As of
September 2000, 620 loans totaling USD $3.2 million had been disbursed or approved out of the total
project credit line of USD 8.0 million. A significant proportion of these loans are now chronically in
arrears. Loan recovery improved during 2000, but the cumulative recovery rate (including insurance,

23 National Bank of Macedonia, Annual Report 2001.
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which adds up to 9% per annum to the market based cost of the livestock loans) was still only 60%. The
RCF is not sustainable at these recovery rates. A second modest IFAD-funded effort of USD 8 million
was agreed in December 2000. It will shift the credit risk to commercial banks and savings houses, but
will offer variable discounting to them as an incentive to lend to profitable agricultural investments in
rural areas. Loans will also be available for activities other than farming, such as packing, processing,
marketing and trading.

100. The World Bank-financed Private Sector Development Projects I (USD 12 million, fully
disbursed) and II (USD25 million) have provided finance for larger agricultural and processing
enterprises. USAID-funded initiatives are managed by local NGOs affiliated with international ones.
The first (MOZNOSTI), which has made approximately 1,500 loans averaging USD 3,500 as of end-
2000, operates through a commercial bank but does all loan evaluation and assumes the credit risk.
MOZNOSTI is presently exploring the opportunity of registering as a commercial bank. The second
(also a local NGO) owns savings houses. USAID provided the minimum subscribed equity of about
USD 500,000 and all branches together had 429 members and saving of USD 162,000. The Netherlands
Government-funded project, which received a grant of USD 3 million provides sub-loans in Western
and Central parts of the country primarily through input suppliers and traders, via a local administering
NGO and commercial banks. The participating credit institutions bear the credit risk, which are fully
indexed. The Soros Foundation, has opened a line of credit for smallholders through a commercial bank
and follows procedures similar to the IFAD-funded project. Lastly, the EU-PHARE program for
support of small and medium-sized enterprises does not lend for primary production, but does lend for
to small-to-medium agroprocessing enterprises.

Inadequate Infrastructure

101. Inadequate transport, energy, telecommunications and irrigation infrastructure are serious
impediments to the development of agriculture and agricultural exports in FYR Macedonia.
Improvements to each would lower production costs and facilitate international trade. At this stage,
transport services and irrigation are the most important for agriculture. With transport disruptions
because of the Balkan wars and the Greek embargo now in the past, the focus should be on reducing the
degradation of perishable agricultural goods caused by poor road maintenance and slow border
crossings. The Bank-sponsored Trade and Transport Facilitation Program for SEE aims for a near-
simultaneous implementation in six countries, including FYR Macedonia, of physical improvements to
border crossings, technical assistance to customs administrations, electronic filing of customs
declarations, coordination of operating practices at each pair of border control units and alignment of
regulatory schemes with EU practices.

102. The irrigation system is both inadequate in scope and performance. Only about 40% of the arable
area suitable for irrigation is within the command of the existing system, and only about one-third of
this is irrigated, mostly at low efficiency due to deterioration and insufficient water storage.
Macedonian summers are dry and hot leaving crops with a water deficit of around 450mm in the east to
250mm in the west in an average year. Irrigation is essential to all high value summer and perennial
crops, not only providing higher yields but improving quality, timeliness and a reduced-risk
environment to encourage investment in the sector. Irrigation is also an essential ingredient to the dairy
and livestock industry providing secure forage and grain supplies. All neighboring countries rely
extensively on irrigation, and competitiveness in Macedonia's agriculture will depend on reliable and
cost-effective irrigation. Extension of irrigation beyond areas dominated by ex-AKs would be an
essential element in raising rural incomes and reducing poverty. Donors, including the Bank, are
providing finance to rehabilitate irrigation schemes in three production regions and to decentralize
control over management and water allocation to users.
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Privatization Inadequacies and Company Management and Governance

103. Ineffective privatization via employee-manager purchases of shares of the former AKs hampers
the development of the private sector in agriculture in several ways. Conversely, the slow development
of a profitable private sector hampers the privatization effort. Evaluated at border prices, many of the
ex-AKs are undoubtedly value subtractors. Their continued existence in their present state due to high
protection, rent-free land access and the non-transpartent award of government contracts locks up
valuable skills within their labor forces and some valuable physical capital (although much of the latter
other than land is now obsolete and of little value). Part of their problem is poor management and large
social obligations; part is undercapitalization. In turn, the undercapitalization continues because few
investors are interested in unprofitable investments even at the bargain prices offered by the
Privatization Agency. Strategic investors, including foreign investors, have not yet positively evaluated
the existing opportunities to any extent, as well.

104. For many of the enterprises, effective dissolution and sale of assets may be the only long run
solution. Some may, with luck, gradually and successfully climb out of their present dire straits. Others
may succeed with an infusion of strategic investment together with improved management, cost control,
quality focus and marketing effort. All successful ones will need adequate working capital to expand
production.

105. The continued, but stagnant operation of many of the agroprocessing, supplier and trading firms
that have been spun off from the ex-AKs has wider impact on private agriculture than just their and
their workers future. Because of their weakened state, these firms are not able to provide sufficient,
cost-effective services (including supplier credit) to the wider industry to enable them to produce lower-
cost, higher-value competitive commodities. While they continue in operation, sometimes under semi-
soft budget constraints, other more efficient firms may be inhibited from entering and providing these
services.

Constraints to Foreign and SME Investment

106. The government and the wider society needs to do much more to create the conditions under
which both local and foreign investors will provide finance, technology, and risk-taking, management
and marketing skills. SMEs make up the vast majority of private businesses in FYR Macedonia and are
and will continue to be the largest source of employment growth in agri-business. As part of a
restructuring strategy, it is both inevitable and desirable that foreign firms be involved on both the
export and import sides. A symbiotic relationship often develops between foreign investors and any
large internationally competitive Macedonian firms on the one hand and SMEs on the other. The
foreign firms and the competitive local ones are customers, transmitters of demand signals and sources
of technological, management and marketing expertise, sources of staff, etc.

107. Thus, the continuing impediments in FYR Macedonia to efficient business operation, such as
time-consuming registration requirements, difficult logistics, red tape, corruption, unreliable contract
enforcement, legal vulnerability, non-transparent taxation, standards and regulations that are
inconsistent with those of the EU, etc. need to be addressed. The government has started the reform
process, but much remains to be done. The still unwelcoming business climate affects both foreign
investors and, even more, the SMEs, which have fewer resources to invest.
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SUPPORTS FOR PRODUCTION AND EXPORT PERFORMANCE

Markets, Technology, Seeds, Breeds

108. Agricultural export markets provide the major significant opportunity for FYR Macedonia to
expand agricultural production, and this entails exporting to specialized international markets that are
both available to FYR Macedonia and in which it can be competitive (i.e., processed commodities,
seasonal varieties, specialty crops, multiplied seeds). These commodities will typically involve
significant inputs of specialized, modem but not necessarily complex technology, which can be
accessed primarily through seeds and breeds and investment in modem processing equipment.
Agricultural credit from financial institutions and suppliers, through which farmers can acquire these
items, becomes increasingly important. In some commodities, cost saving through improved cultural
practices may also be important, and here as elsewhere, where farmers need to learn new techniques,
research, extension and demonstration are important. Quality assurance, i.e., the reliable production and
delivery of the qualities that Macedonian farms and firms can produce competitively, is also essential
for export market access and profitability. Selling into international markets also involves good market
information, effective marketing techniques and reliable logistics.

Farmer Support System

109. The support system for small and private farmers is still limited, in comparison with the support
system for state-operated and privatized AKs, which itself is in need of radical reform. Some experience
in reforming agricultural extension for small farmers has been gained through the Private Farmer
Support Project (PFSP), including privatization of veterinary and services and stimulation of private
extension services. A 1998 law dissolved the state-run extension service and created an autonomous
national extension agency centered in Bitola, which is organized on a regional basis. The extension
service is expected to reach more than 50% self-financing within ten years. The new structure, however,
has not as yet provided any significant quantity of useful services. Under PFSP, MAFWE is being
supported in fostering the pilot development of voluntary farmers associations. These are important
both for provision of information services and for encouraging a critical mass of small-scale producers
for procurement of inputs and coordinated production, processing and marketing..

110. Since independence a network of private crop and livestock inputs suppliers has emerged, and
quantities are generally sufficient for the present, low-input farming system. The system may not be
effective in disseminating new seed technology, however, since the quality and timing of inputs is still
uncertain. For instance, EU and other foreign seed companies are not free to sell directly to farmers.
FYR Macedonia is not yet a member of ISTA and UPOV; thus it is unlikely that local seed operations
can attain sufficient scale and quality to be internationally competitive. Attempts to protect them
through trade and investment restrictions simply deprive local farmers of the advanced
technologyneeded for export growth.
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4 REQUIREMENTS FOR RESTRUCTURING IN KEY SUB-
SECTORS

AGROPROCESSING INDUSTRIES

Central Role of Agroprocessors

111. The producers who are best placed to sell in export markets, and thereby gain the volume
necessary for competitiveness and market penetration, are packers and processors. Marketing
cooperatives and some larger farms may have a direct role in the export of some commodities, but
private, entrepreneurial agroprocessors will undoubtedly have the leading role, if - a big if - there is a
conducive business environment for them to operate in and grow. The major agroprocessing industries
in FYR Macedonia are listed in Table 5:

112. Processors in all transition countries, including FYR Macedonia, will be acutely affected by new
EU legislation requiring all meat, milk
and processed food products to be from
HACCP-registered processing plants
by January 1, 2004. This new deadline Table 5: Major Agroproessing Industries in FYR Macedonia
leaves the Macedonian industry with
considerable, costly work to be done in

Milk processing Milk, fruit juice, yogurt, sour milk, UHT mila very short time to bring their
processing plants up to HACCP
standards. Many plants will not be able
to finance the costs of modem Meat processingBeef, lamb and mutton, pork and poultry
equipment meeting ISO standards and fresh and extended life products

may have to drop out of supplying EU
importers at least temporarily. Frozen, dried, concentrate, canned, preserved

tomatoes, peppers, ajvar, cabbage, cucumbc
Industry Structure Fruit and vegetab gherkins, onions, garlic, melons, appl

processing plums, pears, raisins, peaches.
113. Looked at from the point of view
of ownership structure, there are three Vranac, merlot, cabernet sauvigno
potential segments where entrepren- Wine smederevka, chardonnay, riesling, zilav
eurial agroprocessors may develop: zupljanka

o Privatized ex-AK enterprises,

o Successful medium-sized companies emerging from the group of small, new private
processing companies, and

" Joint ventures or companies with controlling direct foreign investment.

114. Privatized Ex-AK Enterprises. The formal privatization of the agroprocessing sector is now
largely complete - 420 enterprises privatized and only 25 remaining. The privatization process since
1993 has been on the basis of share purchase, typically as employee and management buyout of shares
at a deep discount, and recently, the process has become more transparent. A 10% sample of
Privatization Agency (PA) records 24 of privatized agroprocessing firms in September 2000 estimated

24 Purposive sample aiming at representativeness by covering all processing industries.
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Table 6. FYR Macedonia: Major Agroprocessing Industries,
that the formal ownership Production, 1997-2001
structure was 48% owned
by private shareholders, Product Category 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
5% by the government
(not for sale) and 47% for Meat Production (t/y)
sale by the government
(34% as shares for sale by Beef 9,000 8,400 8,700 8,800 8,700
the PA for itself and some

Pork 8,700 9,800 11,000 11,200 10,800
government agency
creditors and 13% for sale Lamb/mutton 6,800 6,000 7,200 7,600 8,200
by contract to attract large
investors). While the Poultry 5,600 5,200 5,300 5,700 6,300
government would like to Total (t/y) 30,100 29,300 32,100 33,300 34,000
sell the 47% as quickly as
possible, the poor Processed Milk (t/y) n/a n/a n/a 112,000 115,000
prospects of the
crompais m e te Fruit & Vegetables (t/y) 25,000(?)
companies make it
difficult to find buyers, Wine (lly) 100,000,000 - 130,000,000
probably because in many
cases investors have Source. MAMA and MAFWE

correctly evaluated them
as having little value. In some cases, the managements of the firms have been using their firms' cash
flow to buy shares at the deep discounts offered by the PA.

115. Many of the privatized agroprocessors are now in a fairly desperate financial state. Firms in this
position typically own large, outdated production facilities with excess employee numbers. Their costs
are high, their capacity utilization is low, their management is weak, especially in marketing, and they
struggle to maintain market share in the face of competition from new entrants. They are short of
working capital with which to expand production, and they also have very little access to longer-term
capital to invest in new processes. Some of the larger ones have so far been able to maintain long-term
relationships with export markets (such as bulk wine to Germany), but these are low quality, low value
products that do little to improve operating margins, and even lower-price global competitors may be
emerging.

116. The commercial potential of the majority of the AKs is quite low. Their often elderly
managements must both solve their current difficult financial problems, rationalize operations, adopt a
new management style, limit their obligations to their employee stockholders, handle any labor unrest,
fend off political pressures to maintain employment, face competition in their most remunerative
product lines from new, fully private entrants and imports, acquire finance to support process
modernization and product development and penetrate export markets to gain scale economies. This
would be a tall order for any management and may be too tall an order for all but a minority of ex-AK
agroprocessing survivors of the shakeout that seems inevitable.

117. Successful Medium-Sized Private Processing Companies. There are dozens of small, small and
medium scale agroprocessing companies emerging from rural communities, retail stores and petty
traders, typically manufacturing a single product line in compete-tion with ex-AKs and imported
products.

118. Joint Ventures and Direct Foreign Investment. Foreign investment has been relatively low in
agroprocessing to date, with only US$5.7 million being invested in 9 companies of which more than
50% was an investment by a Netherlands firm in a tobacco company. To give an indication of the small
size of these investments, $5.7 million would only be sufficient to build a medium capacity (150,0001/d)
modern- dairy plant.
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Milk Processing

119. Milk processing in FYR Macedonia uses a substantial amount of sheep milk as raw material
(20%) in addition to cow's milk and produces about 112,000 tons per year of products (Table 6). Most
of the approximately 80 milk processing plants have very simple facilities or equipment and processes,
which were installed more than 15 years ago. By today's standards, they would be considered badly
out-of-date. This means that regenerative heat recovery systems, product loss control and cleaning-in-
place (CIP) are not as efficient as in modem plants and have variable product quality. A few plants have
recently invested in modem packaging systems with the latest technology (particularly the high speed
3,600 packs per hour Tetrapak line at Nasto Dairy) and can be considered as equipped to export
standard.

120. Like other agroprocessing industries, most milk processing plants are operating way below
capacity - in the case of the milk industry, at a roughly estimated average 65% (Table 7). The plants
operating at this level and lower levels - the majority of plants - will probably not be viable in the
medium run without major investment unless barriers to competition prevent the more efficient plants
from expanding market share.

121. Milk and milk product exports declined sharply in 2001, by 46%, due to the closure of the
exceptional Year-2000 Kosovo market, but they are expected to recover in 2002.. Cheese exports in
particular could be further developed and expanded. The local cheese is highly salted, but some cheeses
are otherwise excellent in flavor and texture and could be developed with lower salt content for several
export markets including
Greece and the Middle East.

Meat Processing Table 7: Macedonia: Major Agroprocessing Industries,

122. There are about 32 Capacity Utilization, 1999

slaughterhouses/meat- Capacity
products plants in FYR Industry Number (tons/day or mil. liters/year) CaUpii
Macedonia, with a total of Plants Large Medium Small Total zation
processing capacity of 162 Scale Scale Scale
tons per day of meat. It is
reported that only five plants Milk 80 230 193 56 479 ~65%

have export licenses with a
total of 26t/d processing Meat 32 90 55 17 162 50%
capacity. Very few of the
plants have modem Fruit and 25 n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a
equipment, and most would Vegetables

not meet the latest ISO and
HACCP25  requirements for Wine 15 119 56 8 183 ~64%

export of fresh, chilled or Source. MAMA and Bank staff estimates
frozen meat on the world 1/ Rough estimates based on estimates of home consumption, exports and percentage of
market. All of the plants are imports processed in Macedonia.
reported to produce extended
life products, two sell long life products, but only six sell fresh, chilled or frozen meat. There are no
processors with capacity above 100 t/d; in fact, the five largest have combined capacity of 90 t/d. The
next 13 have only another 55 t/d capacity.

25 The EU will require all food processing industries supplying EU markets to be Hazard An alysis and Critical
Control Point (HACCP) certified by the Ist of January 2004.
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123. Good data do not exist on production, but total meat production is about 33,000 tons per year.
Capacity utilization is almost certain to be below 50% and may be as little as 30%. Even more so than
in the milk industry, a meat industry shakeout seems inevitable. Incremental domestic consumption
(about 3% annual growth) is not likely to support much expansion of the industry in the near future,
although some farm-based slaughtering for home consumption could be transferred to commercial
slaughterhouses. Imports (44% of meat supply) are the largest sector in which domestic production
could compete and expand with import substitution. Exports (only 5% of production in 2000) are a
second target, where meat production, processing and marketing could be expanded. However,
expansion will depend on substantial investment in the efficient, entrepreneurial firms of the industry.
The existing spring lamb and processed meat products appear to have good potential for expansion.

124. The meat industry in FYR Macedonia is supported by the USAID funded Land '0 Lakes project,
Macedonian Agribusiness Marketing Activity (MAMA), which has 125 processor members. As in the
milk industry, MAMA works extensively to advise commercial processors on best practices in the meat
industry, and analyzes products and markets for potential growth. Its "Seal of Quality" also applies to
meat products, and firms that use the seal of quality have developed new product formulations and
packaging for 132 products.

Fruit and Vegetable Processing

125. There are about 20-30 recognized fruit and vegetable processing companies, not counting wine
firms. This figure undoubtedly misses hundreds of cottage-industry-scale processors.26 Consequently,
good data do not exist on production. What data do exist indicate that exports of finished products
(canned or bottled) are estimated to be 21,500 tons per year out of 25,000 tons of product from the
recognized processors. These include Balkan specialties like roasted red pepper, gherkins, ajvar (a
canned pasta of roasted sweet pepper and garlic) and pindjur (a typical Macedonian salad preparation),
which are exported to ordinary retailers in CEE and SEE and ethnic retailers and recently supermarket
chains in the EU and North America. The Macedonian variants compete in export markets with
Hungarian and Turkish varieties, whose agroprocessors offer stable quality, good prices, dependable
delivery and annual shipment plans.

126. The transitional state of the industry is indicated by the low annual exports of semi-finished
(frozen and dried) products, estimated at less 3,500 tons per year. In FYR Macedonia, most of the semi-
finished products (except frozen sour cherries) are available only in modest quantities, allowing only
ad-hoc purchasing. Partners in Germany, which have been demanding more than can be supplied by
Macedonian processors, are interested in commitments on the basis of annual plans.

127. The reasons for the non-responsiveness to existing demand undoubtedly reflect the same ills
exhibited by the ex-AK processors in the milk and meat industries: inadequate management,
dysfunctional ownership structure, lack of working capital, antiquated equipment, out-of-date
processing technology, high cost, low volume of marketable products, poor packaging, uneven quality'
raw material, non-compliance with export standards, etc. Recognizing the difficulty in getting near-term
solutions to these problems, some traders have recently started their own production operations to
assure raw material supply and control quality. Some are able to pre-finance growers by providing
seeds, fruit tree seedlings, fertilizer and technical assistance. Others have gone directly into raw material
production by acquiring greenhouses for production of early vegetables, for instance.

26 An indicator of probably incomplete statistics (probably not reflecting an erratic industry) is the data
in the 1999 Statistical Yearbook giving raw material inputs into the industry in the years 1996, 1997,
1998, and 1999 as 29, 5 ,23 and 50 thousand tons per year, respectively.
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128. At present, there are significant problems in achieving quality from small producers. Common
practice now is for traders to collect produce from small farmers to make up full loads for export. Crops
are picked and packed in the evenings and loaded at night to keep them cool. The product is cooled in
the refrigerated truck, but is un-sorted and un-graded, and only in the early season do traders find export
sales without difficulty. During the flush season they may tour numerous markets to sell their loads.
There have been some efforts to improve quality from small producers with the development of farmer
associations. At least one marketing company has been formed, MACFRESH (a brand for three
associations) with good brand imaging, but this needs to be followed through into successful marketing.
The associations are in their infancy and need long term support and guidance, and their bilateral and
multilateral assistance programs are nearing completion.

Wine Industry

129. As in the food processing industry generally, globalization has brought many new entrants to
world wine markets and extended the reach of others. Some (like Australia and Chile) have excellent
products, high quality standards, and adaptability to market trends and others (such as Algeria) mainly
sell bulk wines internationally for whatever price they can get. Like other low-quality wine countries,
FYR Macedonia is stuck largely at the low-value end of the wine market. Some Macedonian wineries
have been able to maintain long-term bulk-wine relationships with export markets (notably in
Germany), but these low-quality, low-value products return only low operating margins. In line with
Serbia's reentry to normal international economic relations, the EU has reduced FYR Macedonia's wine
quota by reallocation in favor of other FRY countries. This has effectively halved the export of bulk
wine to the EU and is likely to badly hurt the short-term production prospects of Macedonian wineries,
especially the two largest wineries at Povardarie and Tikvas. The wine industry hopes to replace this
lost market with exports to former Soviet states, but this low-value market is unlikely to be very
profitable.

130. There are 15 active wineries in FYR
Macedonia, with a total processing capacity of Box 2: Export Potential: Bovin Winery,
about 183 million liters per year of wine (Table Negotino
7). This compares with overall production of 100
to 130 million liters per year and indicates This small, new, privately owned plant produ,

capacity utilization of 55% to 71%. Most plants high priced bottled wines. It currently has capac
are operating below their cash breakeven points of of 500,000 liters per year but can expand wit]

about 70%. They would need to operate at above the existing buildings to double that capacity. 1
80% capacity to have a cash flow that could products are of excellent quality, well present

support needed investment in modernization and high priced, and aimed at top-end restaurants

expansion. the domestic and regional markets. The output
this plant is limited only by its access to work

131. There are three large-scale processors each capital that, in the wine industry, is a ma

with greater than 20 million liters per year constraint. The owners have a program
capacity. The three have about two-thirds of all expansion into grape production and expect
commercial wine processing capacity in the double their present capacity within two yeE
country. Four plants rate as medium scale (12 to They are conscious that expanding production v

16 million I/yr with 31% of total capacity), and 8 put stress on their quality control, but they
plants are small, with capacities less than 2 aware of improved processes and equipment t
million 1/yr and with only 4% of total production would enable them to maintain the consistent h

(Table 7). At the smallest scale - and not covered quality that they need at the higher volume. T

in official statistics - home production possibly winery would appear to have good potential

accounts for an additional 18 million liters per export fine wines.
year, or 10% of commercial production.
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132. Most of the large and medium-scale wineries are ex-AK wineries and own large, outdated and
overstaffed production facilities. Their capacity utilization is low and they are short of working capital
with which to expand production. They also have had very little access to capital to invest in new
processes, although some investment has recently been supported by bank loans. The wine firms need a
new marketing strategy, if they are to survive to post-privatization profitability in the new global wine
market. With effective strategic investment and improved management, however, the wine industry
could export higher quality, more profitable bottled wines instead of the low-grade bulk wines currently
exported. Large markets outside the EU, such as in North America, have largely been ignored, but these
markets, while large, are highly competitive and can be penetrated only by effectively marketed wines
with an attractive price-quality combination.

133. FYR Macedonia does have a small fine wine capacity. MAFWE holds a registry of wineries that
produce appellation-controlled wine with registered locational and organoleptic properties (Box 2).
These fine wines are usually bottled in the production area and are the largest value-added component
of the wine industry. But few Macedonian wine firms will be likely to produce wines of this type in any
volume in the near future. Those that can will have a significant profitability advantage, which would
aid their survival in the event of a shakeout in the industry.

134. According to the stereotypical image, good quality wines are produced in old and simple
wineries, and this is sometimes true, but in the modem industry, wines of consistent quality can be and
are produced in large volumes if good grapes receive very good post harvest treatment, if effective
process control technology is used at all stages of wine production and if optimal ageing of vintages is
carried out. Reduction of air contact with the grapes after harvesting and through reception and pressing
is one of the most important aspects of pre-fermentation quality control, as airborne yeasts can
contaminate the grapes and change the flavor of the wine. Minimizing grape contact with the air is
usually achieved by short grape transit times, spraying and membrane pressing. Constant temperature
within an optimal range is also important during fermentation and maturation. The two largest wineries
are reported to have major grape reception bottlenecks during the harvest period, do not use up-to-date
processing technology, have limited underground storage capacity, and do not lay vintages down to any
extent. Increasing their quality would require large investments in up-to-date facilities and in working
capital to retain vintage wine.

AGRICULTURE AND HORTICULTURE

Climate and Resources

135. Rainfall typically varies between 500-800 mm but is poorly distributed, requiring irrigation for
intensive agriculture to be viable at all in some regions. In other areas, irrigation is needed in dry
periods during the summer. Recent years have seen frequent drought and the dramatic reduction in
water reserves, thus restricting irrigation. Temperatures also exhibit a wide maximum and minimum
range. Maximum summer temperatures in most regions can reach 400 C and the lowest winter
temperatures fall to about -300 C. During the last few years extremely low temperatures have also
damaged vines and orchards.

136. Within the country, some 1.28 million ha (50%) of the total area of 2.57 million ha is classified
as agricultural land27. Of this resource, 633 000 ha (51%) is classed as cultivated land and 649 000 ha as
permanent pastures (mainly upland). The cultivated land is largely centered on valley or old lake basins

27 In Macedonian land statistics, agricultural land includes cultivable land and pastureland. Cultivable land
includes land available for arable crops, plus land planted to orchards, vineyards and improved pastures.
Arable land includes land planted to annual crops (cereals, indu strial, vegetable and fodder crops), plus
nurseries and fallow land.
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and an extensive area of it is irrigated. The climate is transitional between Mediterranean and
Continental with typically cold winters in the mountainous uplands and warm to hot summers in the
valleys and lower elevations. In 1999, approximately 175,000 ha of agricultural land remained fallow,
including 34% of state-owned arable land and 28% of privately held arable land.

137. The small farm size is due to a combination of inheritance patterns and the former Government
regulation (now removed) limiting individual land ownership to 10 ha. The land holding is also
typically fragmented into four or more parcels that are not contiguous. Compared to the formerly social
and now state-owned AK land, individual farmers are located generally on poorer soils and have less
access to irrigation.

138. Traditionally, crop yields and productivity were lower on private farms compared to the AKs,
since the latter had better access to inputs and technical advice. Following recent changes in
Government policy, however, this trend is now being reversed, with the private sector having better
access to inputs and technical advice and a limited amount of financial resources with which to access
them (mainly through remittances). Recent changes in policy towards support of the private farmer,
combined with the outward migration of some smallholder farmers, have seen an increase in both the
purchase and sale of land and in land rental. This has encouraged the development of a more dynamic
private sector farming community with entrepreneurial farmers accessing new technology and inputs
from a growing input supply sector that is receiving increasing support from companies within the EU
and other industrial countries.

139. Farm machinery has, in the past, been mainly obtained from Serbia and other Eastern European
countries. Observations from farm visits, supported by the statistics, suggest that machinery is available
in adequate numbers. Tractor numbers have steadily increased in recent years with the vast majority
being owned by a minority of individual farmers. The land: tractor ratio is now 9.6 ha of cultivated
land per tractor. However, there is a serious shortage of powered implements suitable for use on small
and upland farms. Over capacity has usually been the consequence of mechanizing operations on a
small farm, but farmers with tractors use sharing and renting arrangements to reduce their overhead and
earn extra income.

Irrigation

140. FYR Macedonia is divided into three main catchment areas: the Vardar catchment receiving 72%
of the annual runoff, the Cri Drim catchment receiving 23% of it, and the Strumica catchment receiving
5% of it. Of the about 350,000 ha that is suitable for irrigation, representing 54% of the arable area,
about 140,000 ha had been brought within the command of the irrigation system byl980. Of this area
part has been lost to urbanization; other parts never received water, so that the current potential extent
of the formal irrigation service area is 127,800 ha. Since construction, large parts of the system
deteriorated badly, due to deferred maintenance, poor original design, poor original build quality and
ineffective management, even in the years before independence. This deterioration continued after
independence, with the total irrigated area shrinking from 78,000 ha in 1990 to 36,000 ha in 2000 and,
due to insecurity, to 27,000 ha in 2001. The Bank/Netherlands-financed IRRP is providing funds for the
rehabilitation of the Tikves, Bregalnica and Polog schemes, pilot development of Water User
Associations and other institutional reforms. Most of the irrigated land is within the enterprise sector
(including privatized ex-AKs), with about half irrigated by surface irrigation methods and half by
sprinkler systems.

141. Irrigation efficiencies are low, in some cases not exceeding 30%, due to losses in both the
conveyance and distribution systems, both of which are in urgent need of rehabilitation. In particular,
pumping equipment is old and unreliable with breakdowns and the lack of spare parts interrupting water
supplies. Because of inadequate storage and distribution of water, even the irrigated areas are subject to
serious drought impacts, which can easily cut crop yields in half under Macedonian conditions when
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irrigation is restricted. In times of water shortage, private farmers feel that they are discriminated
against in favor of the enterprise farms. Except for the IRRP, most of the improvement schemes to the
existing systems have been stopped due to lack of funds. The financial situation of the Water
Management Organizations (WMOs) is generally perilous, with some reduced to barter transactions.
Considering that only 2% of the irrigated area is double cropped, improved water management and
usage have the potential for substantially increasing production, of forage crops, for instance, following
wheat.

Crop Production

142. Area and production data for the main crops between 1990-2000 are given in Table 2, (Page 7,
above) and in Annex 1, Tables 1 and 2. . Of the cultivable area of 611,000 ha in 2000, a total of
512,000 ha or 88% is classified as arable. An estimated 30% of this is left fallow each year although
this may be due more to insufficient finance and absentee owners rather than deliberate rotational
practices on working farms.

143. Cereals. Wheat, maize, barley, rye, oats and rice account for about 41% of annual planted area,
with wheat the main crop at 21% of cropped area, followed by barley (9%), corn (7%), rye (1.2%), rice
(0.8%), and oats (0.5%). The area planted to cereals has remained relatively stable in recent years, with
the principal exception of rice, which has declined due to the removal of subsidies and reductions in
irrigation water supply. The area of rye and oats, both minor crops, has also declined. Yields of cereals,
particularly wheat and barley, are low and have averaged about 2.6 and 2.3 mt per ha respectively in
recent years. The average oat yield has been only 1.1 mt/ha, while the yields of corn and rice, both
irrigated crops, have also been well below potential at 3.4 and 4.5 mt/ha, respectively. These low yields
are due to low input use, low seed quality and drought. There appears to be little difference in yield
(kg/ha) between enterprise and individually owned farms with dry land cereal production; with irrigated
crops, however, enterprise farms have higher corn yields (+34%).

144. Industrial crops. The main industrial crops in 2000 were tobacco (71% of area planted to
industrial crops), sunflower (19%), and sugar beet (6%). Other minor industrial crops were cotton,
poppy seed and paprika pepper. There has been a marked drop in the area of sunflower planted in recent
years (from 27,775 ha in 1993 to 6,034 ha in 2001), reflecting the recent problems associated with AK
production and processing. As a result a substantial proportion of edible oils are now imported. With
only 1,700 ha of sugar beet planted in 2001, concentrated around the now privately owned factory at
Bitola, the viability of this industry is in question. Yields of tobacco and sunflower are similar in the
enterprise and individual farming sub-sectors.

145. Vegetable crops. Commercial vegetable production is concentrated around the market town of
Strumica where a combination of good soils, very favorable climatic conditions and good roads allow
high quality production for local and export markets. Crops include field-grown cabbage, beans,
watermelons, potatoes, onions, garlic and salad crops with tomato, pepper and cucumber grown under
plastic structures or glasshouses. These plastic houses vary from basic wooden-framed, plastic covered
structures to modern imported buildings that have computer controlled heating, irrigation and
environmental controls. Methods of heating vary from unsophisticated to modem. Suppliers, mainly
from the EU, area important for the producers using modern methods, enabling them to obtain modern
technology linked with input supplies.

146. The area planted has remained remarkably constant over the last five years; more recently, the
move has been to produce early crops particularly of tomatoes and cucumbers to catch the high market
prices available during April to May. With the proximity of the FYR Macedonia to the Yugoslav,
Bulgarian and EU markets, together with well developed local markets, there is potential to further
exploit the early season characteristic of the region and expand protected cropping of selected
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vegetables. Prices, for example, of fresh tomatoes can vary from MKD 80-100 per kg in early April
down to MKD 15 per kg at the peak of production in July and back to over MKD 40 per kg by October.

147. There is considerable scope to improve the quality and yields of the crops grown under plastic
tunnels through the introduction of more efficient heating systems linked with temperature controls and
combined with use of modem irrigation and liquid fertilizer injection systems. Seed quality and plant
disease control are also areas where improvements could pay off in productivity.

148. Fruits and Nut Orchards and Grapes. Apples and plums are the largest orchard crops, with 89%
and 99%, respectively, produced by individual farmers in 2000. Sour cherries, peaches and pears are
other significant orchard crops. The enterprise sector has a significant production share only in sour
cherries and peaches. In general, average yields of fruit crops are low compared to Western Europe with
average yields of 27, 18 and 5 kg/tree for apples, plums and sour cherries, respectively, in 2000. The
yields in the enterprise sub-sector are disastrously low compared with those of individual farmers (in
kg/tree): 14 v. 31 for apples, 8 v. 19 for plums and 3 v. 19 for sour cherries. Progressive orchard
owners reach much higher yields than the average, e.g., 60-80 kg/tree compared with the average of 27
for apples.

149. Most of the present fruit production is sold locally, but some farmers are exporting to Bulgaria
and, in more limited amounts, due to quota restrictions, the EU. There is considerable scope for
improvement in the quality of apples through the introduction of varieties that will store for longer
periods. To be useful, this longer storage capability needs to be linked with better storage, grading and
packaging techniques. Farmers are aware of these new methods, but in the present state of transition of
the country, lack the necessary finance, training and access to the new technology.

The main nut trees are walnut and almond with some 175,000 and 212,000 bearing trees, respectively.
Individual farmers own almost all of the walnut trees, but while enterprises have 90% of the almond
trees, they produce only 44% of the almond output, indicating serious problems.

150. Grapes are an important crop grown on approximately 27 000 ha (1999 data) with 60% are for
wine production, 30% for table grapes and 10% for the dried raisin and sultana market. The individual
farm sub-sector accounts for about 64% of total production from 76% of the productive planted area.
Tikves AKT is one of the largest wine producers in Europe with 2,000 ha of its own plantings and
5,500 ha under contract. Recently MAFWE has encouraged expansion of the industry and is promoting
the replanting of the traditional vine with imported grafted vines of red and white grape varieties
originating from USA and Europe; these are supplied from Serbia through the Viticulture Institute.
Production in the smallholder sector is expanding with both replanting and planting of new areas,
particularly in the favorable soils and climatic area around Gevgelia in the south of the country.

Agricultural Services

151. Seeds. FYR Macedonia produces most of its own open pollinated seed, mainly in government
institutions, although some wheat seed is imported from Serbia, Croatia, Hungary and Poland and one
private company is bulking wheat seed. About 80% of hybrid seed is imported. One enterprise is
multiplying hybrid corn imported from the USA. About 20 companies are registered to trade in
agricultural seeds and, though the number is uncertain, another 20 may be in the process of registering.
A new seed law was passed in May 2000. The law has been reviewed by both the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and the International Seed Testing Association
(ISTA). No law on plant variety rights, however, has yet been prepared for consideration by the
International Union for Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV). Legal revisions are likely to be
required prior to FYR Macedonia's entry to these international conventions. The new seed law
establishes a Seed Directorate within MAFWE with a budget of only MKD 6 million (US$ 860,000),
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financed 50% by government and 50% through industry charges. There has, however, been no move yet
to implement these provisions. Substantial investment and capacity building will be required to
establish MAFVE managed seed sites and programs, including those required to rehabilitate a
laboratory to meet ISTA seed testing standards.

152. Fertilizer. Under the former system, private farmers could not purchase inputs such as fertilizer,
seeds and chemicals directly from suppliers but had to access them through AKs or coops, frequently
paying through an exchange of produce. The incentive to supply quality products at competitive prices
on either side was lacking. Farmers now have a range of good quality inputs available from a growing
number of traders and suppliers. Compound fertilizer is manufactured, largely from imported
ingredients, in a parastatal factory located at Veles, which is operating well below its capacity of
150,000 mt per annum and is scheduled for privatization. With the abandonment of the fertilizer
subsidy in 1992, consumption halved from 77,000 mt in 1989 to just over 40,000 mt in 1992, but
climbed back to about 70,000 mt 8 in 1999, reflecting still low usage by European standards. Without
access to seasonal credit, it is difficult to see how private farmers can increase fertilizer use.
Nevertheless, in this context strong private input supply companies have emerged in association with
international and European companies.

153. Marketing. Marketing has been a major area of reform in the FYR Macedonia, changing from
a centralized, socially controlled system to a free-market, responsive to market signals and consumer
demand. These reforms have been hampered, however, by a declining, but still dominating influence
on trade and processing by the marketing arms of the AKs. The bulk of produce sold for processing,
such as industrial crops and canned vegetables or canned fruit, is still sold through contracts with the
progressively privatizing AKs. Within this system, there has been little incentive to produce quality
products.

154. Marketing of fresh horticultural produce is largely dominated by private traders, but there is only
rudimentary wholesale marketing of horticultural produce and little standardization or grading of
produce. The exception is the small amount of produce exported fresh to Western Europe, which may
be graded according to EU standards and is frequently re-packed by European importers before leaving
the country. Initiatives in marketing, supported by an NGO, where products, such as cheese, are
packaged attractively with a seal or guarantee of quality, have resulted in dramatic increases in both
price and marketability. Similar opportunities exist with most processed commodities and should be
encouraged.

LIVESTOCK

Structure and Performance

155. The livestock sub-sector in FYR Macedonia is characterized by a large number of very small,
subsistence oriented farm households, a limited but growing number of small, commercially oriented
family farming businesses and a decreasing number of large, specialized livestock enterprises, the
former AKs. As indicated in Table 2 (Page7, above), individual farms own 67%-100% of the major
livestock species. All production systems are constrained by limited access to credit, a weak genetic and
research base, inadequate market and technical information networks and the lack of an effective policy
framework for the industry. These constraints are central to the current low profitability of most
livestock production in FYR Macedonia. Family farms are further constrained by their limited access to
land, particularly state-owned agricultural land, and the ineffectiveness of smallholder farming lobby
groups of significant parts of it.

28 Estimate based on customs records and production and exports of the Veles plant.
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156. Changes in the livestock herd size between 1990-2000 by livestock type and ownership are
summarized in Table 8. While the pig industry has grown substantially and the dairy industry modestly,
the cattle, sheep and poultry industries have contracted markedly. The largest reductions have been in
the sheep and poultry industries, which have shrunk by 45% and 35%, respectively, since 1990. In the
sheep population, the reduction has been proportionally about the same in both the individual farm and
enterprise sub-sectors. It has happened because of a number of contributing factors, namely the periodic
loss of international markets, the cessation of subsidies for lamb production and, for upland
shepherding, rising labor costs and reduced labor availability for a task that appears to have lost its
appeal to younger people.2 9

The contraction of the poultry Table 8: Livestock Developm ents, Individual F arms v. Enterprises,
industry is primarily due to 1990-2000
the collapse of the enterprise
component of the industry. Percent Change (1990-2000)
This was the result of the lossofis diete redilts in 19, lTotal Livestock Enterprise Individual Farm
of directed credits in 1995, Population Sub-sector Sub-sector
which created a cash flow Cattle -7.7% -55.6% -2.6%
crisis in this heavily Cows and heifers 3.3% -43.4% 6.8%
capitalized industry as a time
of shrinking demand due to
falling incomes. The Sows and gilts 29.9% 2.9% 47.9%

enterprise poultry sector, Sheep -45.5% -51.5% -45.0%
however, grew very Ewes 45.0% -47.5% -44.7%
significantly in 2000 (by Poultry -35.2% -50.6% -10 4%
79%), but this only allowed it Source Statistical Office of Macedonia
to reach half its level of 1990.

157. A view widely held in FYR Macedonia is that the country's livestock industry and agriculture in
general will prosper through support of the large livestock enterprises. This conviction is driven by a
combination of AK history, untested and internationally unsupported opinions concerning the benefits
of economies of scale at the farm level, and the beliefs about the effects of land fragmentation on
smallholder livestock production. In fact, the limited research available suggests that family farming in
FYR Macedonia provides equal and possibly better returns to land, labor, and capital than does
enterprise farming. That research also challenges the perception that land fragmentation is a serious
constraint to the efficiency of livestock production.

158. When combined with laws that err on the side of over-regulation and the protection of enterprise
interests, the government risks stifling efforts to invigorate the dominant family-farming component of
the livestock sector. In any case, government data show that the family farming sub-sector is closing the
productivity gap with the enterprise sub-sector, despite the policies that continue to favor the latter
(Table 9). The reduction since independence of institutional obstacles and also the freer access by
individual farmers to inputs and markets, including land, is probably responsible for the productivity
gains of individual farmers.

Institutional Issues

159. The Government appears to have facilitated agricultural enterprises to secure long term leases for
state land, initially rent free, despite the law providing for the competitive tender of leaseholds.
Government should review its leasing policy and create an open market for the long-term leases of

29 It is not clear how a labor shortage in shepherding can coexist with an unemployment rate of over 30%. The
most plausible answer is that low profitability in the sheep industry keeps wages offered below the level
demanded by unemployed workers as compensation for leaving informal-economy activities, including
subsisterice farming.
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moderate-size parcels of state agricultural land, including pastureland, without bias toward the
successor enterprises of the AKs. While such a policy might carry an immediate social cost, this is
likely to be compensated by higher rents, higher land productivity and the improved welfare of
successful lessees, their families and their hired labor. In the longer term, government should develop a
strategy for the progressive denationalization of state agricultural land other than that required for
defense, heritage and resource conservation.

160. At an
institutional level,
government should Table 9. Productivity, Selected Livestock Products: Individual Farms as
review, revise and Percent of Enterprises, 1995-2001
consolidate its Production Per
veterinary and livestock Cow, Ewe or 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
laws into a single law Layer
consistent with EU and Cows Milk 30% 29% 39% 44% 45% 43%
other international laws
and obligations. As a Sheep Milk 129% 142% 142% 144% 111% 175%

part of this process the Egg Production 31% 42% 52% 86% 70% 56%
staff qualification Source State Statistical Office of Macedonia
barriers to the delivery
of animal breeding and other livestock services should be reduced or removed and the legislative
framework for industry self regulation substantially strengthened. Preferred positions for the delivery of
services presently enjoyed under the law by the Institute of Animal Science and the Veterinary Institute
should be removed and the legal environment for open, competitive livestock health, breeding and
nutrition industries established. Part of this process should involve the establishment of independent,
industry appointed management boards for government livestock agencies and institutes.

161. Government financial support for livestock production, albeit modest at MKD 99.5 million
(USD 1.42 million) or MKD 18 (USD 0.25) per dry sheep equivalent in 2002, should be used to provide
broad support to the sub-sector. Instead of trying to pick "winners" in terms of species, production and
processing systems or type of economic organization, the government should direct its resources into
industry training, competitively allocated funding for policy and production research and the
improvement of services where there is a clear legal, health and safety or capacity reason for
government's involvement. Animal identification, disease epidemiology, product inspection, resource
protection and market promotion services to name a few must be substantially strengthened to provide a
sustainable base to the sub-sector and protect and develop domestic and international markets.

162. In this process the role of the Institute of Animal Science, presently Government's main conduit
for subsides to the sector, should be thoroughly reviewed. In an improved policy environment, the
Institute's fish, sheep, cattle and pig breeding services could be provided by private enterprise or
farmer's associations, its research transferred to the better resourced agricultural faculty to which it is
already closely linked, and its feed production and analytical services privatized. In essence, the
services presently provided by the Institute could over time be privatized or transferred and the Institute
sunsetted.

163. Despite its tendency to favor enterprise farming, government policy for the livestock industry is
more remarkable for its absence than its content. Government should establish a policy analysis
capacity sufficient that decision makers and the public are aware of the costs and benefits of all major
policy choices. The starting point for change must be a program of capacity building for policy analysis
and adequate funding for research within Government, specifically in MAFWE. An EU Phare funded
project has just begun this process; however, its staffing and funding must be put onto a sustainable
basis, possibly with the support of industry levies. As well as securing sustainability, industry support
would have the added advantage of bringing greater transparency and accountability to the policy
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setting process.

164. At the production level, a large genetic resource and technology gap is severely limiting the
realization of FYR Macedonia's livestock potential. Private farmer access to world-best livestock
genetics is severely constrained and the genes and breeding services that are available frequently fail, in
part due to monopolistic positions secured under the Law on Animal Husbandry by government
institutions and now-privatized former government agencies. The privatization of clinical veterinary
services is currently transforming the animal health sector, a similar approach to animal breeding
services would also bring substantial benefits.

165. Livestock market and market information services are limited but improving. SSOM now
provides weekly livestock market price and quantity data for some products, broadcast through mass
media outlets and the MAMA project supports a livestock situation and outlook analysis, however, both
services are in their infancy and not yet sustainably funded. Most farmers sell livestock and livestock
products into local markets or to trusted traders as they have little market knowledge themselves. Only a
few companies have the capacity to compete effectively in international markets.

166. Livestock services are limited and their development is constrained by legal provisions defining
who can provide specific services. The laws governing the sector require revision and unification with a
view to closer EU alignment and livestock service market liberalization. Animal health services are
sufficient and enjoy a high level of cost recovery, however, the establishment of an epidemiology
program will raise costs as well as effectiveness and require highly motivated and qualified staff.
Government should consider performance incentives for Veterinary staff engaged in economically
critical disease monitoring and inspection work and regularly review service fees to ensure full cost
recovery. Animal breeding and livestock extension services are insufficient and un-competitive creating
a serious constraint to livestock development. Weakly organized and disaggregated farmers livestock
associations add little value to the industry at present. Inadequate laws on associations and cooperatives
are partly to blame for this situation. Government should have a clear policy supporting the
development of democratic and broad-based farmers associations with a view to their taking control of
Macedonian livestock breeding and advisory services.

167. Agricultural research in FYR Macedonia is woefully under funded and frequently detached from
the industry it is expected to support. The absence of effective private farmer's organizations contributes
to this situation through their lack of an effective political voice and their inability to support or
participate in the research agenda. Government can make agricultural and livestock research more
contestable and transparent, including the appointment of industry representatives to national research
management boards, however, this will be of limited benefit if the farming community remains unable
to democratically elect representatives or co-finance areas of research interest. The dispersed nature of
FYR Macedonia's agricultural scientific community and research infrastructure compounds the funding
constraints and limits the pursuit of integrated, systems oriented research. The almost total inability of
the scientific and technical support community to assess the financial or economic merit of research
proposals or technical outcomes is another overwhelming constraint. Pasture science is almost non-
existent, as is farm economics. In such an environment it is particularly difficult to ensure optimal
rationing or the sustainable use of the pasture resource.

168. These constraints to the emergence of a more efficient and productive Macedonian livestock sub-
sector are soluble, but not without a clear policy shift within government, a commitment to institutional
reform and a preparedness by farmers to better organize and cooperate for the development of their
businesses. capacity building amongst its policy, technical and science agents. Government needs to:

o Consolidate staff and facilities to provide critical mass for its programs;

-Continue liberalization of markets, particularly of land and genetic resources;
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* Provide for contestability in the allocation of publicly owned or funded resources;

* Insure the connection of stakeholders to industry p6lic' development and research
management; and

* Encourage the contribution of stakeholders to research funding and information
dissemination.

FORESTRY

Present Situation and Reform History

169. Because of FYR Macedonia's mountainous nature, forests cover 39% of the country's land area
(about 1 million ha in all). Except for 136,000 ha (6%), which is privately owned, all forest is state-
owned, although an estimated 6% of the state forest resource is expected to be denationalized in the
near future. Of the total, 91% is broad-leaf, 4% coniferous and 5% mixed. At present, both the
environmental protection needs and the economic potential of this vast forested area remain largely
unanalyzed. Eighty-five percent of the I million m3 annual timber production is cut in state-owned
forests, so it is clearly a pressing area for policy.

170. Partial privatization of forest operations commenced in 1997, when, under a new Forestry Law,
30 socially owned commercial forestry enterprises were merged to form a single State Forestry
Enterprise (SFE) - Macedonia Forest. At the time of the merger, most of the forest enterprises'
equipment was divested and transferred, along with many of their 3,700 employees to a set of new
public forest enterprises (PFE). Macedonia Forest, which now employs 3,060 staff, is responsible for:
(i) contracting with the PFEs for logging and related services and monitoring their performance; (ii)
negotiating the sales of timber to domestic wood processing enterprises and other domestic and foreign
buyers; (iii) planning and inspection of forest production activities; (iv) construction and maintenance
of forest roads; (v) reforestation and (vi) other asset management. In addition to the bulk of the national
forest resource, its assets include dams and other civil works, hotels and hunting lodges, timber mills,
livestock and fish farms, an essential oils factory and a transport company.

171. Current forest management policy permits up to 1,350,000 m3 off-take annually, equivalent to
73% of the total growth or 1.8-2.3% of total stock. Average off-take is about 600,000-900,000 m3, of
which some 73% is consumed as fuel and only 18% as manufactured timber products. The limited
access to some forested areas, however, means that some areas are still over exploited despite the
apparent sustainability of off-take volumes. About 80% is from clear-cut harvest and 20% from routine
maintenance. With private production only about 15% of the total, Macedonia Forest has a near
monopoly on the domestic supply of timber. Only about 10,000 m3 of timber are exported annually
(equivalent to about 5% of total production), mostly in the form of sawn wood and poles.

172. The output and productivity of the forest sector and its contribution to the economy are far below
their potential. This has resulted from a weak forest policy, with production still dominated by public
sector enterprises and, since 1997, by the Macedonia Forest monopoly. The basic technical problems
are poor tree quality, inefficient production technologies and products that are inappropriate for
contemporary markets. Organizationally the sector suffers from monopoly controls over production and
marketing, lack of modem timber transport, inadequate communications, and dilapidated processing.
Forest output could make a greater contribution to the economy through value added from
manufacturing than from the current predominant use as fuel. At end-2001, Macedonia Forest had
accumulated debts of about E1O million plus salary-payment arrears of £6 million. The company is
insolvent, and the only thing separating the company from bankruptcy is its public ownership.
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Unworkability of Proposed Reform Program

173. The MAFWE Forestry Department (DOF) is proposing to transfer the forest resource component
of Macedonia Forest to shareholding companies, initially owned by Government, but to be eventually
privatized. Under this plan, now before Government, forestry assets would be divested to 16 limited
liability companies, initially to be held under a single holding company. The remaining forestry
licensing, management and monitoring functions presently assigned to Macedonia Forest would be
transferred to DOF. Ten-year concessions for 278 hunting blocks would also be offered for tender to
national and international hunting associations, with award based on price and management plan. An
independent organization would establish the user rules and manage the hunting blocks. National parks
in forest areas would fall under the Agency for National Parks within the Ministry for the Environment.

174. Within MAFWE, DOF is responsible for forest management and regulation and presently
employs 60 technical/administrative staff, including 20 national inspectors, together with about 100
forest police, who work with the forest guard departments of the PFEs. Under the proposed
restructuring, the forest police force would rise to 700-800 staff (one per 300-400 ha of forest)
employed by the planned shareholding companies, with most staff recruited from Macedonia Forest.
The 20 national inspectors are currently responsible for all aspects of forest and hunting regulation and
would have a supervisory role under the new structure.

175. The proposed reforms are unattractive. It will be difficult to mix government and private
ownership of the cutting rights held by the shareholding companies, particularly if as proposed,
MAFWE retains the right to appoint the holding company manager. The transfer of the forestry police
role from one of protecting national assets to that of protecting company interests is also likely to be
untenable. An alternative, which has been applied successfully in other countries, would be to privatize
the PFEs and expand the services they can provide to include contractual management in the 170 forest-
management units throughout the country. The right to harvest a designated amount and type of timber
and, at the same time, perform specified forest management tasks, would be auctioned to qualified
PFEs. Privatization of Macedonia Forest functions in this way would require a corresponding
significant increase in MAFWE's capacity for forest regulation.

176. Since 1994, new plantings have declined to less than 1,000 ha annually, which does not allow for
regeneration of harvested areas or soil conservation in uplands areas. At the same time, illegal wood
cutting, pest infestation and fire damage have increased due to lack of DOF capacity. The absence of
any tax incentives for forest establishment has also contributed to this poor result. A more proactive
forest policy might see planting expand into the approximately 30% of crop land that remains fallow
annually.

177. A thorough assessment of all aspects of FYR Macedonia's forest management and forest
industries is needed, including sustained yield potential, domestic and export timber markets, linkages
to wood products industries, environmental impact of logging, protection of monuments and regions of
endemism, recreational possibilities, current industry and regulatory structure, etc. A strategy and action
plan should then be defined for managing the country's forest resources. Forestry is one more area
where it will be desirable to move quickly to harmonize the regulatory framework with EU standards.

5. NEED FOR INSTITUTIONAL STRENGTHENING AND REFORM

178. Government's responsibilities in the rural sector are diverse. As elsewhere, the government needs
to do better the things that only government can do and to avoid doing things that impede or should be
done by the private sector. The essential tasks in the rural sector include facilitation and regulation of
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the agricultural economy, protection of the environment, and reduction of rural poverty through rural
development and provision of welfare services to the rural poor.

Public Institutional Framework

179. MAFWE. The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Economy is the central organization
with administrative responsibility for different aspects of agriculture, livestock (including
epidemiological services and livestock disease control), forestry, fisheries, rural development, natural
resource management and protection of flora and fauna. It is not responsible for agricultural extension,
research or agroindustry. The ministry employs about 420 staff with less than 20% based at
headquarters. The organization structure of MAFWE is shown in Annex 2, Chart 1. The ministry is
responsible for: (a) formulation and implementation of agricultural policy and related strategies;
(b) drafting legislation; (c) planning and administration of government-funded programs and
investments including bilateral and international programs; and, (d) provision of monitoring, inspection
and regulatory services.

180. The ministry is still fairly weak in its capacity to undertake policy development and analysis,
with only a small core of professional staff concerned with policy issues and the preparation of
legislation. An 18 month EU-financed capacity-building project will begin in May 2002, to strengthen
these activities. The MAFWE is currently preparing legislation for a new institutional framework, a
new regulatory framework, enterprise changes, water resources, forestry, veterinary service
privatization, a farmer association framework, and EU harmonization.

181. The other main current role of MAFWE, that of regulation, monitoring and supervision, is also
weak. Some inspectorate staff posts at regional and district (opstina) levels have not been filled, and the
recent expansion of the number of districts will require additional expenditure. The ministry is also
responsible for the administration of subsidies, a role which will increase in complexity as support
policies and farm registration procedures become more closely aligned with EU policy that is itself
evolving in response to its prospective expansion
into Eastern and Central Europe. The
administration of production subsidies to Table 10. MAFWE Budget, 2000
producers was formerly an important role of ('000 US$@ 70:1)
MAFWE, with the large AKs and coops being the
main beneficiaries. Most of these subsidies have Expenditures
now been removed or set low at inoperative levels. Personnel 1,393 14%
It was still the largest item in MAFWE's budget Goods, Services, Other 306 3%
in 2000 at 35% of expenditures (Table 10.), but Agriculture Support 3,486 35%
this declined to 17% of expenditures in 2001. Protection of Rivers and Lakes 321 3%

182. Forestry. DOF, with 5 employees, is Transfers to Gov't Institutions 2,386 24%

responsible for designing policies for the forest Total Current Expenditure 7,892 79%
sector, drafting forest law, deciding forestry Capital Expenditure 2,057 21%
strategy and planning forestry management. The Total Expenditure 9,949 100%
Forestry Inspectorate (FI), with 32 professional Cost Recovery
staff is responsible for implementing and enforcing Veterinary Inspection Fees 2,671 27%
regulations related to forest management, trade in
wood products, reforestation, conservation and Plant Protection Fees 357 4%

hunting. The Forest Police Service employs 299 Forestry Fees 1,214 12%

people (100 forestry police plus contracted PFE Total Cost Recovery 4,243 43%
staff). Twelve percent of MAFWE's budget comes Net Cost to Government 5,707 57%
from forestry fees. Even with the current forestry
industry structure, DOF and FI are both Source MAFWE
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understaffed and in need of increased forestry policy analysis and formulation capability. If the
Macedonia Forest monopoly is eliminated, MAFWE will need to greatly increase and strengthen its
forestry staff.

183. Extension. By a 1998 Act of Parliament, the extension service is now an independent agency,
namely, the National Center of Agricultural Extension with its own budget schedule. It operates with
professional staff of 104 from six regional centers and 30 branches that cover all districts. Prior to
receiving support from the PFSP, the extension service relied on MAFWE for salaries, vehicles,
materials and operating costs in each region. As a result, it was under-funded particularly in the case of
vehicles, field demonstration equipment and field testing kits that left it largely ineffective in its
operations with farmers. Links with research were also inadequate. Reforms under the 1998 legislation
and PFSP unified the agency, changed its focus toward training private sector farmers, established a
farm-level adaptive trials program, promoted farmer associations, and started it on the road to cost
recovery and eventual privatization. The law specifies that the agency's budget be reduced by 5% per
year. Under the PFSP, participating farmers' associations are expected to sign service contracts with
extension advisers and contribute 25% of the service costs in the first year, rising to full cost recovery in
the fourth year.

184. In this context the extension agency needs to move quickly from a still basically top-down
organization to one that responds more effectively to the needs of private farmers. The new regional
extension advisory boards need to be given management responsibility to enable the agency to compete
with other sources of technical support, such as, input suppliers, NGOs and an emerging private
consultant industry.

185. Agricultural Research. The agricultural research system is composed of 5 research institutes
together with the Faculty of Agriculture at the University of St Cyril and Methodius located in Skopje
and is funded through the Ministry of Science and Education (MOSE) rather than MAFWE. MAFWE
has no formal responsibility for agricultural research although it is consulted on major issues and can
fund specific research projects. In the past, most agricultural applied research was directed towards and
substantially financed by the AKs, with almost no resources applied towards the private farming sector.
The method of funding has recently changed with the MOSE now primarily providing core funding for
salaries.

186. Because of under funding, research staff cannot be fully utilized and morale tends to be low. In
order to survive, research institutes are devoting greater efforts to providing services for which they can
charge rather than doing research, including seed production and sale, seed crop inspections, artificial
insemination services, and provision of advice to farmers. With PFSP support, a program of 25 applied
research projects offered through MAFWE was completed. With the Ministry expected eventually to
take over the funding, it is essential that interest in applied research is generated and that a coherent
policy is defined. The Macedonian agricultural research system needs to be strengthened by transferring
funding authority to MAFWE, restructuring research institutions, and developing an improved system
of stakeholder-led research prioritization and funding, primarily for applied research.

Irrigation Institutional Structure

187. The existing, but deteriorated irrigation system is managed by three main regionally based, state-
owned Water Management Organizations (WMOs), which control the main systems (dams, reservoirs,
diversions and main canals) and manage some of the subsidiary distribution network. Other minor
WMOs, some AKs and recently the pilot Water User Associations (WUAs) established under the IRRP
also manage parts of the distribution network. In addition to their irrigation responsibilities, most
WMOs engage in other business activities, ranging from construction to hotels and tourist facilities.
This institutional structure, only partly altered to date under the IRRP, is unsuitable for servicing a
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wholly private commercial and competitive agriculture, particularly its dominant smallholder
component. Even on its own terms, with its clients mainly AKs and ex-AKs, the institutional structure
is unsustainable. Deferred maintenance has continuously reduced system performance and,
consequently, the ability of the WMOs to collect water charges and finance investment. This has
resulted in a downward spiral that continues to the present in most parts of the irrigation system.

188. The fundamental strategy behind IRRP was to obtain the most effective use of the existing
irrigation infrastructure of three important schemes (Tikves, Bregalnica and Polog) schemes through
essential physical rehabilitation of the main structures and the overhaul of institutional arrangements. At
the time of preparation in 1997, the Government was unwilling to commit to wide reform, so the
project's institutional restructuring program was modest, centering on the pilot introduction of Water
Users Associations (WUAs) and their assumption of management responsibility for tertiary distribution
systems in their areas. As implemented, the project gave only limited support to the reform of the
WMOs, pending their expected restructuring under the proposed Water Law of 1997.

The mid-term review in November 2000 found that the project had got off to a slow start. While it had
made progress on both rehabilitation and WUAs, it was faced with a weak water law and unrestructured
WMOs. The review committed project resources to assist the government by helping to draft revisions
to the water law and develop restructuring plans for the WMOs. The civil disturbances of 2001 made it
difficult for the government to address these issues and even threw up additional issues concerned with
the distribution of irrigation resources.

189. Based on experience with the IRRP, the government (and the project team, within the confines of
the existing project as revised at mid-term) are committed to a more holistic approach to physical and
institutional rehabilitation of the irrigation system. On the physical side, the original project had no
provision for improvements in the secondary and tertiary distribution systems of project schemes, and
transfer of deficient tertiary distribution systems to the newly formed WUAs has been a problem. The
repair and improvement of distributions systems are now need to be addressed as part of WUA
development. Secondary repairs would be done only if there is sufficient coverage by WUAs, and
tertiary rehabilitation would require contributions and design involvement by the involved WUAs.

190. On the institutional side the Water Law needs to be revised to mandate the reform of the WMOs
and their effective interface with WUAs, which would be expanded in number and coverage to service
most agricultural users within the three project schemes. The plan is to consolidate the WMOs within
each large irrigation scheme into a single WMO, which would become a regulated monopoly provider
of bulk water to large buyers. A medium-sized WMO might, for instance, sell to 200-400 WUAs, rather
than 5,000-10,000 separate customers as at present. It would charge on a volumetric basis and be able to
withhold service for non-payment. The WMOs' management boards would be part composed of
members elected by users and part appointed by a new MAFWE Supervisory Office. Charges would be
on a scheme-specific basis and would cover maintenance specific to each scheme. Current inflated
WMO payrolls would need to be pruned by an estimated 70% or more in order to make currently
insolvent WMOs financially independent and sustainable. Restructured WMOs would need to be
recapitalized and have balance sheets adequate to their operations.

191. All parties now see the expansion of the WUAs as a crucial element of the irrigation strategy. A
number were piloted in the first half of the IRRP and demonstrated their value and effectiveness. A very
large task, which is commencing during the remainder of the IRRP, is to increase the number of WUAs
to achieve full coverage of each of the three project schemes (as of February 2002, 8 WUAs with 1,850
ha had been established). Each WUA would assume management responsibility for irrigation within
their service areas. It would be responsible for delivering irrigation water to all users in its area, both
members and non-members, setting and collecting fees, negotiating bulk water purchase agreements
with the WMO, making timely payments for water received, preserving good financial standing, and
maintaining the tertiary distribution system serving its area. A key task they face is to negotiate viable
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terms for their assumption of responsibility for the tertiary distribution system, including clear
agreement on the financing of its rehabilitation and their contribution to it. Likewise, there has to be a
judgment that proposed WUAs are financially and managerially sustainable before they are allowed to
operate and a mechanism to ensure that they continue to operate sustainably.

192. The focus of attention on the three IRRP schemes has had a salutary effect on thinking
realistically about the resuscitation of irrigation in FYR Macedonia, but several major policy areas are
not addressed by the IRRP, which covers 3 schemes of 48,000 ha out of a total of 94 schemes of
(theoretically) 164,000 ha. The most important unaddressed issue concerns the strategy and associated
investment plan to extend irrigation to private farmers outside the service area of the three IRRP
schemes (which originally estimated 24,000 private farmer beneficiaries out of 178,000 private farm
families in the country). Despite the fact that individual farmers are the dominant producers of most
crop and livestock varieties (Table 2, Page 12), there is little systematic knowledge about their overall
irrigation situation or the extent of their use of informal, traditional irrigation technologies, including
groundwater and water storage for dry-season use. If further investment is directed toward other
existing formal irrigation schemes, one criterion that would be important in judging candidates for
rehabilitation is the number of small farmers to be served,o their attachment or potential attachment to
the market, and their ethnic balance. Also, with large cultivated areas outside the command areas of
existing or former irrigation schemes, farmer coverage rates and economic rates of return on investment
need to be calculated on alternative investment proposals, including investment in informal systems.

Farmers' Associations and Cooperatives

193. In addition to older associations from pre-socialist and socialist times, 45 farmer associations
were formed under the Private Farmer Support Project, bringing the total number of farmers
associations to more than 300. Many of the newer associations were established as part of the drive to
privatize extension, with farmer members expected to contribute an increasing share of the cost of
accessing advice from extension staff. Though most associations tend to be commodity based, few are
capable of effectively servicing their members or building coalitions with other associations in support
of their objectives. A 1998 study of the law on associations and foundations concluded that the law does
not remove the inhibitions to farmers' associations engaging in business and thus being able to sustain
themselves with business profits. In the short-term, this has been overcome by associations registering
separate businesses for profit-oriented activities.

194. The interests of enterprises are represented through associations that are included in the
government structure under the still functioning Macedonian Economic Chamber of Commerce
(MECC). The MECC claims to represent the interests of small farmers, although it has registered only
one private farmers' association. A law now before parliament will split the MECC into four chambers
covering industry and trade, agriculture and forestry, tourism and crafts, all with voluntary membership.
The new law also provides for regional chambers under the four main chambers. It remains to be seen
whether this will result in a structure that can better represent the interests of small farmers. Individual
associations need to be empowered to form larger unions that have the political and economic power to
deliver their message to the wider public and to the government. Within such a reformed structure, rural
leadership could also be made more effective through widespread leadership training. The PFSP is
presently working with groups of farmers associations to this end. For instance, according to one
proposal, there should be an umbrella fruit growers association and an umbrella vegetable growers
association in each of three regions and corresponding national associations. The end result should be
an infrastructure of associations with many horizontal and vertical linkages.

195. The legal structure for cooperatives should be thoroughly updated. At present FYR Macedonia

3o This was also one of the criteria in the selection of the three IRRP systems.
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continues to use the former 1989 Yugoslav Law on Cooperatives. A 1997 study revealed that 60 of the
remaining ones were more or less moribund but retained 1-30 employees, while 35 retained some land
assets and were active in agricultural production, not a dynamic picture. The 1989 law is not fitted to
the modem conditions of private agriculture, where effective marketing coops could have a significant
role in assisting farmer-members, provide market information and transmit other demand-side signals.
The obsolete law does not direct that cooperatives operate on the time-tested rules of Western European
coops, which typically operate on a one-member-one-vote basis, with fees-proportional-to-throughput
and management and membership separated.

196. Strengthening producer and trader associations is important for a number of reasons. Small
farmers and traders are small individual units with very little market strength. Associations can
increase their market and political power, with the result that their interests are considered by
government and any big processing or buying entities in national or international markets. However,
livestock, growers and traders associations have little market or political power and need to be
structured into regional and national associations. For instance, according to one proposal, there should
be an umbrella fruit growers association and an umbrella vegetable growers association in each of three
regions and corresponding national associations. The end result should be an infrastructure of
associations with many horizontal and vertical linkages.

197. When functioning well, associations can also provide their members with a range of technical,
supply, packing, grading, storage, transport, credit, information, training and market facilitation
services. For instance, traders hoping to sell large quantities of an export product grown by small
farmers to a large EU supermarket chain might need the support of a growers association to furnish
information on available supply, provide an assembly point for loads of consistent quality, and provide
technical assistance to its members on how to meet the order's quality and delivery requirements.

6. STRATEGY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

198. A noncontroversial goal with wide acceptance is to engender a sustained process of rapidly
increasing agricultural production in value terms and thereby raising rural incomes. The essence of the
best overall strategy to do this is to set conditions for the development of clusters of private farms and
agri-business that are competitive in domestic and international markets for selected agricultural
products. These clusters (but not necessarily the individual farms or processors) need size, scope and
the spur of competition within their ranks and from imports. They become efficient as they succeed in
that competition. The task for public policy is to free the creativity of the whole population of farmers,
processors, suppliers and traders and help rather than hinder the most productive producers to expand.

Summary of Key Tasks for Government and Donors

199. The government and donors should focus on the following to improve the competitiveness of
Macedonian agriculture and reduce rural poverty:

* Carry out policy reform to reduce the distortions in the incentive and competition structure;

* Make productive the resources in ex- and current AKs and in state forests;
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0 Expand rural credit and rural financial institutions;

o Improve the climate for investment and SME development;

" Improve irrigation and other rural infrastructure;

" Develop and modernize public agricultural institutions;

3 Develop and modernize private agricultural institutions;

o Alleviate poverty by increasing employment and family incomes.

Reform Policy to Reduce the Distortions in the Incentive and Competition Structure

200. For small countries like FYR Macedonia, a transparent, relatively liberal trade regime -
comprising a simple system of moderate tariffs - is the best instrument for an incentive system for
agriculture. With moderate import protection where necessary, farmers using existing technology will
have adequate incentives to produce and invest in a range of products for the domestic market as long
as internal economic conditions are not badly constrained. Price signals (cushioned by tariffs) will be
readily transmitted from international to domestic markets, giving producers a clearer idea of how to
allocate their resources. A trade-based incentive system reduces the need for direct budgetary support in
the form of subsidies and is easiest to administer. Current ad-valorem tariffs - raised even higher by
specific and other levies - are much too high on most agricultural products produced in FYR
Macedonia, providing protection to very inefficient farmers and severely penalizing consumers. An
unintended effect of the high nominal protection is that the agroprocessing industry, insofar as it
imports inputs at lower rates, receives sometimes astronomical rates of effective protection. This is not
the way to create agricultural products that can compete with imports in domestic and markets or be
competitive internationally.

201. Trade Policy

o Provide technical assistance to help design continued reform and liberalization of
agricultural trade policy and implementation and to help firm up the basis for trade
negotiations, including those with the WTO and regional trading partners.

3 Reduce tariffs on all agricultural products to moderate levels in compliance with WTO
agreements.

o Limit the use of tariff quotas in bilateral trade agreements and improve the transparency of
quota allocation.

3 Convert bilateral preferences with regional trading partners to multi-lateral preferences.

o Markedly reduce transit time at border crossings by improving border infrastructure;
negotiate same with neighboring countries transited by Macedonian goods.

202. Producer Subsidies and the State Office for Commodity Reserves. Direct support for agriculture
from the MAFWE budget is no longer a significant source of distortion in agricultural markets (because
the overall level of spending is low). Most of this support is directed to market-neutral activities
associated with plant and animal breeding, irrigation, and institutional support. In contrast, the activities
of the SOCR continue to severely distort the incentive structure and markets for wheat and tobacco.
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* Reform the conceptual and legislative basis for operation of the SOCR to limit its mandate to
strategic reserves and reduce the number of agricultural commodities covered.

* Transfer responsibility for price support to the MAFWE.

* Reduce the support price below import parity and consider eventual phase-out. Carry out
reforms of the state reserve system. This should be done in conjunction with reform in the
wheat import regime. The tariff should be lowered and all wheat imports subject to it.

* End the guaranteed price program for tobacco. This commodity has long-standing export
markets and so is efficient in international markets over the cycle. It also has a strong
tradition of private investment and thus has minimal need for direct government support. All
processing firms should be privatized.

203. Competition Policy

* Provide technical assistance to propose improvements in legal framework and enforcement
to reduce monopolistic practices in agri-business, especially agroprocessing and input
supply.

Make Resources in Ex- and Current AKs and State Forests Productive

204. A considerable amount of the productive land and agricultural human resources of the country
are tied up in the remaining AKs and the ex-AKs that are crippled by poor corporate governance and
high social/political obligations. Increased investment is unlikely to be available for most of these firms.
Much of the buildings and equipment they possess would be of little value in competitive agri-business,
but the land and skilled manpower should be freed up to be used productively by private entrepreneurs.
The poor performance of most of the ex-AK processors is also inhibiting improvement in the farming
sector. High tariffs, roll-overs of non-performing loans and non-payment for rent of state-owned land
are the major mechanisms keeping them from bankruptcy. The State Forestry Enterprise continues to
stifle competition in exploiting the country's large forest resources.

* Provide technical assistance to analyze the use of state-owned land by agricultural
enterprises, propose what terms the government should impose so as to receive market lease
rates, and review and amend the legislation associated with the use of state-owned land.

* Tighten commercial bank prudential regulation so as to prevent new and roll-over loans
being made to the worst cases and insulate lending from political pressure.

* Consider privatizing the remaining 25 AKs, most of which are not commercially viable, by
dissolution and auction of assets.

* Reform bankruptcy procedures so that ex-AKs in financial trouble can be kept as going
businesses if they would be viable under new management.

* Provide management consulting assistance to criteria-selected potentially viable agribusiness
ex-AKs to analyze their business plans, corporate governance, social obligation
commitments, investment needs and proposed restructuring plans.

* Implement land taxation, both for enterprises and individuals to give AKs and ex-AKs an
incentive to divest themselves of unproductively used land, which would then be available to
the family farming sector.
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3 Revise legislative framework for cooperatives to align it with EU standards so that the
cooperatives are democratically oriented to the needs of their members.

- Address the weak performance of the forestry sector through privatization, competition and
effective regulation.

- Eliminate the State Forestry Enterprise monopoly of the timber market in favor of private
firms, including the current Public Forestry Enterprises and new entrants, who should be
expected to contract independently with DOF and freely market and process their cut.

Expand Rural Credit and Rural Financial Institutions

205. A market-oriented incentive structure is a necessary but not sufficient condition for sector
growth. Farmers and processors must also have access to credit to reconstitute their capital base,
including working capital, introduce modem technology and finance export marketing. But
Macedonia's financial institutions still lack the incentives and skills to use their growing capital base to
increase lending in rural areas.

o Expand successful donor-financed credit programs. They should be accompanied by and
contribute to the development of a viable system of rural financial institutions, including
commercial banks, savings houses and micro-credit institutions.

E Develop a mechanism to ensure that suppliers and processors can borrow adequate working
capital so that they can further extend in-kind credit to farmers for such items as seed and
equipment.

0 Improve the collateral recovery system by reforming all aspects of the land market. Improve
legislative framework for agricultural land and leasing, complete mapping, complete central
land and land-rights registry, facilitate land amalgamation, establish insurance fund for land
fraud and professional bodies.

o Minimize risk in agricultural lending without putting excessive burden on would-be
borrowers. In particular, develop a more streamlined process of foreclosure (which currently
takes 1-2 years).

o Provide training to improve the financial and economic analytical skills of commercial bank
and savings house staff, as well as their knowledge of agriculture in order to improve their
ability to assess risk and manage loans. Provide training for high-level bank managers on
agricultural lending. Better training will enable banks to resist risky loans to AK and ex-AK
firms and to recognize sound private firms.

o Provide training for public and private extension advisors in farm management and
investment analysis and strengthen capacity in these fields at tertiary education centers.

Improve the Climate for Private-Sector Investment and SME Development

206. There are continuing constraints in FYR Macedonia to efficient agriculture-related business
operation. The still unwelcoming business climate affects both foreign investors and even more so SME
entrepreneurs, who have fewer resources and greater vulnerability. The government should accelerate
the reform process.
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* Reduce regulatory burden, e.g., time-consuming registration requirements and other red
tape, corruption.

* Improve court capacity for contract enforcement, which is now seen as unreliable in result
and delayed in execution.

* Improve tax administration, which is perceived as non-transparent,

* Revise standards and regulations to be consistent with EU standards where possible.

* Provide technical assistance to develop and implement plans to assist SME agricultural
processors and suppliers.

* Form a working group to prepare proposals for consideration by the government to
standardize export regulations and export credit facilities for producers and exporters.

* Improve processing industry capacity to test and reward product quality.

* Provide technical assistance to analyze laws and policies governing the use of upland pasture
resources, including those relating to security of access by private livestock farmers.

Improve Irrigation and Other Rural Infrastructure

207. Inadequate transport, energy, telecommunications, irrigation and market infrastructure is a
serious impediment to the development of agriculture and quality agricultural production in FYR
Macedonia. Improvements in each would lower production costs and facilitate international and
domestic trade. At this stage, irrigation, transport and wholesale markets are the most important for
agriculture. Discrimination against small farmers in water distribution and in access to irrigation should
be corrected as an essential element in raising rural incomes and reducing poverty.

208. Irrigation

* Restructure all WMOs as soon as possible, including divestiture of non-core activities,
reorganization, reduction in staff, clearance of debt, recapitalization and establishment of
financially sustainable operations.

* Establish WUAs across all existing schemes and transfer irrigation management to them;
provide for access to credit to enable them to invest in field irrigation equipment and other
improvements.

* Provide technical assistance to assess the medium and long-term needs of Macedonian
agriculture as a whole for irrigation, with particular attention to the needs of unserved small
and private farms and to estimating costs and benefits of alternative investments.

* Develop a national irrigation plan prioritizing public irrigation investments, including
investments to restructure WMOs, establish WUA's, rehabilitate critical components of the
main schemes and promote the construction of private, traditional irrigation facilities, such
as wells and storage tanks.

* Continue the holistic approach of the IRRP (WMO reform, WUA establishment, government
supervision). Develop a financing plan for rehabilitation of secondary and tertiary
distribution systems based on WUA input and support.
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" Develop mechanisms to ensure the sustainability and accountability of WMOs and WUAs,
including adequate initial capitalization. Make provision for timely identification of failing
WMOs and WUAs and a capability within MAFWE for taking expeditious corrective action.

" Draft and pass a revised water law clearly specifying the reformed institutional structure,
including the authority to control and license groundwater development.

209. Road Transport

" Provide technical assistance to determine transport priorities for agriculture, with emphasis
on achieving conditions needed for transport of quality agricultural produce.

" In the context of the Bank-sponsored Trade and Transport Facilitation Program for SEE and
in coordination with neighboring countries, construct physical improvements to border
crossings important for international trade, give technical assistance to customs
administrations to upgrade practices and align them with those of the EU.

210. Wholesale Markets

a Assess the state of wholesale agricultural markets and the potential for short term, low-cost
improvements to raise their present rudimentary standards. Bearing in mind that many of the
functions of the wholesale markets are likely to be taken over by supermarket chains in the
next five years, these should use private investment, except where pure public goods are
involved, in which case, public investment or public/private partnership would be justified.

Develop small-scale trading and storage facilities, which do not presently exist, to include
cooling and storing capability in order to increase product value and marketability.

Develop and Modernize Public Agricultural Institutions

211. Many parts of the Macedonian primary production and agro-processing are not competitive.
Through specific agricultural agencies or not, the government's role in agriculture and the rural sector is
pivotal. It must create the legal and institutional framework for a market economy within which private
economic actors can flourish and thereby create wealth and reduce poverty. Since independence, the
government has liberalized large sectors of the economy, privatized most of its former holdings and
attempted to recast government agencies as policy setting and regulatory bodies. In agriculture,
although much progress has been made in liberalization and privatization, the process on all three fronts
has considerable distance to go. MAFWE, the institutions responsible for education, research and
agricultural extension, and the agencies responsible for the quality standards of food and agricultural
products remain ill-suited and ill-equipped for operation in a market-oriented economy. These
institutions will need a wide-ranging program of renewal to redefine their roles, reorganize their
structures and acquire new skills and technology. Guidance is also needed to transfer many of their
traditional roles to the private sector.

212. Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Economy

0 Establish a policy analysis unit in MAFWE, which is urgently needed to analyze proposed
policy changes, especially in the area of price and trade policy, and alert the minister and
other officials to trends in the EU and world economy affecting Macedonian agriculture.

o Propose legislation and regulations to liberalize, deregulate and refine the legal code in the
following areas: seeds, ex-AK preferences, product trade barriers, input trade barriers, lease
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transparency, land registration, collateral efficiency, and farmer and trader cooperatives and
associations.

* Carry out consumer surveys and analyze consumer data on food consumption, preferences
and trends.

* Standardize export regulations and standards and trade finance instruments, removing
overlapping regulations; incorporate in regulations and draft legislation as needed.

* Define food sanitary and phytosanitary inspection roles, incorporate relevant EU law into
Macedonian law, ensure that supporting laboratories are internationally certified, and
establish a single food assurance agency to oversee the food safety system.

* Form a working group, with high-level government representatives, private entrepreneurs
and representatives of foreign companies to analyze, report on and make recommendations
about the constraints to the entry of dynamic private firms into agri-business.

* Increase, through oversight boards and in other ways, stakeholder participation in the
management of public agricultural institutions serving or regulating agriculture.

* Develop (1) a real-time national and international market information system; current system
is of limited use to agricultural traders and farmers and (2) a system for agricultural
information dissemination using balanced public and private sector inputs and extensive use
of mass media and information technologies.

* Ensure that all legislation relevant to the protection of plant and animal health is consistent
with EU standards, modernize the laboratories and facilities that perform this role and train
staff to use this equipment; establish an appropriate institutional framework to monitor and
enforce these standards.

* Establish a national livestock registration system; develop an epidemiological map of FYR
Macedonia; complete and maintain a comprehensive assessment of regional disease risks;
Ensure sufficient funding of disease monitoring and border control programs, including
stakeholder contributions; develop a brucellosis eradication program.

* Liberalize laws governing livestock breeding and genetic material; establish stakeholder
managed technology testing and demonstration of improved livestock and forage
technology.

* Establish stakeholder participation in the management of state-owned pastureland; introduce
pasture use fees to fully cover the cost of pasture management; fund research into the ecology
of upland pasture aimed at knowledge of how to sustain pasture resources; fund membership
in the FAO pasture-management forums.

213. State Office for Commodity Reserves (SOCR)

* Reform the basic legislation of SOCR to limit its activities to the acquisition and
management of moderate volumes of a limited list of strategic commodities.

* Transfer its market intervention function to MAFWE and terminate government involvement
in the tobacco market.

214. Extension
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" Give the new regional extension advisory boards management responsibility to enable the
agency to compete with other sources of technical support, such as input suppliers, NGOs
and emerging private consultant agencies.

" Provide technical assistance to extension staff in farm, market and trade economics, business

management and modem agricultural technology; employ a full time specialist in farm
economics to be employed in the extension service to focus on specific problems and train
extension staff and producer associations.

o Reorient extension staff to provide strong support to small-scale, private farms, which
dominate agricultural production.

o Introduce fees/cost recovery to the extension activities of the Institute for Applied Science;

and guide the development of additional private sector extension services located in agri-
business, agroprocessing, co-operatives, etc.

" Provide technical assistance to private sector agricultural extension agencies.

215. Agricultural Research and Education

o Establish an Agricultural Research Advisory Council (ARAC) with stakeholder participation
under MAFWE, for allocation of funds for applied research, approval of projects and
coordination of research.

o Charge the ARAC with formulating a proposal for a restructured, down-sized, properly-funded
applied agricultural research institutional capability, based on the identification of key areas of
research opportunity; recommend funding allocation mechanisms, which should depend
primarily on the principle of competitively awarded research funds.

o Using the competitive process of awarding research grants, reorient research activities and
university curricula toward the productivity and profitability of commercial small-scale
agriculture and toward constraints inhibiting export of livestock, fruit and vegetable
products.

o Provide resources to establish a central agricultural research library and the information
technology to ensure electronic access from remote centers.

0 Develop mechanisms to augment government research funding with industry funding; enact
legislation, if necessary.

o With adequate funding and appropriate scale identified, transfer the multiplicity of income
generating activities, such as seed breeding and multiplication and the quality testing and
certification of agricultural commodities to the private sector.

o Improve finance and economics training in university agriculture faculties, emphasizing the
maximization of profits (through efficiency, scale and marketability) rather than the
maximization of output.

o Establish extension priorities and expected outputs and use competitive grants, vouchers and

other allocative mechanisms for their delivery by both public and private sector extension
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agencies. Monitor outcomes using participatory monitoring and evaluation methodologies
where appropriate.

* Further develop links between Macedonian universities and research institutes and western
institutions, as the basis for modernising curricula and research programs.

216. Forestry

* Radically upgrade the Forestry Department and the Forestry Inspectorate in both numbers
and capacity to do policy analysis and formulation on forest issues, regulate the forestry
sector in the context of free market reforms, and ensure environmental and economic
sustainability.

217. LandAgencies

The Macedonian agricultural land estate forms an important component of the national economy that is
not presently realizing its potential for production or as security for domestic or foreign investment in
the sector. This is in large part due to the absence of a significant agricultural real estate market, a factor
of the weak legal and institutional framework surrounding the registration of land and related
encumbrances.

* Develop an effective real estate system based on secure and tradable rights, which is
procedurally straightforward, but flexible enough to encompass the purchase and sale of
ownership and a variety of leasing and other less formal agreements.

* Reviewed and revise the Law on Land Survey, Cadastre and Registration of Real Property
Rights, the Law on Administration of Registries and integrate the Laws on Executive
Procedure, on Contractual Mortgage and on Pledges.

* Establish an independent Land Cadastre Office controlled by a Registrar of Lands. the real
estate cadastre is computerized and the State guarantees its veracity.

* Provide that the land register for each property includes all real estate rights including details
of ownership and encumbrances, that there is compulsory registration of the sale, lease or
mortgage of property, including the value of the transaction and that sporadic registration of
changes in real estate rights is introduced.

* Revise the Law on Inheritance to prevent further land fragmentation.

* Establish a qualification in property valuation.

Develop and Modernize Private-Sector Agricultural Institutions

218. Primary producers, traders and processors should be able to associate freely within
commodity, regional and nationally oriented business associations and cooperatives that are
effectively regulated and competently led. Strengthening producer and trader associations is an
important element in the strategy to increase production of quality agricultural products and exports,
because they give producers voice in the political arena and provide their members with valuable and
productivity-enhancing services.

* A new law on producer and trader associations and cooperatives needs to be drafted and
enacted; regulations applying to them should be modified.
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3 Provide technical assistance to establish associations of small traders in agricultural
commodities.

3 Assist local growers and trader associations in forming regional and national associations.

Establish an independent apex organization for agriculture with open membership for all
agriculture-related producer and trader associations.

o Integrate fruit and vegetable producer cooperatives into the grower association network.

o In cooperation with associations, organize trade fairs and exchange visits by businessmen
from Western and Eastern Europe as a means to promote agricultural exports.

o Organize a program of rural leadership development to train community leaders in skills
useful for service in producer and trader organizations.

o Stimulate national producer associations to form quality circles among producers, traders
and customers, to improve market quality standards.

o Develop a real-time national and international market information system, the national data
based on production and marketing data provided by growers associations; current system is
of limited use to agricultural traders and farmers.

" Protect the rights of cooperative members through the separation of cooperative professional
management and membership; the establishment of a one member, one vote rule, the linking
of membership fees to contribution to cooperative throughput and the establishment of the
unassailable indivisibility of cooperative assets;

1 Improve the efficiency of all private sector agents through programs to improve business
management.

Alleviate poverty by increasing employment and family incomes

219. All the above policies will work to increase rural incomes and employment. In making plans
to improve policies, direct government efforts and make investments, officials should be careful to
attend to those aspects of policy that help improve the productivity of small farmers, reduce the
impediments to the economic success of the value chains that buy and add value to their output, and
secure a level playing field for small processors, traders and transporters. Of the three rural poverty
groups referred to above, the traditional (poor farmers) and new (unemployed) groups will both
benefit markedly from a buoyant agriculture-related rural economy. The chronic poor (old, sick,
handicapped) will receive benefit from economic growth mainly from intra-family transfers and will
require social assistance and other traditional specific poverty interventions. The following are some
examples of the choices that could benefit the poor in the context of agriculture-related development:

Avoid decisions that direct research, technology and irrigation resources disproportionately
to the benefit of large farms on the realization that small farmers can produce low-cost, high
quality output.

o Assist in the formation of farmers associations and cooperatives to provide small farmers
with technology, marketing and quality control services.

o Improve the prospects of young farmers by improving and making secondary education
-accessible to them.
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* Improve the land and credit markets and revise the inheritance laws to make it possible for
young, energetic farmers to gain access to farmland and farm inputs. Micro-credit markets
are also important for small processors, traders and transporters.

* Disseminate knowledge about activities, such as micro livestock, herbs and small processing
operations, which can mobilize the household labor resources 6f women.

* Develop an effective program to promote agro tourism, particularly to engage subsistence
farmers who could provide accommodation and farm-stay meals to tourists, often using local
products.

* Investigate mobility alternatives to costly social and economic infrastructure in remote
locations, including access to mobile telephone service and distance education. ADUR
insufficiently targets and follows up investments and is too centralized to efficiently allocate
its limited resources.
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Annex 1 Table 1. Cereal Crops, Area Sown, Production, Yield and Ownership,
1991-2001

Wheat Rye Barley
Area (ha) Prod.(t) Kg/Ha" Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha" Area (ha) Prod.(t) Kg/Hall

1991 112,783 340,717 3,021 11,325 19,819 1,750 54,429 163,505 3,004
1992 111,961 299,496 2,675 10,884 17,795 1,635 55,421 127,357 2,298
1993 116,987 249,767 2,135 10,717 11,414 1,065 56,424 103,482 1,834
1994 122,031 336,073 2,754 10,286 15,470 1,504 59,697 149,422 2,503
1995 130,092 381,170 2,930 8,975 14,647 1,632 54,874 152,440 2,778
1996 117,486 269,278 2,292 6,746 10,875 1,612 48,916 97,783 1,999
1997 115,267 293,816 2,549 7,213 10,776 1,494 50,936 119,954 2,355
1998 113,647 336,509 2,961 7,295 13,766 1,887 53,399 141,881 2,657
1999 113,972 319,464 2,803 6,454 10,597 1,642 50,289 126,577 2,517
2000 121,669 299,356 2,472 5,845 8,211 1,412 49,988 110,145 2,213
2001 115,504 246,207 2,132 5,406 9,455 1,749 49,334 91,534 1,855

Average 117,400 306,532 2,611 8,286 12,984 1,580 53,064 125,825 2,365

Oats Corn Rice
Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha1

l Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Hall Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha1

1991 4,531 4,921 1,086 42,169 134,941 3,200 8,694 37,506 4,314
1992 4,211 5,365 1,274 43,772 130,265 2,976 8,465 42,697 5,044
1993 3,282 2,668 813 44,693 101,051 2,261 5,197 9,531 1,834
1994 3,710 4,652 1,254 42,791 133,422 3,118 1,755 8,833 5,033
1995 3,384 4,413 1,304 42,454 165,656 3,902 1,256 6,452 5,137
1996 2,828 2,836 1,003 42,031 142,401 3,388 4,157 22,277 5,359
1997 2,950 3,227 1,094 40,158 157,219 3,915 5,261 24,600 4,676
1998 3,088 4,021 1,302 39,229 140,950 3,593 4,481 22,728 5,072
1999 2,768 3,272 1,182 39,229 160,564 4,093 4,196 17,430 4,154
2000 2,374 2,477 1,095 37,488 125,383 3,382 3,871 18,433 4,773
2001 2,031 2,274 1,120 33,918 118,339 3,489 3,871 18,433 4,773

Average 3,196 3,648 1,139 40,721 137,290 3,392 4,655 20,811 4,561

Production Distribution between Enterprise and Family Farm Sub-sectors - 2000
Wheat Rye Barley

Area (ha) Prod. (MT) Kg/Ha2' Area (ha) Prod. (MT) Kg/Ha2J Area (ha) Prod. (MT) Kg/Ha2'

Total 121,669 299,356 2,472 5,845 8,211 1,412 49,988 110,145 2,213
Enterpnses 43,916 112,418 2,578 272 368 1,410 14,801 39,906 2,721

Families 77,753 186,938 2,412 5,573 7,843 1,412 35,187 70,239 2,001

Family % 64% 62% 94% 95% 96% 100% 70% 64% 74%
Oats Maize Rice

Area (ha) Prod (MT) KglHa2/ Area (ha) Prod. (MT) Kg/Ha2/ Area (ha) Prod (MT) Kg/Ha2'

Total 4,211 5,365 1,274 43,772 130,265 2,976 8,465 42,697 5,044
Enterprises 70 64 1,280 1,410 5,649 5,062 418 1,926 4,687

Families 2,304 2,414 1,091 36,078 119,734 3,330 3,453 16,506 4,783
Family % [ 55% 45% 85% 1 82% 92% 66% [ 41% 39% 102%
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Annex 1 Table 2. Industrial Crops: Area Sown, Production, Yield and
Ownership, 1991-2001

Sugar Beet Tobacco Industrial Peppers
Area (ha) Prod.(MT) Kg/Hall Area (ha) Prod.(MT) Kg/Ha"i Area (ha) Prod.(MT) KglHa"

1991 2,211 81,721 36,961 18,321 25,191 1,375 1,754 9,159 5,222
1992 2,380 61,440 25,815 22,496 26,500 1,178 1,664 6,075 3,651
1993 2,259 55,102 24,392 21,609 24,267 1,123 1,298 3,919 3,019
1994 1,616 54,104 33,480 14,569 18,488 1,269 898 2,925 3,257
1995 1,354 54,607 40,330 10,894 15,687 1,440 754 1,812 2,403
1996 1,998 78,278 39,178 11,734 15,407 1,313 548 2,078 3,792
1997 2,180 72,250 33,142 19,296 25,316 1,312 638 1,940 3,040
1998 1,784 58,091 32,562 25,001 32,726 1,309 839 4,698 5,600
1999 2,289 67,036 29,286 24,696 32,031 1,297 769 3,142 4,086
2000 2,022 56,450 27,918 22,785 22,175 973 853 3,932 4,637
2001 1,669 38,281 22,936 20,074 20,059 999 911 2,744 3,012

Average 1,978 61,578 31,455 19,225 23,441 1,235 993 3,857 3,793
Cotton Sunflower Poppy Seed

Area (ha) Prod (MT) Kg/Hall Area (ha) Prod.(MT) Kg/Ha"' Area (ha) Prod.(MT) Kg/Ha"'

1991 48 41 855 28,571 38,685 1,354 543 386 711
1992 25 26 1,040 30,417 37,747 1,241 436 288 660
1993 16 15 937 27,775 18,831 678 910 371 408

1994 11 14 1,273 20,833 17,875 858 1,090 626 574

1995 6 6 1,000 14,349 22,284 1,553 1,521 864 568

1996 6 8 1,333 16,501 20,593 1,248 764 510 668
1997 6 9 1,500 13,196 14,898 1,129 428 285 667
1998 0 0 12,522 13,148 1,050 292 195 668
1999 115 60 522 9,836 13,938 1,417 440 259 588
2000 na na na 6,006 7,351 1,234 490 144 716
2001 na na na 6,034 5,475 907 270 134 499

Average 26 20 1,058 16,913 19,166 1,152 653 369 612

Production Distribution between Enterprise and Family Farm Sub-Sectors - 2000

Sugar Beet Tobacco Industrial Peppers
Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha2J Area (ha) Prod.(t) Kg/Ha2J Area (ha) Prod.(t) Kg/Ha2'

Total 2,022 56,450 27,918 22,785 22,175 973 853 3,932 4,637
Enterpnses 800 22,125 27,656 521 676 1,298 35 223 6,360

Families 1,489 48,127 32,322 24,175 31,355 1,297 734 2,919 3,977

Family % 74% 85% 117% 106% 141% 100% 86% 74% 63%

Cotton Sunflower Poppy Seed
Area (ha) Prod.(t) Kg/Ha2' Area (ha) Prod.(t) Kg/Ha2' Area (ha) Prod.(t) Kg/Ha2'

Total na na na 6,006 7,351 1,234 490 144 716
Enterpnses na na na 6,389 9,168 1,435 224 71 319

Families na na na 3,447 4,767 1,383 216 187 867

Family % na na na 57% 65% 96% [ 44% 130% 272%
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Annex 1 Table 3. Vegetables: Area Sown, Production, Yield and Ownership,
1991-2001

Potatoes Beans Cabbage & Kale
Area (ha) Prod (MT) Kg/Ha"i Area (ha) Prod (MT) Kg/Hall Area (ha) Prod (MT) Kg/Ha"

1991 12,643 116,619 9,224 5,917 5,722 967 3,604 50,013 13,877
1992 12,808 136,047 10,622 6,230 5,788 929 3,493 54,449 15,588
1993 12,851 106,650 8,299 6,417 3,529 550 3,510 52,239 14,883
1994 13,575 131,406 9,680 6,519 5,052 775 3,468 51,628 14,887
1995 14,094 153,582 10,897 6,383 6,351 995 3,474 52,878 15,221
1996 14,068 153,454 10,908 7,007 5,893 841 3,275 49,384 15,079
1997 13,532 155,199 11,469 6,902 7,509 1,088 3,373 52,474 15,557
1998 13,460 178,224 13,241 6,886 5,729 832 3,727 68,610 18,409
1999 13,440 165,433 12,309 6,971 7,619 1,093 3,537 69,562 19,667
2000 13,665 160,444 12,146 9,274 6,154 861 3,539 64,708 18,816
2001 13,023 172,473 13,243 6,678 5,301 793 3,269 67,360 20,605

Average 13,378 148,139 11,094 6,835 5,877 884 3,479 57,573 16,599

Tomatoes Onion Melons
Area (ha) Prod.(MT) Kg/Ha" Area (ha) Prod.(MT) Kg/Hall Area (ha) Prod (MT) Kg/Ha"

1991 7,993 169,172 21,165 4,353 34,027 7,817 11,476 152,126 13,256
1992 7,456 139,643 18,729 4,562 34,210 7,499 9,809 118,895 12,121
1993 7,207 125,668 17,437 4,450 30,852 6,933 9,127 88,751 9,724
1994 6,971 120,800 17,329 4,375 32,222 7,365 8,758 110,316 12,596
1995 7,244 134,144 18,518 4,747 38,588 8,129 8,805 116,235 13,201
1996 8,706 146,104 16,782 4,782 38,691 8,091 9,150 116,425 12,724
1997 6,946 116,526 16,776 4,610 35,538 7,709 7,949 93,242 11,730
1998 6,727 125,707 18,687 4,425 35,727 8,074 8,271 119,623 14,463
1999 6,751 128,384 19,017 4,309 38,255 8,878 7,877 121,274 15,396
2000 6,784 134,654 18,866 4,071 36,336 9,025 8,607 124,968 14,821

2001 6,373 126,313 19,819 3,723 30,594 8,217 7,419 130,073 17,532

Average [ 7,196 133,374 18,466 4,401 35,004 7,976 J 8,841 117,448 13,415

Production Distribution between Enterprise and Family Farm Sub-sectors - 2000

Potatoes Beans Cabbage & Kale
Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha2J Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha2J Area (ha) Prod.(t) Kg/Ha2'

Total 13,665 160,444 12,146 9,274 6,154 861 3,539 64,708 18,816
Enterpnses 70 1,067 15,245 8 4 523 24 280 10,015

Families 13,595 159,337 12,129 9,266 6,150 862 3,515 64,428 18,888

Family % 99% 99% 80% 100% 100% 165% 99% 100% 189%

Tomatoes Onion Melons
Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha2' Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha2' Area (ha) Prod (t) Kg/Ha2'

Total 6,784 134,654 18,866 4,071 36,336 9,025 8,607 124,968 14,821

Enterpnses 359 13,465 35,249 118 352 4,759 52 468 9,008
Families 6,425 121,189 18,948 3,953 35,984 3,150 7,710 116,129 15,180

Family % 95% 90% 54% 97% 99% 66% 90% 93% 169%
11 Yields calculated on area harvested 21 Family % calculated as % of enterpnse farm yield

Source: Statistical Yearbook (2001), Statstical Office, Republic of Macedonia. Year 2001, unpublished statistics
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Annex 1 Table 4. Fruit Crops: Area, Production, Yield and Ownership,
1991-2001

Apples Pears Plums

MT Kg/Tree" MT Kg/Tree1' MT Kg/Tree1'

1991 48,426 19 14,722 13 24,107 16
1992 87,642 33 16,527 16 27,821 18
1993 71,676 28 14,116 14 21,220 14

1994 70,060 28 11,632 13 25,230 17
1995 69,850 28 9,118 11 17,221 12
1996 65,399 26 12,730 18 30,878 21

1997 76,602 25 8,226 12 17,633 12

1998 61,663 20 9,257 16 19,751 14
1999 72,952 23 9,839 18 28,089 20
2000 84,275 27 8,949 17 23,421 18

2001 38,433 12 6,487 10 13,251 9

Average 67,907 24 11,055 14 22,602 16

Sour Cherries Apricots Peaches

MT Kg/Tree" MT Kg/Tree" MT Kg/Treel/

1991 8,117 6 5,698 9 7,590 14
1992 8,739 8 6,758 13 8,386 16
1993 6,840 6 5,715 13 5,293 11
1994 6,057 6 5,066 12 5,405 12

1995 5,300 6 6,061 16 4,333 10

1996 4,625 6 4,296 15 7,343 15

1997 3,067 5 1,305 5 3,545 6
1998 5,109 8 2,348 9 6,823 11
1999 5,774 9 4,426 18 9,003 15
2000 3,293 5 4,168 24 9,512 17

2001 3,031 4 2,839 15 4,598 9

Average 5,450 6 4,425 14 1 6,530 12

Production Distribution between Enterprise and Family Farm Sub-sectors - 2000

Apples Pears Plums

MT Kg/Tree2' MT Kg/Tree' 2'  MT Kg/Tree2

Total 84,275 27 8,949 17 23,421 18
Enterpnses 9,378 14 584 8 227 5

Families 74,897 31 8,365 19 23,194 18

Family % 89% 221% 93% 238% 99% 360%

Sour Cherries Apricots Peaches

MT Kg/Tree' 2'  MT KgITree2'  MT Kg/Tree2'

Total 3,293 5 4,168 24 9,512 17

Enterpnses 1,486 3 379 10 3,725 13

Families 1,807 19 3,789 28 5,787 20

Family % 55% 633% 91% 280% 1 61% 154%
11 Fruit beanna trees oniv 21 Famdv % calculated as % of enteronse farm vield
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Annex 1 Table 5. Macedonian Livestock Population and Ownership (1990-2000)

Cattle Pigs Sheep Horses Poultry

sows,
cows, fist-wwesfo mares,

total heifers in total first- total ewes for total fillies in total
calf farrow breeding foal

sows

Total Livestock Population

1990 287,174 166,237 178,537 22,584 2,297,115 1,612,527 66,252 14,874 5,728,981

1991 282,349 163,733 170,975 22,828 2,250,549 1,623,242 65,155 13,976 4,562,497

1992 284,919 164,578 173,006 23,788 2,351,408 1,663,781 64,576 13,869 4,297,350

1993 280,324 165,280 184,920 29,678 2,458,648 1,841,809 61,748 13,135 4,392,721

1994 281,336 165,813 171,571 29,288 2,466,099 1,710,338 61,797 13,353 4,685,021

1995 283,237 166,374 175,063 29,420 2,319,905 1,736,717 61,733 15,338 4,879,873

1996 294,613 175,621 192,396 28,546 1,813,895 1,232,890 66,479 15,139 3,360,801

1997 289,428 177,383 184,293 32,948 1,631,034 1,177,724 65,869 14,535 3,274,570

1998 267,459 166,553 196,839 30,834 1,315,176 947,263 59,847 15,595 3,338,764

1999 270,147 171,969 226,047 32,674 1,288,733 868,661 57,152 10,214 3,223,184

2000 264,968 171,745 204,135 29,247 1,250,686 887,057 na na 3,713,369

Agricultural Enterprises Livestock Population

1990 27,943 11,520 82,308 9,228 208,835 144,233 820 212 3,531,767

1991 26,312 10,360 72,875 8,953 183,564 145,947 641 152 2,246,452

1992 27,346 10,592 77.366 8,100 174,874 127,021 546 156 1,767,255

1993 24,297 10,571 71,190 8,611 169,392 124,848 676 194 1,602,901

1994 24,029 9,500 65,570 8,745 157,779 122,917 542 148 1,708,578

1995 23,615 8,967 66,286 9,391 155,289 112,708 644 244 1,769,659

1996 22,118 7,824 69,709 9,137 143,879 105,721 699 145 1,293,663

1997 20,543 7,594 60,011 8,875 123,646 96,169 681 164 1,121,079

1998 14,028 6,978 72,446 9,198 116,213 89,989 654 204 1,108,333

1999 12,800 7,031 75,370 8,723 107,647 78,336 424 136 977,093

2000 12,413 6,519 77,717 9,496 101,323 75,757 na na 1,744,560

Individual Agricultural Holdings Livestock Population

1990 259,231 154,717 96,229 13,356 2,088,280 1,468,294 65,462 14,662 2,197,214

1991 256,037 153,373 98,100 13,875 2,066,985 1,477,295 64,514 13,824 2,316,045

1992 257,573 153,986 95,640 15,688 2,176,534 1,536,760 64,030 13,713 2,530,095

1993 256,027 154,709 113,730 21,067 2,289,256 1,716,961 61,072 12,941 2,789,820

1994 257,307 156,313 106,001 20,543 2,308,320 1,587,421 61,255 13,205 2,976,443

1995 259,622 157,407 108,777 20,029 2,164,616 1,624,009 61,089 15,094 3,110,214

1996 272,495 167,797 122,687 19,409 1,670,016 1,127,169 65,780 14,994 2,067,138

1997 268,885 169,789 124,282 24,073 1,507,388 1,081,555 65,188 14,371 2,153,491

1998 253,431 159,575 124,393 21,636 1,198,963 857,274 59,193 15,391 2,230,431

1999 257,347 164,938 150,677 23,951 1,181,086 790,325 56,728 10,078 2,246,091

2000 252,555 165,226 126,418 19,751 1,149,363 811,300 na na 1,968,809
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Annex 1 Table 6. Budget for the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Resources - 1998 - 20

_U_n____d__@MKD US$1= MKD70 %
1998 1999 2000 2000 2000

Salaries and Allowances 108,633,316 97,530,000 97,530,00 1,393 14.0%
Basic (Gross) Salaries 95,097,246 89,124000 89,125,000 1,273,21 12.8%

Basic wages, senior management 4,467,904 6,462,000 6,462,000 92,31 09%
Basic wages, other staff 90,629,341 82,663,000 82,663,000 1,180,9 11 9%

Allowances 13,536,071 8,405,000 8,405,000 120,071 1.2%
Transport allowance for travel tolfrom work 1,751,000 1,751,000 1,751,00( 25,01 03%
Food allowance 11,785,071 6,654,000 6,654,000 95,057 1 0%

Goods and Services 227,858,689 259,860,000 284,330,000 4,061,857 40.9%

Travel and subsistence expenses 2,572,688 5,773,000 5,230,000 74,714 0.8%

Domestic travel 1,300,000 1,300,000 1,380,000 19,714 0.2%
Foreign travel 1,272,688 4,473,000 3,850,000 55,000 0.6%

Utilities and Heating 3,833,000 3,333,000 3,400,000 48,571 0.5%

Post, telephone, telex and courier services 1,081,000 1,081,000 1,000,00( 14,286 0.1%
Electncity 975,000 975,000 1,000,000 14,286 0.1%
Water supply 292,000 292,000 400,00( 5,714 01%

Central heating 1,485,000 985,000 1,000,000 14,286 01%
Goods 4,324,000 3,624,000 3,200,000 45,714 0.5%

Office matenals and stationary 2,730,000 2,030,000 1,500,000 21,429 0.2%

Text books, magazines, newspapers etc 194,000 194,000 200,000 2,857 0.0%
Other goods 1,400,000 1,400,000 1,500,000 21,429 0.2%

Transportexpenses 995,000 995,000 1,300,000 18,571 0.2%

Fuel and lubncants 875,000 875,000 900,000 12,857 0.1%

Tires and spare parts 120,000 120,000 400,00C 5,714 0.1%

Servicing of vehicles 100,000 100,000 100,000 1,429 0.0%
Contractual Services 215,461,001 245,462,000 270,800,000 3,868,571 38.9%

Program for protection of nvers and lakes 0 0 22,500,000 321,429 3.2%

Agnculture support program 214,000,001 244,001,000 244,000,000 3,485,714 351%
Allowances for consultants 0 0 2,500,000 35,714 0.4%

Other 1,461,000 1,461,000 1,800,00C 25,714 0.3%

Other operational expenses 673,000 673,000 400,000 5,714 0.1%

Expenses for representation 373,000 373,000 300,000 4,286 0.0%
Other operational expenses 300,000 300,000 100,00C 1,429 00%

Current Transfers 3,000,000 40,000,000 170,000,000 2,428,571 24A%

Transfers to govemment institutions 0 37,000,000 167,000,00 2,385,71 240%

Transfer to agro-stock exchange 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,00 42,85 0.4%
Sub-total: Current Expenditure 339,492,005 397,390,000 551,860,00 7,883,714 79.3%

CaIpMtall endiouarea
Acquisition of Capital Assets 29,200,000 30,000,0 30,000,000 428,571 4.3%

Reforestation 29,200,000 30,000,000 30,000,00( 428,571 43%
Capital transfers 39,000,000 68,000,000 114,000,001 1,628,571 16.4%

Villages revitalizartion program 20,000,000 20,000,000 20,000,000 285,714 29%

Program for investment in agriculture 19,000,000 48,000,000 94,000,000 1,342,857 135%
Sub-total: Capital Expenditure 68,200,000 98,000,000 144,000,00 2,057,143 20.7%

Total Budget 407,692,005 495,390,000 695,860,000 9,940,857 100.0%

Fee income

Vetennary Inspection na na 187,000,00 2,671,429 269%
Plant Protection na na 25,000,00 357,143 36%
Reforestation Program na na 50,00000(, 714,286 7.2%
Forestry Police na na 35,000,000 500,000 50%

Total Fee Income na na 297,000,00( 4,242,85 42.7%

PWe COSt fl GOVOfMMOM na na 398,860,000 5,698,000 57.3%
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ANNEX 2. MAFWE ORGANIZATION CHART

Annex 2 Chart 1. MAFWE Organization Chart
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ANNEX 3. TRADE AND PRICE POLCY REFORM
SCENARIOS: WHEAT AND LAMB9 2001-2007

Aniex 3 Table 1. Scenarios for Reform of Wheat Trade and Price Policy

2001 2003 2005 2007
Wheat Price ex Hungary ($US/t) 106 108 110 113
Exchange Rate (den/$US) 69 71 73 73
Border Pricea (den/ton) 9039 9452 9877 10039

Base Case Scenario _

Trade Policy
Licensed Zero Tariff Imports (t) Discretionary allocation
Non-Quota Ad Valoreum Tariff 20 20 20 20
Non-Quota Unit Tariff (den/t) 6000 6000 6000 6000
Tariff Equivalent (%) 86% 84% 81% 80%

Price Policy - Producer Floor Price (den/t) 10000 10000 10000 10000
Subsidy Policy

Producer Subsidy (den/kg) 2500 2500 2500 2500
Transport Subsidy (den/kg) 500 500 500 500

Policy Response
Total Production (t) 311375 311375 311375 311375
Human Consumption (t) 388033 392034 396063 400320
Net Import Requirementb (t) 130092 134092 138121 142378
Producer Price (den/ton) 10000 10000 10000 10000
Consumer (Mill) Price (den/kg) 9.462 9.688 9.930 10.023
Tariff Revenue (m den) 0 0 0 0
Subsidy Expenditure (m den) 310 310 310 310

Scenario (2)
Trade Policy Reforms

Licensed Zero Tariff Imports t) Abolished
Non-Quota Ad Valoreum Tariff 20 20 20 20
Non-Quota Unit Tariff (den/t) 6000 5000 3000 1000
Tariff Equivalent (%) 86% 73% 50% 30%

Price Policy - Producer Floor Price (den/t) 10000 10000 10000 10000
Subsidy Policy Producer Subsidies Abolished
Policy Response

Total Production (t) 311375 311375 311375 311375
Human Consumption (t) 388033 387287 392251 397557
Net Import Requirement' (t) 130092 129345 134309 139615
Producer Price (den/ton) 10000 10000 10000 10000
Consumer (Mill) Price (den/kg) 9462 13552 12766 11737
Tariff Revenue (m den) 0 891.2 668.2 419.9
Subsidy Expenditure (m den) 0 0 0 0

Scenario (3)
Trade PolicyReforms

Licensed Zero Tariff Imports t) Abolished
Non-Quota Ad Valoreum Tariff 25 25 25 25
Non-Quota Unit Tariff (den/t) 0 0 0 0
Tariff Equivalent (%) 86% 31% 30% 30%

Price Policy Reforms Floor Price Abolished
Subsidy Policy Producer Subsidies Abolished
Policy Response I

Total Production (t) 311375 311384 311498 311789
Human Consumption (t) 388033 390539 394294 398422
Net Import Requirementb (t) 130092 132589 136250 140137
Producer Price (den/ton) 10000 10917 11433 11645
Consumer (Mill) Price (den/kg) 9.462 10.917 1 11.433 11.645
Tariff Revenue (m den) 0 313.3 336.4 351.7
Subsidy Expenditure (m den) 0 0 0 0
After allowing for transport and handling charges b After allowing for usage for animal feed and seed, and losses
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Ai 3 Tabl 2. Scenarios for Ieformof Lamb Trade and Pric Policy

2001 2003 2005 2007
Lamb Meat Export Price (EU market $US/t) 3570 3606 3642 3678
Exchange Rate (den/$US) 69 71 73 73
Lamb Meat Border Pricea (den/kg) 246 256 266 269

Trade Policy
Ad Valoreum Import Tariff (%/6) 40 40 40 40

Export Subsidy (den/kg) 0 35 35 35
Policy Response
Producer Pnce (den/kg liveweight) 123 163 168 169
Total Lamb Meat Productionb (t) 5910 6684 7363 7660
Consumer Price' (den/kg) 250 358 372 376
Domestic Consumption (t) 3063 2516 2496 2511
Net Exports (t) 2256 3499 4131 4384
Export Revenue (m den) 556 896 1098 1177
Subsidy Expenditure (m den) 0 122 145 153

Senano()> ~2-
Trade Policy Reforms

Ad Valoreum Import Tariff(%) 40 - 35 `125 0
Export Subsidy (den/kg) 0 0 0 0

Policy Response
Producer Price (den/kg liveweight) 123 128 133 134
Total Lamb Meat Productionb (t) 5910 6684 7363 7660
Consumer Pnce (den/kg) 250 256 266 269
Domestic Consumption (t) 3063 2992 2967 2985
Net Exports7 (t) 2256 3024 3659 3909
Export Revenue (m den) 556 774 973 1050
Subsidy Expenditure (m den) 0 0 0 0

Trade PolicyReforms
Ad Valoreum Import Tariff (%) 40 0 0 *0

Export Subsidy (den/kg) 0 0 0 0.
Policy Response
Producer Price (den/kg liveweight) 123 128 133 134
Total Lamb Meat Productionb (t) 5910 6684 7363 7660
Consumer Price (den/kg) 250 256 266 269
Domestic Consumption (t) 3063 2992 2967 2985
Net Exportsd (t) 2256 3024 3659 3909
Export Revenue (m den) 556 774 973 1050
Subsidy Expenditure (m den) 0 0 0 0

a fob prices based on FAO commodity forecasts
b As the incentive to increase production is already high, the production response is based on the capacity to increase
livestock numbers by retaining stock, rather than a response to increased producer prices (MAMA)
c For purposes of comparison, the base case assumes that import tariffs affect consumer prices.
d After allowing for domestic consumption and losses
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ANNEX 4. AGRICULTURE SECTOR ACTION PLAN

Goal: Increasing the profitability, competitiveness and sustainability ofMa cedonian primary
production and agricultural processing industries and enhancing the natural resource base to achie ve
greater national wealth a nd stronger rural communities.

Action Plan
Policy Area Objectives Key Issues Accomplished

Short to Medium-Term Longer-Term

Agricultural Integrate policy MAFWE lacks o EU project o Establish policy analysis o Establish agricultural

policy analysis into effective policy supporting policy staff positions in MAFWE support on coherent,
MAFWE decision capacity analysis in MAFWE o Contract studies on key fiscally sustainable basis

making about to start policy issues o Integrate Agriculture Fund
o Design Agricultural Fund supported activities into

policy and programs rationalized MAFWE
o Send MAFWE staff for program

post-graduate training

Focus State Office SOCR is a key o Price interventions o Increased transparency in o Limit SOCR role to
for Commodity instrument for on all products SOCR transactions acquisition and
Reserve (S OCR) government price except wheat and a Definition of strategic management of strategic
on food security intervention with tobacco cancelled reserve policy within WTO stocks

some commodities framework
o Revise law to limit SOCR

role to strategic stocks

Move to an open, Existing policies o WTO negotiations o Establish trade analysis and o Shift agricultural sector
transparent trade inhibit rather than proceeding and free negotiation capacity interventions toward
policy promote trade, trade agreements o Analyze impact of trade support for increased

encourage rent- negotiated with most agreements and develop competitiveness and WTO
seeking behavior, regional partners new administrative Green Box measures
and lead to non- increasing regional procedures for allocating
optimal patterns of competition quotas
trade

Design a rural Incoherent and a Law on the o Preparation of a rural o Full funding of ODUR as
development under resourced development of development strategy proscribed under the law
strategy government rural under-developed o Incremental staffing and a Expand role of the public

development regions provides up capacity building of the extension service into areas
program to 1% of GDP for Office for the of rural poverty alleviation

rural development Development of Under- and rural development
o Poverty Reduction developed Regions

Strategy Paper under
preparation

Increase Effective policy o Establish broad-based o Develop democratic
stakeholder formation requires Agricultural Advisory processes for registered
participation in stakeholder Council within MAFWE, farmers to elect

agricultural participation to review and advise on representatives to local and

policy government policy national agricultural
peoly o Set up a rural leadership advisory boards
development raining program
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Agricultural Sector Action Plan - Page 2
Action Plan

Policy Area Objectives Key Issues Accomplished Actio PLn
Short to Medium-Term Longer-Term

Competitive- Improve the Limited ability of Some companies Develop industry owned a Help processors develop
ness of production private sector have invested in and managed "stable to higher quality and niche

Macedonian efficiency and producers and modem packaging table" quality control and products with higher margin

agricultural quality of processors to lines and a few in marketing strategies and positive cash flow
Macedonian compete on new products with Improve the Cooperative resulting in capital growth,

and food domestic and IFC and other credit Law and broaden the Law which would create interest
products agricultural and intemational Land O'Lakes on Association of Citizens from foreign partners forfood products markets initiative and Associations to include commercial links

SME Development self-regulating professional 9 Introduce HACCP
and Credit Funds organizations programs in milk and meat
PFSP farmer's a Strengthen flow of industnes, which will

association program available credit to rural require costly investments
a PFSP Management investors o Clarify public and private

Information System a Training programs in sector roles in market
* Chamber of company management and development

Commerce being marketing D Provide unambiguous
restructured govemment support for the

e USAID Competi- establishment of
tiveness Study democratically elected

e GTZ food industry national farmers and
projects commodity associations

Lack of credible * New Food Law in * Define legally the * Establish a Food Assurance
Govemment final stages of respective roles of Authority (FAA) under
assurance that drafting MAFWE (bio-security, MOH, to integrate the food
Macedonian * PFSP financed animal welfare, animal regulatory functions of
products meet the vetennary slaughter, crop and animal MAFWE and MOH, set
international food epidemiological inputs) and MOH (food policy and standards,
safety and bio- system operational processing, markets and negotiate intemational
security * Analytical capacity retail) agreements and monitor
requirements of the Veterinary * Confirm MOH as the lead food inspection services
needed for exports and Health Institute ministry for food safety * For FAA, establish a board
to the EU and laboratories * Institutionalize Hazard with expertise in public
other industrial enhanced through Analysis Critical Control health, food science, food
countries and sales GTZ and PFSP Point (HACCP) certification production, retailing,
to supermarket support * Ensure EU certification of consumer rights, nutntion,
chains a designated national food and public administration

safety reference laboratory * Establish technical
* Establish key EU food advisory groups

safety directives under * Liberalize seed and agro-
Macedonian law chemical registration in

* Incorporate the directives line with EU norms
in the EU acquis * Establish sources of
communaulaire into sustainable funding
Macedonian law

Improve the The Macedonian Limited number of Collaborate with all * Transfer responsibility for
knowledge and agricultural competitively stakeholders to prepare an applied agncultural research
technology base of knowledge and allocated research agncultural Research Plan from MOSE to MAFWE
Macedonian information system programs funded Review/allocate public and * Establish an Agricultural

agriculture (AKIS) is unable under Private Farmer pnvate sector roles within Research Board, including
to respond to the Support Project AKIS elected industry represent-
sustainable- * Active cadre of Restructure remaining atives, to set the research
technology or private extension research network within an agenda and award contracts
information needs agents established Agricultural Research on a competitive basis
of the sector * Decentralization of Foundation having a Identify the means for

agricultural extension management Board with sustainable agricultural
management in strong stakeholder research funding, including
progress participation stakeholder contnbution
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Action Plan

Policy Area Objectives Key Issues Accomplished
Short to Medium-Term Longer-Term

Development Complete the Public sector still o Privatization Agency Sell remaining unsold o Dispose of the remaining,
of private privatization of owns equity in has disposed of some shares held by public sector problematic agro-kombinats

agri-business food and beverage many privatized company shares on appropriately discounted by
processors agro- processing the stock market at Privatization Agency

companies high discounts

Develop Products now o A few ex-public Assist selected firms to o Establish and ensure the
privatized unimaginative, sector companies restructure and develop effectiveness of HACCP
companies into cannot compete on have restructured and viable, financeable business programs in milk and meat

competitive price or quality are operating plans industries
with fully private commercially Establish programs to o Monitor progress of
companies competitive improve quality at all levels, surviving companies.
Most MEBOs have processing companies and develop new and niche Higher quality and niche
little potential processed products, products should produce
Corporate income Work with financial higher margins, positive
and cash reserves institutions to develop cash flows, and capital
not sufficient to financial products geared growth and create interest
modernize industry toward working capital for from foreign partners for

the processing industry commercial links

Business o Finance retraining in Assist firms to restructure
management and management and ISO 9002 firms and be responsive to
technical skills are at selected plants shareholders, with the result
low at most ex- Promote worker skills that talented, well trained
public sector development programs young professionals assume
processors Sponsor young professional executive positions

development programs

Increase foreign FI needed for oA few agro- Develop a conducive Continue to improve the
investment in investment in new companies have environment for business business environment
privatized equipment, attracted some generally Improve the effectiveness

companies modernized foreign investment Improve the security and speed of contract
processes, new (nine firms, however, situation enforcement
products, working with one company Remove impediments of
capital, market receiving more than attractive opportunities in
intelligence and 50%) agri-business
management skills

Facilitate p rivate Industry institutions o Some promotions z Revise laws to enable Producer, processor and
sector institutions and associations and fairs are run (or producer-controlled retailer associations need to

to assist agri- not user friendly, attended) by the processing-industry chambers establish full ownership of

business need to be instilled Ministry of Econ- and associations to be business and marketing
with modem omy, business established promotion programs

enterprses to business culture generated quantified Promote the linkage of the
modernize, and to Current laws do o Foreign NGO's have Agri-Business Association
compete not allow separate developed marketing with similar Associations in
profitably in Chambers of and quality programs SEE, CEE and some EU
domestic and Commerce or agri- but these in danger of countries
export markets business collapse when foreign

associations assistance finishes
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Action Plan

Policy Area Objectives Key Issues Accomplished
Short to Medium-Term Longer-Term

Create conducive Continuing Insufficient progress * Reduce regulatory burden a Continue to improve
commercial constraints to has been made to and reduce corruption regulatory burden, corruption,
business climate efficient improve the business * Improve contract enforcement contract enforcement and tax

to support growth agriculture-related climate & Improve tax administration administration

of agro-processing business operation a Reduce border transit time v Standardize export
inrdu priess regulations and export creditindustries facilities for exporters

s Revise standards to be
consistent with EU

Reestablish Earlier markets in While some D Study the successful
linkages among Serbia and producers or traders examples and learn from their

producers, neighboring of mushrooms, fruit, expenence

processors and countries have not vegetables and forest * Encourage more producer

target markets yet been re- fruits have penetrated groups to invest in bulking,
established foreign markets, most packing and grading sheds

others have small and
Current shipment irregular loads unecon-
of part loads are omic to transport
expensive and Some producers
unreliable; bulking have formed bulking
centers needed to groups to invest in
create full loads packing and grading
for transportation sheds and product
to target markets assembly points

Agricultural Establish a Agricultural land * Laws addressing Revise and itergrate laws Establish self-regulating

land market competitive land market lacks State land restitution on survey, cadastre, bodies in the real estate and
market supported transparency and and rent established registration of real property valuation markets

by efficient and legal process, * Law on contractual rights, registries, executive

secure legal reducing capital mortgages updated procedure, mortgage, pledges
mobilization and and inheritance

processes efficient land use a Mandate compulsory
registration of sale, lease or
mortgage of property

, Establish a training course in
property valuation

Land cadastre is * Law on Establish an independent P Complete the computenzed
unreliable and Administration of Land Cadastre Office land cadastre
courts are slow to Registries passed, controlled by a Registrar o Public access to
process mortgage but requires & Require land register for computerized cadastral
foreclosures clarification each property to include all records

concerning land details of ownership and
registration encumbrances

* Introduce sporadic
registration
Provide state guarantee of

computerized cadastral
records

State land policy * Law on agricultural Have MAFWE set clear e Carry out progressive sale
lacks clear land before objectives and measurable of state agricultural land to
objectives and parliament indicators for the national the private sector
verifiable agricultural estate; develop * Introduce a comprehensive,
indicators core staff competence unifying law on natural

Exercise MAFWE option to resource management
lease 15% of the national
agricultural estate
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Action Plan

Policy Area Objectives Key Issues Accomplished
Short to Medium-Term Longer-Term

Unproductive use o 1998 legislation o Make more AK land Revise law on state land
of agro-kombinat requiring at least 15% available to private farmers following resolution of land
land belonging to of ex-agro-kombinat o Commence requireing ex- restitution and land
the state land to be rented to AK's to pay substantial rent registration issues to require

private farmers on state land sale to private farmers

Irrigation Improve services Water a Principles of o Draft and enact new law for > Enact new water law:

Sector on state owned management restructuring were restructuring WMOs > Restructure and refinance

Reform irrigation schemes organizations are agreed between o Do initial drafting of new all WMOs
dysfunctional Bank and water law > Establish supervision of

Government, Jan o Appoint restructunng team WMOs in MAFWE
2002 and begin data assembly Establish regulatory body

o A Business plan was o Analyze WMO debt and for national water resource
drafted for restruc- negotiate restructuring, management
turing Project water settlement and write off
management organ-
izations (WMOs)

Insufficient user o New law for Water o Complete transfer of ) Transfer small independent
involvement in User Associations distribution to WUAs across schemes to WUAs
irrigation delivery (WUAs) now before three Project schemes > Complete transfer

parliament o Plan country-wide distribution to WUAs
o WUAs successfully expansion of WUAs across remainder of

piloted by Project o Establish WUA Supervision Macedonia
o Policy of irrigation Office or assign to PMU

transfer agreed

Environ- Improve control Overlap of oTighten the regulations to Assign clear responsibility

mental over emissions, responsibilities remove contradictions to the Environment

protection effluents and among ministries oRemove overlap in the Ministry for overall control

pollutants and agencies responsibilities of various and final decision in
agencies environmental matters

Current regulations o There are some Enact new laws on chemical Carry out monitoring,
on soil pollution generalized rules that applications and nm-off, and feedback and publication of
and conservation no-one may pollute on deposits of waste results, linked to
and run-off from the land - nothing contaminants improvements in
agricultural land specific regulations where necessary
are weak

Long term neglect Ministry of oStrengthen the Ministry and > Bring EPA standards up to
of emission and Environment the Inspectorate EU levels in readiness for
effluent controls established in 1999 EU accession
has resulted in o Some laws passed
many processors and implementation
exceeding latest started
pollution limits o An Inspectorate

established with
qualified inspectors
environmental
inspection

Introduce soil Preservation of o Some trials have oDraft clear regulations for Set up an independent body
preservation and areas of special been done, and organic production areas to promote organic
organic produc- environ-mental NGO's are active in oProvide in depth training at production and marketing
tion of high value quality by increasing awareness all levels in the requirements

duct reserving for of producers and of organic production and
prod s organic production potential consumers marketing
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Action Plan

Policy Area Objectives Key Issues Accomplished
Short to Medium-Term Longer-Term

Incremental Increase 40% rural No program exists *Stimulate growth in private * Develop rural entrepreneurs

employment employment in unemployment to tackle the issue of sector processing industries and SMEs

in the rural the food and rationalization and *Design redundancy packages * Promote regional development

beverage Further job loss in unemployment in advance * Prepare for significant
sector production and processing due to *Locate non-EU wine markets redundancies following

rationalization and eDevelop intensive agriculture expiration of contractual
marketing chain loss of EU wine *Develop SMEs for processing 5-year business plans of the

quota likely and trade privatized agro-kombinats

Improve income Involvement is Some NGO *Implement farm bookkeeping Setup Women in
of women in the mainly seasonal in activities have been and budgeting system Management forum for

rural sector harvesting and instituted in rural through various programs to female staff to promote
primary processing communities for promote the management their expertise, and to

programs to improve skills of rural women encourage female staff to
Women employed female employment *Institute programs to tram apply for promotion
in 20-40% of full- potential women managers
time jobs in and entrepreneurs in the be
processing but few processing industry
as senior staff


